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1Time estimates of a distinguished engineer
James T. Kirk: How much refit time before we can take her out
again?
Montgomery Scott: Eight weeks, Sir, but ya don’t have eight weeks, so
I’ll do it for ya in two.
James T. Kirk: Mr.Scott. Have you always multiplied your repair
estimates by a factor of four?
Montgomery Scott: Certainly, Sir. How else can I keep my reputation as
a miracle worker?
from the movie ’Star Trek III: The Search for Spock’
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5Abstract
This thesis presents a contribution to the field of performance analysis for Input/Output (I/O) related
problems, focusing on the area of High Performance Computing (HPC).
Beside the compute nodes, High Performance Computing systems need a large amount of supporting
components that add their individual behavior to the overall performance characteristic of the whole
system. Especially file systems in such environments have their own infrastructure. File operations
are typically initiated at the compute nodes and proceed through a deep software stack until the file
content arrives at the physical medium. There is a handful of shortcomings that characterize the current
state of the art for performance analyses in this area. This includes a system wide data collection, a
comprehensive analysis approach for all collected data, an adjusted trace event analysis for I/O related
problems, and methods to compare current with archived performance data.
This thesis proposes to instrument all soft- and hardware layers to enhance the performance analysis
for file operations. The additional information can be used to investigate performance characteristics of
parallel file systems. To perform I/O analyses on HPC systems, a comprehensive approach is needed
to gather related performance events, examine the collected data and, if necessary, to replay relevant
parts on different systems. One larger part of this thesis is dedicated to algorithms that reduce the
amount of information that are found in trace files to the level that is needed for an I/O analysis. This
reduction is based on the assumption that for this type of analysis all I/O events, but only a subset of all
synchronization events of a parallel program trace have to be considered. To extract an I/O pattern from
an event trace, only these synchronization points are needed that describe dependencies among different
I/O requests. Two algorithms are developed to remove negligible events from the event trace.
Considering the related work for the analysis of a parallel file systems, the inclusion of counter data from
external sources, e.g. the infrastructure of a parallel file system, has been identified as a major milestone
towards a holistic analysis approach. This infrastructure contains a large amount of valuable informa-
tion that are essential to describe performance effects observed in applications. This thesis presents an
approach to collect and subsequently process and store the data. Certain ways how to correctly merge
the collected values with application traces are discussed. Here, a revised definition of the term “perfor-
mance counter” is the first step followed by a tree based approach to combine raw values into secondary
values. A visualization approach for I/O patterns closes another gap in the analysis process.
Replaying I/O related performance events or event patterns can be done by a flexible I/O benchmark.
The constraints for the development of such a benchmark are identified as well as the overall architecture
for a prototype implementation.
Finally, different examples demonstrate the usage of the developed methods and show their potential.
All examples are real use cases and are situated on the HRSK research complex and the 100GBit Testbed
at TU Dresden. The I/O related parts of a Bioinformatics and a CFD application have been analyzed in
depth and enhancements for both are proposed. An instance of a Lustre file system was deployed and
tuned on the 100GBit Testbed by the extensive use of external performance counters.
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91 Introduction
This chapter provides an introduction into the topic of this thesis. At first it will introduce High Perfor-
mance Computing and parallel file systems in general and the requirements a for performance analysis
and optimization in this domain. Furthermore, it explains the current approaches and problems in this
area and shows the contribution of this thesis.
1.1 Introduction to High Performance Computing and Parallel File
Systems
Executing long time simulations on large compute resources is a common task in many scientific areas.
High Performance Computing (HPC) has become a vital part of the scientific community. A typical setup
for a research project is to couple laboratory experiments with simulations on HPC resources to validate
results, predict possible outcomes and to explore future research strategies. Reading and writing large
amounts of data is an essential part of most scientific parallel programs. But the challenge of handling
lots of data is not limited to the HPC community. Typical use cases that involve huge Input/Output (I/O)
requirements include the handling of input data that can be processed independently (High Throughput/-
Capacity Computing) or the supply of data sets for on-demand access (Rich Media/Databases).
Disk access time is precious because most applications block until the data has been transferred to/from
the main memory during the disk access. The leveling rule, how well an application uses an HPC
system, is typically the number of useful operations done on this system within a certain amount of time.
Useful operations are in most cases either floating point or integer calculations. Hence, all blocking
communications and I/O activities, as well as any overhead introduced through parallel programming,
are reasons why users cannot exploit the full performance of an HPC system. The requirement profile
from the users point of view is driven by the time to finish these parts of a program, that do not perform
calculations, as fast as possible while keeping the costs in an affordable limit. Thus, for solving large
scale problems on HPC machines, efficient parallel programming has necessarily be accompanied by fast
parallel I/O access.
The gap between the speed of the processor and the attached memory is increasing, like the gap between
the speed of the memory and the disk drives. The problem how to move data fast enough between the
main memory and the disks is growing with this gap. Storage systems are built by connecting lots of
hard disk drives, network hardware components as well as several software layers into a fast and highly
reliable file system. Parallel applications rely on file systems that are consistent over different nodes or
even clusters and provide features like a fixed set of access semantics, high capacity and throughput,
parallel data and metadata access, reliability, and fault tolerance.
As the growth of a computer system is no longer defined by the clock frequency of the processor but the
number of parallel computing cores within a machine, there is a growing demand for storage capacity
and bandwidth. The amount of storage capacity shipped by all vendors together has in average grown
over more than 40% each year. According to IDC1 in 2007 a total of 1.3 EB (1.3∗1015 Bytes) have been
shipped to customers, 2.1 EB in 2008 and 3.3 EB in 2009.
1http://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS23012911 (13.09.2011)
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Within an HPC environment, parallel file systems provide the necessary I/O bandwidth and capacity to
the compute resources. These file systems are built from many individual soft- and hardware components
and face some major challenges today. The biggest challenge, the furious increase in the number of cores
per system, demands higher rates of metadata operations. From the requirement to design balanced
systems in terms of I/O bandwidth and compute power follows immediately the need for more disks and
therefore a larger infrastructure. E.g. the ASCI Purple system2 installed in 2004 has 1536 individual
IBM Power5 nodes with a 2 PB GPFS file system that provides a bandwidth of approx. 122 GB/s. It was
built by using 500 RAID controllers and about 11.000 S-ATA and FC disks.
If the bandwidth for a file system is being divided by the number of disks that support this file system,
the average disk utilization at the maximum file system speed can be calculated. For ASCI Purple, a
supercomputer brought into service at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in 2005, this number
is around 11 MB/s. In 2004 one individual Enterprise S-ATA disk delivered a bandwidth of about 90
MB/s. Thus, less than 15% of the available bandwidth of the disks are actually available to applications
running on ASCI Purple. As each disk consumes about 30 Watt, only 1355 would be needed if running
at maximum bandwidth, saving about 290 KW of power just for the disks. Finding the root cause for
this problem and designing new file systems differently would help to save energy and to reduce the total
costs of ownership of such a system. On smaller systems the utilization of raw disk bandwidth is usually
not better. For example the file system at the HRSK complex at Technische Universität Dresden consists
of 640 FC disks and delivers a bandwidth 8 GB/s (12.5 MB/s per disk) to applications. The introduction
of Solid State disk Drives (SSD’s) has already started to influence storage products in the current time
and will hopefully change this picture. At this time the most common use case for SSD’s in HPC storage
environments are file system log files. As SSD’s are rather small and provide a very high bandwidth for
sequential write accesses file systems they are very well suited for file system journals. By placing the
metadata intensive part (journal, inodes) and the bandwidth oriented part (file content) of a file system
onto different components both are able to work more efficient.
Another challenge for parallel file systems are unified site wide file systems (multi cluster file systems).
The advantage of this approach is the availability of all data on different locations which will enhance
the users’ possibilities to handle data. Having less file systems should ease the administration as isolated
storage islands are left behind. The drawback from the viewpoint of the performance analyst is that I/O
requests to a server may now come through different interfaces at the same time, maybe even through
different network technologies. Such a distributed HPC I/O environment needs a new type of analysis
approach.
For users, I/O on an HPC system is difficult to understand. Parallel high performance file systems
are usually presented by so called ’hero’ numbers that show the capabilities of the file system under
extreme circumstances. The two numbers that are typically presented are the maximum number of bytes
transferred per second with very large sequential access patterns and the number of executed I/O calls per
second for very small and random I/O access patterns. Both do characterize the file system in some way
but do not allow the user to predict the number he will get with his specific pattern. Hero numbers do also
not provide the system analyst with the necessary knowledge to explain to the user why the performance
of his I/O requests is as bad as it is. Even if the I/O requests are well formed, for the user and the system
analyst it is hard to understand how the system is behaving with a lot of different users doing their work
in parallel. Currently deployed file systems on very large parallel machines do also not allow to specify
a quality of service (QoS) or some kind of performance allocation to users. User access to parallel file
systems has not much changed during the last decade [DB99, Day08]. Most files stored by users in a
parallel file system are still rather small.
2https://asc.llnl.gov/computing_resources/purple
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1.2 Performance Analysis in the Context of I/O and Contributions
The results of a performance analysis are of versatile use. Beside the removal of a potential bottleneck
the outcome can also help to improve the procurement process and not at last to better understand actual
systems. Today systems offer many configuration options that can change the behavior of a system
dramatically.
The following example will illustrate this: In 2009 the storage complex at the HRSK system at TU
Dresden faced dramatically bad response times from the installed Lustre [Sun08b] file system (version
1.4). Every full hour the file system was basically completely unresponsive for a couple of minutes. It
turned out that at each full hour a script has been started that tested a range of basic file system functions
on each of the more than 700 nodes. One of the tests wrote one byte to a file and checked afterwards
whether the file contained the correct bytes or not. At that time the write cache on the DDN controllers
was disabled due to the fact that these caches are not mirrored between the two controllers that are used as
a redundant pair. Therefore each of the 1 Bytes requests resulted in a single disk access. This generated
a lot of outstanding requests on the controllers and caused the controllers to deny further requests at
the point where the internal request queue was full. This in turn caused retries on the file server which
sent the request again to the DDN controllers. This request ping pong was only visible by watching
at the number of outstanding commands on the RAID controller and the load on the Lustre servers.
Enabling the write cache and thus allowing requests to be merged solved this problem. The controllers
are connected to an uninterruptible power supply and the controller cache is backed up by a battery, thus
the chance to lose data is minimal. This is an example where a single bit that is set or not can change the
behavior of a system in a dramatic way. With the tools available today it is still hard to figure out whether
an I/O subsystem is slow because there is a heavy load situation or because one of the components is
about to fail and delivers only a portion of the habitual performance.
Beside this type of problems induced by configuration options there are also system limits that influence
the day-to-day performance of parallel applications. Metadata operations in Lustre, CXFS and many
other file systems are handled by a single server. Thus, all applications share a maximum rate of meta-
data operations that this server can handle. For a performance analysis of a program in a production
environment it would be beneficial to combine performance data collected on the metadata server with
the execution trace of the program. This way it would be possible to describe a relation between the
overall rate of metadata operations on the whole system and the metadata requests and execution time of
different I/O operation from the application point of view. This would further allow to investigate and
optimize features like server side caching.
Other kinds of I/O problems manifest themselves during the day-to-day usage of a computing resource
[HM07]. If a program that induces a bad I/O behavior is detected, the work that needs to be done at first
is to identify the resource that is behaving differently under this workload and then to figure out why this
resource is behaving the way it is. Subsequently the findings can be used to either adapt the system to the
I/O pattern of this application or to run the scenario on different machines in order to find a system that
fits to the application. Another use is the creation of benchmark scenarios that allow vendors to design
the next generations of HPC machines.
Analyzing performance problems within the infrastructure of a parallel file system is currently a hard
task. Current approaches have the drawback of using only a part of the available information or rely
on intrusive changes to the system which are not feasible for production systems. What is needed to
enable an overall I/O analysis on HPC systems is to standardize the access to performance data that are
potentially useful for an I/O analysis.
This thesis will present a workflow for an improved data acquisition, analysis and replay scheme for I/O
requests within real-world HPC storage systems. While this methodology is being developed, various as-
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pects of parallel file systems are being discussed. The work done within this thesis focuses on advancing
the following research areas:
• Data acquisition and analysis in distributed environments,
• Program trace based analysis of parallel programs,
• Pattern matching and replay of I/O requests,
• Local and wide area file systems measurements.
The overall target is to enhance the observability of I/O requests in general, starting at the user space and
going all the way to the disks that store the data.
1.3 Organization of this Thesis
The chapter I/O in the Context of High Performance Computing provides an introduction to the topic
of I/O on High Performance Computing systems. After a short outline of the history, the key concepts
of parallel file systems are introduced. The chapter is concluded by an overview of methods that are
available to end users to access parallel file systems and to exploit their capabilities.
The chapter Analysis of Current Parallel File Systems and Related Work is dedicated to a description of
the research environment that this thesis originated from and shows recent work done in this area. The
state of the art for parallel file systems is being examined in detail. Actual aspects in the field of I/O
tracing, I/O systems monitoring and current trends in hard- and software are covered as well.
The chapter End-To-End Performance Analysis of Large SAN Structures contains the main contributions
of this thesis. An approach to enable end-to-end performance analysis of storage systems is presented. To
achieve this goal the definition of performance counters is being revisited and extended. An I/O workflow
is developed that is based on an adopted pattern matching approach and a flexible I/O benchmark. The
workflow employs an application trace with embedded performance information from the infrastructure
of the file system. The data within the trace file are reduced by a unique approach that removes events
from the application trace that are not needed for an I/O analysis.
The chapter Prototype Implementation and Evaluation shows use cases where the approach developed
within the chapters before is applied to real-world problems. An analysis of typical access patterns of
different HPC I/O intensive applications is presented as well as their impact on different file systems.
Some of the examples presented demonstrate the use of the data collection and analysis in distributed
environments.
A conclusion and an outlook to future research completes this work.
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2 I/O in the Context of High Performance Computing
“Applications on MPPs often require a high aggregate bandwidth of low latency I/O to secondary stor-
age. This requirement can be met by internal parallel I/O subsystems that comprise dedicated I/O nodes,
each with processor, memory, and discs” [FCBH95].
2.1 A Brief History of HPC I/O
Parallel computer systems are designed to handle large data sets. The definition of “large” is a moving
target and an optimistic lower bound is at least the amount of main memory within the corresponding
system. Massively Parallel Processing (MPP) systems can have multiple TeraBytes main memory today
and the bandwidth provided by individual storage devices is between 50 MB/s to 1.5 GB/s, depending
on the technology used.
The need to combine multiple disks to one file system has been arising at the time when the speed of
a single disk could not satisfy the bandwidth requirements for parallel supercomputers at the end of the
1980’s. At this time [CHKM93, FCBH95] defined an I/O “balanced” computer system where the ratio
between the peak floating point operations and the peak I/O rate was at maximum 100 Flp per Byte.
These analyses also showed that some applications required this ratio to be much smaller in order to
spend more time in computation than with waiting for I/O. Most of the parallel computing systems in
this period were equipped with parallel file systems designed and implemented by the respective system
vendor.
Intel for example designed HPC machines as well as file systems in the 1980’s and 1990’s. For the iPSC
series of supercomputers the Concurrent File System (CFS) [FPD93, NKP+96] provided a lot of features
common to current I/O subsystems like caching, prefetching and preallocation. File data was striped in
4 KB chunks over all available disks. Caching allowed multiple nodes to reread the same data from a
memory cache instead from the disk. Prefetching is a technique where an algorithm tries to detect file
access patterns and loads file content transparently into the servers cache before the application actually
requests the data. This way the data is available to the application immediately without any latency.
Preallocation tries to allocate additional connected blocks on a disk upon the first write request(s) for
a file before the application uses this additional space. The reasons to preallocate blocks are to avoid
the search for free blocks on each write request and to minimize the number of seek operations during
the read or rewrite of the file. CFS also introduced the concept of specialized I/O nodes. This places
additional servers between the disks and the computing nodes and thus separates the disk access and
provides indirect access to physical blocks. This way multiple nodes can see the same file system at the
cost of higher latency.
The IBM Vesta File system [CF96] is considered to be one of the first parallel file systems. Vesta is build
by connecting I/O and compute nodes of the IBM SP1 via a network. Vesta interleaves a file over all
available I/O nodes and provides multiple logical views onto the same file. The file itself is not a stream
of bytes as defined for traditional UNIX file systems [LS90] but a set of cells. Logical views are subfiles
that can contain selected parts of the data set like rows or columns. It has been developed as a research
file system and renamed to PIOFS as a commercial product.
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CM-5 sfs [KR94] is an example of a parallel file system that uses a combination of RAID3 technology
[CLG+94] and NFS [SBD+03] to provide a file system to multiple CM-5 nodes. File content is striped
in 16 byte blocks over the available disk in software using RAID3 on a dedicated I/O node. An adaption
of code taken from a NFS server is used as the communication protocol. The connection topology in the
dedicated storage network is a fat tree.
The main application for high performance I/O subsystems in that time period have been:
• data input, data output
• checkpointing
• out of core computation (management of temporary/additional memory)
Data input and output often only happens at the startup and the final phase of a program. Large amounts
of data needs to be read from and to the disk to fill the main memory with an initial data set or to write
the results.
Checkpointing is a technique to avoid the loss of computation results due to machine failures. If it is
known that a parallel program only finishes correctly in 95% percent of all runs it is logical to spend
up to 5% of the program run time to dump the complete program state to permanent storage and to
resume from this checkpoint after a failure instead of repeating the whole program run. For example,
as checkpointing can take up to 75% of the I/O capacity, Sandia National Lab (SNL) has a bandwidth
requirement of at least 1 GB/s per TeraFlop/s (TF) computing power [Hil07]. A factor that describes
this bandwidth requirement even better is the portion of the main memory of a machine that needs to
be transfered to the disk during a checkpoint. Thus in the real case, transferring 750 MB/s at SNL over
3 minutes every hour, applications with up to 135 GB main memory consumption can be checkpointed
with a 1 GB/s I/O bandwidth. It is apparent that current supercomputers with 300 TB of main memory1
demand a much larger bandwidth or new approaches to deal with I/O.
Out-of-core computation is a method to deal with data sets that exceed the available main memory
[CWN97, WGW93, Kot95]. A part of the data set is being held in memory and the rest of the data is on
the disks. The traditional way of dealing with large amounts of data was “demand paging” and relied on
the operating system to load and unload data as needed2. Out-of-core computation is practically paging
under user (program) control. This approach is an extension of programming schemes that are aware of
memory hierarchies and not only look at the main memory, caches and registers but onto the disks as
well.
As main research activities in the area of I/O [GVW96, AUB+96] identified in 1996:
• increasing parallel access to storage devices for more parallel bandwidth
• effective caching to exploit locality
• overlapping computation and I/O to hide storage access latencies
• better I/O scheduling and the optimization of data accesses
All this topics are still valid today [JD07] and have influenced current standards like MPI-I/O [Cen03].
Current research also includes power efficiency, the increasing complexity of storage hardware, metadata
performance and other topics [Bia08, Jac09], like site-wide file systems or wide-area file systems.
In 1998, IBM introduced GPFS as the successor of PIOFS. GPFS is considered one of the major file
systems in the HPC market and covered in detail in Chapter 3. Within the same timeframe cluster
computing became more and more popular and accompanying cluster file systems like PVFS and Lustre.
Both will be covered in Chapter 3 as well.
The basic demands on parallel file systems have not changed significantly. They still need to scale with
the overall machine size, need to be reliable and provide permanent storage capacity.
1the “Jaguar” system at ORNL in June 2010
2today commonly referred to as “swapping”
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2.2 Local, Distributed and Parallel File Systems
The major service that a storage component offers is the capability of depositing data sets for longer
periods together with a guarantee that the integrity of these data sets is not touched and that the data can
be read at any time. The most common components that hold data even if powered down are solid state
disk, hard disk drives and tapes. In the area of HPC with growing numbers of CPUs in a system the
need for more capacity, more bandwidth and more parallel concurrent I/O operations is always present.
Current installations feature thousands of spinning disks with typically more than 10 GB/s bandwidth.
A file system in general is an interface layer between a storage device and the user of a computing
resource [TE03]. A storage device provides blocks or objects that can be used to store data. But it does
not provide any way to structure these data. A file system introduces the concepts of a) files that have
at minimum a name and some content and b) directories that are used to place files into hierarchical
structures [Bia08]. Beside that, files are usually associated with more metadata, like time of last access
or modification, file layout on the file servers or indicators of the owner of the file. Having all files
organized within a single directory tree is commonly referred to as "Common Name Space" (CNS). This
CNS on the other hand can be constructed by using multiple storage devices or file systems.
A local file system is a file system that is only available on a single computer. It provides access to local
resources as it is only shared among the different processes within the same operating system image on
one host. This might not be true for virtualized systems where multiple hosts (that have no knowledge
about each other) share a local disks or parts of it. The underlying storage concept is also referred to
as “Direct Attached Storage” (DAS). Most desktop workstations have one local disk or a simple RAID
controller that provide storage for the operating system and user data. This type of storage is typically
the first that people deal with when they start working with computers. Thus, the I/O response times
(especially those for many small requests) define the expectations on how a file system should behave.
Distributed file systems employ a client-server concept where one or multiple file servers export a local
file system and allow multiple clients to use this file system in parallel. The advantage for the user
is that he can access its data from different computing resources without copying the data. On the
client side the remote file system is presented like a local file system. Any access to the file system is
redirected to the file server. A taxonomy of present distributed file systems is given in [MRB06]. The
most commonly used are NFS [SBD+03] in Unix/Linux environments and CIFS [Sto02] or respectively
Samba in Windows environments. In a distributed file system all accesses to one file are handled by one
file server. This server will handle the metadata for this file as well the content. Typically the clients and
servers are connected by a commodity network like Ethernet.
This concept of a “Network Attached Storage” (NAS) is widely used in computing centers. Today all
major workstation operating systems are equipped with the necessary software to access this kind of
distributed file systems out of the box. Today more sophisticated NAS systems are shipped as appliances
and are easy to install and manage. The standard NFS server implementation, for example as imple-
mented in the Linux kernel, does not scale enough for requirements that larger institutions have and does
not provide the features that are needed to handle a file service at such a level, like resiliency against
server failures and an easy user administration. Thus, there is a market for purpose build file servers that
implement their own file system and provide a NFS/CIFS/Samba frontend.
In contrast to NAS, “Storage Area Networks” (SAN) are dedicated networks only designed for storage
traffic. The technologies and protocols used are often more optimized for smaller latencies and not
suitable for wide area connections. SANs are a result of the observation that storage and other traffic
needs to be separated [MT03]. For SANs the dominant technology is still FibreChannel. iSCSI is an
additional option which market share is growing. SANs are designed to transport file content and enable
multiple file servers or computing resources to access a pool of attached storage devices. A very common
scheme for a pure SAN file system is to give all clients direct access to all storage devices without using
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Figure 2.1: Simplified comparison of distributed (left) and parallel (right) file system accesses to multiple
file servers
a file server as mediator. In particular, NAS storage provides (synchronized) access to files whereas SAN
provides access to storage blocks. As a pure SAN concept has no file server, the clients need to either
make sure that they access different regions of the global storage or that they synchronize accesses to the
same region. Therefore SAN based file system do use the concept of a metadata server.
One of the distinctive features identified by Placek [MRB06] for distributed file systems is the “system
function” which is based on the requirements that the applications using this file system have. One
category within this feature is “performance” and this is a place where parallel file system fit in. The
unique feature that characterizes a parallel file system is the fact that clients can access data through
multiple paths to the storage components in parallel. This allows clients to access files in parallel by
reading data from different locations at the same time (see Figure 2.1). HPC file systems are typically
designed to deliver the highest bandwidth as well from one as from many clients for a single file and
for multiple files. At the same time they have to provide high rates for concurrent I/O operations from
thousands of clients in parallel with low latency.
Traditionally parallel file systems for HPC have been designed for one installation and are used together
with this system until the end of its lifetime. Using the same HPC file system on multiple supercomputing
resources has not been an issue since about five years. Usually the file system bought together with the
last supercomputer is not sufficient for the next and extending a given installation in terms of bandwidth
and capacity is typically not an option. Within the last years there have been lot of efforts to create
site-wide file systems using the Lustre file system and standard 10 Gigabit/s Ethernet [Sun08d]. These
multi-cluster file systems are a tribute to the fact that even the visualization of the simulation results
needs a well performing file system. Coupling different types of clusters (computation, visualization,
database) via a broadband file system is a common way to tackle the typical problems while handling
large amounts of data.
There are also file systems that realize a parallel access to the file content but do not fit into the HPC
area. GoogleFS is one example [GGL03]. GoogleFS stores file content distributed as chunks over
multiple servers and keeps multiple copies of the same chunk at different locations. These locations can
be geographically divided. If one of the copies becomes unavailable the chunk can still be retrieved from
another copy. This design has been driven by the need to survive even if storage node failures become a
normal event instead of an exception. It also allows to distribute and replicate data transparently over the
globe to have fast access to a (almost) local copy of the data everywhere.
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Figure 2.2: Typical user view of an HPC system and the attached file systems
2.3 User Access to Parallel File Systems
As stated in Section 2.1 the requirements of users on HPC file systems have not changed much over
time. I/O is done typically at program startup and at program termination as well as at (most times fixed)
intervals during the execution time to dump intermediate results or program states.
Users commonly expect the logical layout of an HPC infrastructure to look similar to what is depicted in
Figure 2.2 and access the file system by using one of the available "Application Programming Interfaces"
(API) on the machine. An HPC systems typically provides at least one large and very fast file system that
is not backed up and used for scratch data. An additional HOME file system is used for all data that need
to be kept over a long time (source code, input and result files). Users access HPC machines through one
or more login nodes, sometimes the HOME file system is exported to the scientist’s desktop as well.
How users access parallel file systems has changed over the time. First of all, the use of a standardized
application programming interface (API) is an imperative. Most user programs utilize the “Portable
Operating System Interface for Unix” (POSIX) standard. These have typically been supported by parallel
file systems but very often prevented them from exploiting their full performance. Therefore many of
the first parallel file systems have been shipped with an individual high level access library that allowed
users to access data in parallel but limited the portability of these programs.
Today MPI and OpenMP are two implementations of common programming paradigms and are exten-
sively used in the HPC community. The OpenMP standard does not define any high level primitives
to access data in parallel. Thus, any kind of parallel data access has to be introduced by the user or
routed though an additional high level I/O library. With the introduction of the MPI Version 2 standard,
MPI-I/O [Cen03] was introduced. It provides an access layer to file data besides POSIX. MPI 2 defines
a standard interface for parallel I/O that support derived data types (beside the standard data types that
most imperative programing languages have) and coordinates the access to shared files, allows collective
and asynchronous operations and the creation of per-process views onto a file.
Users always have a demand for higher capacities, higher metadata rates and more bandwidth. Today
a 1 TB disk is a normal equipment for workstations while HPC file systems reach capacities in the PB
range. The “Deutsches Klimarechenzentrum”3 currently plans for an archival of 10 PB per year. This
is only the amount of data copied from the parallel file system to the archive. It does not include the
3German High Performance Computing Centre for Climate- and Earth System Research http://www.dkrz.de
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checkpoints and intermediate results written at program runtime. The current technology trends for the
microprocessor hardware allow the prediction that in the near future any increase in performance will
only come from using more cores in parallel as before. The run for higher processor frequencies has
come to an end. Thus, the demands for parallel file systems to allow more parallel accesses from many
cores and the need to use other standards than POSIX to access data will become inevitable.
2.3.1 POSIX I/O
The "Portable Operating System Interface for Unix" (POSIX) standard [IEE04, Ope] is an application
programming interface (API) that (among other things) defines the most popular standard to access file
systems. The semantics of system calls like open(), write() or close() are defined there. As
this interface has been implemented in almost all current operating systems it provides a portable way to
access file data. In this context a file is always a stream of bytes. The semantics (as well as the problems
arising from them) are discussed in detail in [Bia08].
One of the major critic points from the HPC perspective is the way how the results of concurrent file
accesses are defined. The POSIX file and directory handling API has been designed to handle the I/O
requests from a single operating system and multiple threads. Therefore a lot of the semantics within the
standard assumes that the data that is needed to provide the necessary views onto the file system (like
last access time to a file) is accessible at low costs. This is no longer true for multiple host looking at the
same file system.
One example where POSIX semantics prevent applications from exploiting the full capabilities of a
parallel file system are the semantics of write() and read(). If one process writes to a file, all
at once or no changes from this specific I/O call have to be visible for a client that is reading the file
at the same point in time. In order to implement this in a parallel file system, locking and additional
communications between the clients and the file servers are needed, thus slowing down the actual work.
POSIX defines blocking I/O calls as well as non-blocking I/O calls. All blocking I/O calls wait until
either the operating system or the physical disks have confirmed that the data block has been written
to/or read from the disk. The process that issued the I/O request waits and is unable to execute other
requests. Asynchronous or non-blocking I/O allows to issue an I/O request that is being handled in the
background. From the application point of view a request identifier is returned from this I/O call which
can be used later to retrieve the result of the I/O operation. This allows to overlap computation and I/O
accesses, as I/O accesses typically utilize other resources than the CPU. An additional “list I/O” interface
allows to combine multiple I/O requests into a single I/O call. This reduces the number of system calls
for this process and most probably the number of locks that have to be acquired to change the same
amount of data.
Parallel programs that rely on the POSIX I/O calls usually do I/O in a two-phase fashion [MKK+08]. In
the first phase all data is read by one (or a few) tasks. Within the second step the data is distributed with
additional communication to all participating tasks. This scheme is used in a reverse manner to store
data for checkpoints and final results.
2.3.2 MPI-I/O
MPI (Message Passing Interface) is a standard that describes an API that can be used to create portable
parallel programs in distributed memory environments. The first version has been available since 1994.
MPI-I/O was originally a research project at the IBM T. J. Watson Research Center4, later also supported
4http://www.watson.ibm.com
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Positioning Synchronism Coordinationnoncollective collective
explicit offsets
blocking MPI_File_read_at
MPI_File_write_at
MPI_File_read_at_all
MPI_File_write_at_all
nonblocking
and
split collective
MPI_File_iread_at
MPI_File_iwrite_at
MPI_File_read_at_all_begin
MPI_File_read_at_all_end
MPI_File_write_at_all_begin
MPI_File_write_at_all_end
individual
file
pointers
blocking MPI_File_read
MPI_File_write
MPI_File_read_all
MPI_File_write_all
nonblocking
and
split collective
MPI_File_iread
MPI_File_iwrite
MPI_File_read_all_begin
MPI_File_read_all_end
MPI_File_write_all_begin
MPI_File_write_all_end
shared file
pointer
blocking MPI_File_read_shared
MPI_File_write_shared
MPI_File_read_ordered
MPI_File_write_ordered
nonblocking
and
split collective
MPI_File_iread_shared
MPI_File_iwrite_shared
MPI_File_read_ordered_begin
MPI_File_read_ordered_end
MPI_File_write_ordered_begin
MPI_File_write_ordered_end
Table 2.1: Systematic overview over MPI2 I/O functions
from NASA Ames5[FWNK96, CPD+96]. In 1997 MPI-I/O became part of the MPI-2 new standard and
is now a well established interface for portable parallel I/O.
MPI-I/O defines a standard interface for parallel I/O. With the emergence of parallel file systems there
have always been libraries to access those file systems in parallel [FCBH95]. Most of them have been
implemented by the system vendor and did either provide POSIX semantics or offered an additional
library that allowed file system dependent programming only. MPI-I/O incorporates many of the ideas
of its predecessors. For example a logical view on a file was available on the IBM Vesta file system years
before.
At first MPI-I/O defines primitives that provides services like file creation, resizing and deletion. In con-
trast to POSIX I/O, a file descriptor can be shared among different processes. MPI-I/O has non-blocking
and blocking interface functions as well as collective operations. These three ways of accessing data
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Figure 2.3: File view of four processes accessing different parts of a file
5http://www.nasa.gov/centers/ames
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(shared/not shared, blocking/non-blocking, collective/individual) form the space of available functions
to access the content of a file. A list of data access functions is given in Tab. 2.1.
MPI-I/O allows the user to define views on a file (Figure 2.3). File views define which parts of a file are
visible to an individual process and which data structures are stored within these visible parts. By using
MPI the user has the possibility to define its own data types as a combination of predefined data types
like integers or character arrays. This includes vectors of data types as well as structures and subsets.
This derived data types can be used to store and retrieve complex data sets from a file with a single call.
The file view in Figure 2.3 for example allows process 1 to access the first byte in the file and every
sixth byte afterwards in a way which hides the (virtual) gap of five bytes in between. For the individual
processes their parts of the file (as defined by the view) are presented as logically connected. They are
accessible by reading/writing one after each other without the need to seek to the right position within
the file between the read/write operations. The unit of access does not have to be individual bytes but
can be any native or derived MPI data type.
MPI itself is a standard and not a library. That allows system vendors to implement the needed func-
tionality (like SGI with MPT [SGI05]) in a proprietary software package. There are also a small number
of Open Source projects, mostly driven by large U.S. laboratories in collaboration with universities, like
MPICH/MPICH26 and Open MPI7. One interesting facet of current MPI implementations is the fact,
that a lot of them share the same MPI-I/O implementation, ROMIO [TGL99]. This holds true for all ex-
amples stated in this subsection. The reasons for this are at first the fact that a couple of vendor specific
MPI implementations are derivatives of MPICH/MPICH2 and secondly that the functionality that has to
be implemented for MPI-I/O is rather large. Thus, for a custom MPI implementation it is an easy choice
to take ROMIO.
2.3.3 HDF5
Beside the actual need to access data efficiently in parallel from different hosts there is also a need to
store data in a portable way so that data sets can be accessed on different types of machines. This eases
the migration to a new computing system as well as the exchange of data within scientific communities.
The basic idea is to use a machine independent data representation to store data permanently. Machine
dependent data representations might differ from architecture to architecture, e.g. as the same data type
(as written down in the source code) might have in the simplest case a different length. Therefore the
process reading such an element will read too many or not enough bytes resulting in an incorrect value.
HFD5 [YCC+06, Gro09] is the fifth major version of the "Hierarchical Data Format" (HDF) project
which started about 20 years ago at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) to
provide architecture independent access to scientific data. The main requirements include to organize
the access to a large amount of data and to allow lots of different data types. Thus, the library is not
restricted to scalar or array-oriented data.
HDF5 keeps data encapsulated in objects and stores all objects in a hierarchical structure (see Figure 2.4).
An object can be any kind of data like images, arrays, tables or binary data. Each HDF5 file has exactly
one distinguished root node. Objects can refer to other objects, and HDF5 files can be embedded/linked
to other HDF5 files. Objects can also have properties attached. This way it is possible to create structures
within a HDF5 file that are similar to a directory tree in UNIX file systems.
There are two types of objects in a file, one is a dataset and the other one is a group of datasets. Groups are
used to realize the hierarchical structure while datasets represent the actual data to be stored. A dataset
in turn consists of the data space which describes an array that holds the data. The data space contains
6http://www.mcs.anl.gov/research/projects/mpi/mpich
7http://www.open-mpi.org
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Figure 2.4: Example view of hierarchical data structures in a HDF5 file
information like array sizes etc. It is possible to store user defined attributes in a dataset as well as hints
whether the data is extendable, stored in compressed format or placed in an external HDF5 file. The
data types supported are standard types like integers, floating point numbers and variables of different
length, like strings. It is also possible to create derived data types that can have multiple dimensions
and be nested. The HDF5 library allows to define access to subsets of the original data within a single
HDF5 call and to reshape data layouts between the representation in the file and the representation in the
machines main memory.
HDF5 has early been adopted to read NetCDF (see next chapter) files as well. Many tools are available
to retrieve information from and to store information in HDF5 files. Today HDF5 is widely used as data
storage in lots of projects. One of the biggest is the Earth Observing System (EOS) 8 that gathers data
for a multi year study of global climate change [ZTM03]. The total amount of data to be stored in HDF
format for EOS is expected in the area of 15 PB.
2.3.4 (p)NetCDF
NetCDF [RD90] is based on a library (CDF) developed initially at NASA to provide a high level abstrac-
tion for multidimensional, array-oriented data. The data in a NetCDF file is self-describing which means
that a NetCDF file also carries a standardized description of its own content.
NetCDF handles its data as named variables with multidimensional coordinate systems and sets of at-
tribute/value pairs that describe properties of these variables. Each variable within one file has the same
dimensions and its own set of attributes. One dimension of the variables can be unlimited which allows
to append data to an existing file. A single NetCDF data access can read or write any orthogonal sub-
set of the stored data set. NetCDF is a widely used standard to store data, for example in the climate
community.
The original NetCDF implementation from UniData provides tools to convert a human readable data de-
scription into a NetCDF file and back. Parallel NetCDF [LLC+03] (pNetCDF) is an extension to allow
parallel access to data stored in NetCDF files. Presented at the Supercomputing 2003 this enhancement
was necessary to speed up one of those parts of an application that otherwise would never scale with
the number of processors. pNetCDF provides functionality beside the original NetCDF so that porting
programs to the new API was an option rather than a must. The implementation was done on top of
8http://hdfeos.org
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Figure 2.5: Example for an I/O stack for an application that is using pNetCDF
HDF5/MPI-I/O which are established as a well recognized standards and are available on most super-
computers. Figure 2.5 shows the I/O stack from the application up to the spinning disks for pNetCDF.
The main difference between NetCDF and pNetCDF is that multiple processes that belong to the same
MPI communication group read/write a NetCDF (with the same file format) in parallel. It is possible to
state that pNetCDF translates accesses from a program to MPI-I/O calls which in turn read a NetCDF
file correctly. In contrast to the original serial implementation, pNetCDF allows the user to specify
non-contiguous regions of memory for the data placement via an additional API.
2.4 Administrative Challenges
Beside the challenges how to interact with users and how to exploit their full performance, large parallel
file system face a lot of administration related challenges. To reduce the amount of time that is needed
to check a file system for consistency is one of the biggest challenges. Consistency checks ensure that
the logical structure that a file system implementation is depending on is intact. For example, in the
Lustre file system, file content is split across multiple server nodes. The information which node has
which chunk of a file is usually stored in objects on the content server whereas the metadata server keeps
references to the objects on the content server. What has to remain consistent within this example is at
first the fact, that all objects the MDS is using to address the content of a particular file have to be present
on the content server and secondly that all objects on all content servers have to show up as object for
some file on the MDS.
As advised by the vendor, the HRSK complex at TU Dresden had to check the larger of the two deployed
Lustre file systems for consistency in 2009. The file system is about 50 TB in size. Dumping all infor-
mation needed to start the check itself took more than one day. The test to cross check the information
whether all file chunks for a file are still present and that all available file chunks do actually belong to a
file was stopped after the test ran for more than a week and even the vendor could not give an estimation
how long it would take. The observed file system problems have then been corrected in a different way
that solved the visible problems but the goal of a global consistency check was missed. The way out of
this would be parallel file system checks that for this point in time are not implemented.
Further challenges to which at some point HPC administrators have to respond to include an automated
tuning of the file system and an automated problem analysis. Having a suitable way of finding those
users, that cause trouble on one of the infrastructure layers of the file system seems to be as inevitable as
tuning the file systems automatically as the workload changes.
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2.5 Future Directions
The major future challenge that users have to face concerning I/O is the fact that still a lot of user
programs rely on serial I/O and that this serialized part will put an unwanted upper bound on the possible
degree of parallelization. As more FLOPS for a single application will only come from using more cores
in the near future it is essential to move away from the POSIX interface whenever possible.
Multi-cluster file systems are a common need for HPC centers and environments like those seen at uni-
versities. Data acquisition, computing and evaluation are usually done on separate systems. Traditionally
only the second step involves HPC while the first and the last step are done on individual hardware, like
microscopes or visualization systems. Copying files around and maintaining individual file trees on dif-
ferent machines is not a feasible approach to get the most value out of a researchers work time. Data on
HPC file systems are usually accessed over a high speed interconnect that is only available within this
cluster. Sharing these data (at least) among the various compute clusters a single institution provides is a
first step towards unified file access. The target is to connect compute resources and user systems with a
single file system in a fast and secure way with only two limits, the network bandwidth and the network
latency.
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3 Analysis of Current Parallel File Systems and Related
Work
This chapter gives an introduction into parallel file systems by comparing the most important specimen
of this genre of file systems in the area of High Performance Computing (HPC). For the further under-
standing of this thesis the current state of the art for the fields of I/O tracing, I/O benchmarking and
system monitoring in HPC environments is also depicted.
3.1 Parallel File System Metrics
For studying performance characteristics, the first step is to choose well defined metrics. Those can
be chosen for example from a list of services that the investigated systems offer [Jai91]. To compare
parallel file systems from the view of a performance analyst it is not enough to look at performance data
only as criteria like monitoring capabilities have to be accounted as well. The next subsections create a
taxonomy of parallel file systems based on performance metrics as well as criteria that have been derived
from an architectural examination.
3.1.1 Taxonomy of Parallel File Systems
Besides a comparison of parallel file systems based on performance data, the first step should be to take
a look at the design and the architecture and to find differences, common points and trends that help to
compare file systems from a theoretical point of view. Therefore a couple of criteria are being defined
that will be used in the sequel of this chapter to compare present parallel file systems.
Topology, Data and Metadata Access
One way to compare parallel file systems (and real world installations) is to examine how data is ac-
cessed. Parallel file systems for HPC systems used to be designed on top of monolithic, exclusively
used SAN infrastructures. Today this is moving towards storage with a large bandwidth that is shared
between a few local computing resources or a set of distributed clusters scattered over a whole continent
[SPB07]. Direct Attached Storage (DAS) is not suitable for todays HPC systems as it is not possible to
share storage between different hosts in a cluster. In addition it does not provide the necessary band-
width. Although it is possible to attach multiple hundreds of TB to a single computer by using expensive
storage controllers. Conventional Network Attached Storage (NAS), in particular when using the NFS
Version 3 file protocol, does also not meet the requirements in an HPC environment as clients do not
access the available storage in parallel.
One special distinguishing mark for HPC storage architectures are file server based designs versus pure
SAN designs. File server based designs use dedicated resources to convert file based requests from
storage clients to block based requests. If this layer is missing in an I/O architecture, clients access data
either directly on the block level or based on objects. How data (file content) is accessed can be further
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distinguished, for example by the support for hierarchical storage management (HSM) [TE03]. Further
characteristics are the use of logical volume managers and the level (client, server, storage hardware) at
which data protection schemes are used.
Metadata within large HPC file systems are often kept on a different location than the file data itself.
As requests to metadata storage are due to the nature of the data rather small and very frequent it seems
logically to place them on disks with a low response time. File systems like Lustre [Sun08b], (C)XFS
[SE04a] or XTREEMFS [HCK+08] allow or even force the metadata to reside on a special server or
block device. This allows the further development of metadata management strategies that are not de-
pendent on a single file system implementation. One example of such a system is BabuDB [SKH+10].
Another criteria to differentiate HPC storage installations is to look at the transport layer for the file
content. Traditionally solutions are based on FC as this technology provides the better bandwidth/cost
ratio for very short distances. Because 10 Gigabit Ethernet is used in HPC installations as well today, the
iSCSI protocol is also an option to connect storage servers and RAID systems. Another way to compare
file system designs as well as real installations on this level is whether the transport path used for file
content is the same physical path as for metadata. This is often referred to as in-band (path sharing) vs.
out-of-band (separated paths). Separated paths have the theoretical advantage that the response times
for metadata requests do not suffer if the file system is currently serving lots of file content requests in
parallel. If in addition the metadata are handled on a separate file server, the response times for metadata
requests are supposed to be independent of the other I/O activities. The SGI CXFS File System and the
EMC Celerra Multi-Path File System are two examples for such a concept. A drawback of this solution
is the fact that the metadata for a file need to be updated separately as they are physically on a different
server than the file content. This requires additional communication and might increase the latency of
the overall request.
Security
Security is an important feature in parallel file systems as well. HPC systems are often used in classified
environments. Traditional UNIX features differentiate between individual users by assigning each user
a unique identification number (UID). This UID (as well as one group identification number, GID) is
stored as part of the metadata of a file. Traditionally within UNIX environments each file has adjustable
access rights that define how the owner of a file, the group to which the file belongs as well as “everyone
else” can access a file. In the simplest case the UID of a user accessing a single file has to match the
UID associated with the file. If a file system is used on a compromised host a user that obtains root
access can use any UID and therefore can access any file on the file system. At the moment almost all
installations of parallel file systems use a concept of a “trusted host”. In a trusted host environment it is
assumed that all individual systems are well maintained and all users use the same UID everywhere.
Advanced security schemes for parallel file systems use keys that have been negotiated between the
client and the file server (or an additional key server) to authenticate requests to the file system. This is
more secure than the trusted host scheme because of the independence from the UID. It relies on a user-
name/password combination or an otherwise provided user identification. A typical example to realize a
trusted communication over unsafe networks is Kerberos [NT94]. Within Kerberos all components that
want to communicate with each other authenticate themselves against a central server and get credentials
that allow them to perform certain actions, like to connect to a file server. The file server has to check
the credentials presented by the client and to decide whether the access attempted by the client can be
fulfilled or should be denied.
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Scalability
The probably most often asked question in an HPC environment is “Does it scale?”. At present this can
be interpreted as the question whether or not the metadata performance as well as the overall bandwidth
will remain at the same level as clients are added to a system. Another question is whether additional
hard- or software is able to push the file system performance. One trend among present HPC file sys-
tems is the fact that metadata are handled separately. The amount of metadata requests is a function of
the number of metadata operations (like file creations or deletes) plus the number of accesses to small
regions. Accessing small regions causes additional synchronization efforts to fulfill the POSIX notions
of “last writer wins” and “everything or nothing”. In order to be compliant to the POSIX standard, file
systems have to make sure, that a client either sees all modifications that a single write request is doing or
none. Therefor the file servers need to guard the individual file accesses based on the regions that a pro-
cess is accessing. These locks have to be granted and revoked which requires additional communication
between the server maintaining the lock information and the clients.
The locking strategy of a file system for different regions of a file (block wise, byte wise) has also
influence on the amount of metadata traffic. If two clients are accessing different regions of a file but
both regions belong to the same locking entity, then the metadata server has to juggle this lock between
the clients. This will result in a high load on the server and poor performance on both clients.
The efficient handling of large directories that contain millions of files is one of the issues that are related
to metadata. The are two points to look at within this scenario. The first one is how the locking of
directories is handled if multiple clients try to create files in parallel while the second point of interest is
whether or not large directories are split among multiple metadata servers.
Another challenge for the scalability is the caching of file content on the client side. If this is supported,
these caches need to be kept coherent. Caching of file data on a client has the potential that data read from
the disk is reused and that lots of smaller requests can be merged into one larger. It also has the potential
of transferring modified file content directly between clients, thus reducing the latencies for such requests
and reducing the work for the file server. Due to the complexity of implementing a coherent cache for
file content some parallel file systems don’t use such a feature.
Reliability, Availability and Serviceability
File systems have to be available. Data stored has to be read without corruption. End-to-end data
integrity, from the actual hard disk drives up to the process using the data, is an important criterion in
times where the number of components in storage subsystems increase. It has been shown that silent
data corruption on hard disk drives can happen any time and that the chance of hitting this phenomenon
in an HPC installation is rather high. CERN has published a study about silent data corruption [Pet07a].
It shows a bit error rate of about 1/107 for disk accesses and not 1/1012 or 1/1014 as advertised by disk
drive manufacturers for desktop and enterprise class drives. Storage vendors have also identified this as
a challenge that needs an answer soon1. Sophisticated storage hardware like DDN’s S2A99002 does an
automated check during a read from the disks for bad data and tries to correct wrong blocks on the disk
by rewriting them. The ANSI T10-DIF [Pet07b] standard is another example to provide end-to-end data
integrity. It enlarges each data block with additional fields, one cyclic redundancy check field (CRC),
one “reference” field and an application specific field. Typically the second field contains the physical
block number that the data belongs to or another tag that allows to verify the physical location of the
block. This approach would therefore detect misaligned reads and writes. The tag which is specific to
the application can be set by the application itself, but there is currently no standard interface to specify
1BOF session at SuperComputing Conference 2009: Best Practices for Deploying Parallel File Systems
2http://www.datadirectnet.com/9900
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it. As these additional fields are added to each block, special disks are needed that provide storage for
more than 512 bytes per 512 byte user data. Today enterprise disks already support block sizes larger
than 512 bytes, e.g. Seagate allows logical block sizes of 512, 520, 524 and 528.
High Availability (HA) and robustness are major challenges for systems that are expensive and have a
rather short life time. The ability to survive failures of any single component is vital to get the most out
of an HPC system. As usually millions of dollars are spent and the life time is not much longer than
five years, e.g. each lost day costs more than 8000 Euro in a 15 Mio. Euro installation. The need for
reliable components for parallel file systems includes disks, controllers, file servers, network components
as well as software. An automated failover strategy helps to migrate services to redundant components
after a failure. In addition the protection of file data through the calculation and storage of redundant
information is essential.
The definition of the serviceability of parallel file systems (and the underlying storage hardware) is
naturally different from the serviceability of other types of file systems. While it might be acceptable for
desktop computers to be offline once every two months for an hour just to check the file system this is
definitely not practicable in HPC environments. On one hand file systems are too large to be checked at
a regular base and on the other hand cannot be taken offline. Another important task is the re-balancing
or re-striping of data. This is needed for example when a file system is grown, if disks within a storage
pool are on different filling levels or when data needs to be migrated between disks in a pool (in the
background). The reason for performing this re-balancing is usually one of the following: freeing a disk
because it needs to be taken into maintenance mode or be replaced, increasing the overall performance
by balancing free space among all disks, migrating data between different types of disks in a pool or
between pools. Some of the parallel file systems that are available today allow to construct a larger file
system from different smaller file systems (or disk pools) with different capabilities. For example it is
possible to use a couple of expensive disks for a fast cache directory and cheaper but slower disks for
the rest of the file system. In addition tapes can be used for files that have not been accessed for some
time. Managing these different storage pools like adding and removing pools or migrating data between
pools needs to be done while the file system is in use. The definition of serviceability also has to consider
which and how many components can be taken offline without interrupting the file system availability.
This is directly connected to the need to survive the loss of any individual hardware component (no single
point of failure).
Features and Compatibility
One set of distinguishing marks not to be underestimated while comparing parallel file systems is the list
of supported features and the compatibility for different client operating systems. Today most parallel
file systems necessarily support full POSIX semantics because this is often a requirement for applications
that use the file system. To be POSIX compatible introduces on the other hand performance bottlenecks
due to certain restrictions within the POSIX standard itself. One of these restrictions for example is that
a concurrent read on one node has to see either all or none of the data written in parallel on another
node. If the writing node writes to multiple file servers in parallel and the reading node reads a portion
of a file that is distributed over multiple servers this will become a performance problem due to the
needed synchronization with the metadata server. Support for other standard UNIX features like access
control lists or quotas are important criteria as well. In addition to the full POSIX support, parallel file
systems can also support relaxed POSIX semantics or allow to disable different POSIX features at all.
For example the Lustre file system allows to specify a delay time for the update of a directory inode3 or
to enable file locking per compute node.
3short for “index node”, contains meta data of a file system entry
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Furthermore the setup that is needed on the client side to mount and use the file system does also have an
impact, whether is it just an installable option or requires special treatment. Finally, the list of hardware
platforms and the network hardware that the file server infrastructure is able to operate on does also
influence the acceptance of a parallel file system.
3.1.2 Performance Metrics for Parallel File Systems
There have been many comparisons of parallel file systems, for example [Mar04, COTW05, SMMB08]
as well as lots of performance evaluations of individual installations of parallel file systems, like [Klu06]
or [KL07].
The metrics most commonly obtained via artificial benchmarks in such comparisons are:
• number of metadata operations per second (e.g. file creation or unlinks)
• maximum bandwidth with large sequential blocks
• maximum number of random I/O operations with small blocks
• throughput/response time with different block sizes and access patterns, including random access
to blocks
The first three metrics have been proven useful as they provide information about different parts of a
parallel file system because they only put stress on specific parts. The number of files that can be created
per second is commonly limited by the metadata server which has to maintain the metadata structures of
the file system and to provide a consistent view to all clients. The maximum bandwidth determined by
using large blocks puts no burden on the metadata server but tries to utilize all components fully along
the path for file content. The third metric can be used to test the locking granularity on the metadata
server as well as the ability of the disk back end to handle access to random locations.
The last metric in this list is useful to check how well a file system is able to serve the I/O requests
of applications. The presented degrees of freedom for the generation of the access pattern can easily
extended by others, like the number of clients involved in a measurement, the number of processes per
node, the number of file servers, the storage hardware and the type of the interconnect.
Beside artificial benchmarks file systems are typically compared by using application specific metrics
like throughput/response time for a specific set of patterns or just the runtime of an application specific
I/O benchmark. One example here is b_eff_io [RK00] that executes a fixed set of patterns on a file system
and generates detailed statistics as well as a single number at the end which is supposed to represent the
file system as a whole. The next (larger) step of I/O benchmarking after application specific benchmarks
are I/O workloads that put a real workload onto a file system. This workload would consist of different
access patterns used in parallel and can either be recorded on another file system or created artificially.
External influences on benchmarking results that have to be considered and are orthogonal to the metrics
presented above are file system parameters like block sizes or effects that are triggered by the day to day
use of a file system. File systems show a different behavior after they have been formatted and are used
for some time. The list of free blocks is not contiguous anymore but most likely a segmented list. This
will cause write accesses to be slower because large block might now be split up into multiple pieces.
The age of a file system as well as the filling level can have a significant impact on performance numbers
[SS97].
3.2 Selected Parallel File Systems
After introducing metrics to compare parallel file systems, some selected specimen of this type of file
systems are categorized within this section. The selection which file systems are investigated in the fol-
lowing subsections has firstly been made based on their usage within the HPC community and secondly
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Figure 3.1: Side by side example of an GPFS installation with and without VSD server
on key concepts used to realize the individual file system. GPFS and Lustre are the most interesting
because they have been selected by DARPA4 as the two file systems for the HPCS5(High Productivity
Computing Systems) project. HPCS is a project to design a new generation of economically viable HPC
systems. Furthermore CXFS has been selected because it provides powerful shared access on the block
level to multiple clients and for this reason is different from the other two. The fourth candidate chosen
for a detailed analysis is Panasas’ file system PanFS. As one of the first file systems it provides object
based access and has also been selected to be used in recent installations, for example in the Roadrunner
system at Los Alamos National Lab.
3.2.1 GPFS
The General Parallel File System (GPFS) is a parallel file system that has its origins at the IBM6
Almalden Research Lab [SH02]. The first product was released in 1998 for IBM’s proprietary oper-
ating system AIX only and is a successor of PIOFS and the Tiger Shark multimedia file system [Has98].
A port to Linux followed 2001.
In general, GPFS is a shared disk file system where all clients access the same disks in parallel and
compete for blocks on these disks. A disk in GPFS can be either a real or a virtual shared disk. This
additional layer of virtual shared disks (VSD) between the clients and the actual storage devices allows
to access remote storage devices as if they reside in the same SAN and are shared. An alternative to
this approach is to use the iSCSI protocol [Gol03] which allows the concurrent access to an exported
physical disk. GPFS supports up to 4096 disks of up to 1 TB in size each. Figure 3.1 shows an example
of two GPFS deployments, one with direct attached disks and one utilizing a VSD server. GPFS multi-
clustering is done by accessing the SAN/VSD connections remotely, so no additional soft- or hardware
is needed for this functionality.
GFPS has its own implementation of a logical volume manager (LVM) [BJK+05] which has been im-
plemented on top of the VSD layer. It is directly embedded into the file system, has knowledge about
the disk topology and provides fault tolerance and load balance among servers, controllers and disks. A
volume manager in UNIX/Linux environments is part of the operating system. It defines an additional
abstraction layer between the physical disks and the file systems and provides an abstracted view of the
available disks. This can be used to create virtual disks from multiple physical disks. In addition a LVM
is able to manage the disk space dynamically and to grow or shrink the disk space on the block level. The
file system implementation uses the virtual disk in the same way as a physical disk. Different file system
implementations allow to change the size of an existing file system and can therefore grow together with
the virtual disk.
4Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
5DARPA HPCS Petascale Computer Project
6International Business Machines Corporation, www.ibm.com
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Larger files are automatically split up into smaller parts which are distributed over multiple disks. The
typical block size for striping is 256 KB. Striping works best if all disks have the same performance and
size. The reason to use disks with the same performance is obvious: There is no need for load balancing
due to slow parts in the file system. Otherwise larger disks would be used more often as GPFS tries
to maintain a balance in terms of free disk space among all connected disks. This would make them a
bottleneck for the whole system. GPFS allows the administrator to choose between an optimization for
more throughput or an optimization for better space utilization. Smaller files are stored in units of (at
minimum) 1/32 of the typical block size. Because accessing a single file can make use of all attached
disks, GPFS recognizes various access patterns and will automatically trigger readahead and send data
to the clients before the data actually has been requested. If the access patterns of an application do not
match the predefined access patterns it is possible to add prefetch hints to the file system.
Large directories with thousands of files are realized by using an extensible hashing function. The “ex-
tensible” part in this concept is the fact that the lowest N bits of the hash value are always used to get a
block number for a file name where N is a function of the directory size. Large directories allocate mul-
tiple blocks on the disk to store the directory content. If a new block needs to be added to the directory
entry, existing entries will be moved to the new block if their corresponding hash value (calculated by the
new hash function) shows that their entry now belongs to the new block. In this way large directories are
automatically rebalanced at the moment when a new disk block is added to the current block list. Thus,
the penalty of adding a block grows linearly with the number of directory entries.
To maintain the file system consistent GPFS uses a shared log with a fixed size to record all uncommitted
changes in the file system that involve metadata. User data (file content) is not recorded in this log.
Although the amount of metadata that is “in flight” (done by the client but not written to the disk)
operations is usually rather small, concurrent access to this log might cause collisions and is a potential
performance bottleneck. As this log is shared among all GPFS nodes, any node can replay the last
(metadata) activities of a failed node. As uncommitted file content is not preserved it is possible that the
client reverts changes in the file system. This can happen if the file content has been written to the disks
but the failing node was not able to remove the associated entry from the log.
While GPFS uses a decentralized locking strategy for read and write locks there is always one central
management node that will handle conflicts and perform read and write accesses in the case of a collision.
As the possibility that different nodes in a cluster work on different parts of the file system is rather high,
this approach does scale with the number of nodes in a cluster. The first node that accesses a file is
granted the right to hand out locks for this file. This right also includes the right to cache file content
locally. Frequent access to file data from different (GPFS) nodes to the same file will therefore trash the
file cache on those nodes as only one node is allowed to cache file content. As for GPFS the smallest
locking range is a block and not a byte in a file, multiple clients accessing (writing) the same physical
block are able to create a “false sharing” scenario where the lock for a particular block is frequently
exchanged between both nodes. This scenario also involves a read-modify-write operation from the disk
which limits the performance.
Metadata are handled on all GPFS nodes in a cluster. Although there is a central lock manager for
the whole file system the GPFS node that has a particular file open for the longest time becomes the
owner (meta node) of this file and maintains locks and space allocations for this file. An advantage of
this solution is the fact, that metadata intensive operations can potentially be distributed among different
servers. Allocations of new blocks for a file are handled by all nodes serving this file in parallel. The
meta node is informed about inode updates and can synchronize all nodes that serve this file if a client
requests a synchronized view (e.g. via the stat() system call) of a file. One GPFS node in the cluster
does become the token manager. A token manager is a single instance that knows all tokens that have
been handed out to other GPFS nodes. Tokens are handed out for example to access inodes or acquire
read or write locks on a file. But the token manager itself never handles the actual locking. This is done
by the meta node for a file. The meta node will also perform all necessary communication (flushing
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caches on all GPFS nodes for a file etc.) to ensure a valid file state if the token manager needs to revoke
a token. Only if a GPFS node fails the token manager can revoke all tokens from this node and maintain
a consistent view onto the file system.
Free disk space in a shared disk environment is handled through an allocation map. This allocation map
contains a list of all free blocks on all disks. Within GPFS this map is divided into regions of equal size.
Each region can be locked by a GPFS node. That way no further communication is needed if a node
needs to allocate a free block. One node (allocation manager) has an overview of all usable regions and
assigns regions to nodes that request disk space.
As in each environment, there can be failures in GPFS installations as well. The most common type
of failure are defective disks or nodes and network service interrupts. All GPFS nodes participate in a
group membership protocol via periodic heartbeat messages. If a network problem occurs, the majority
of the remaining nodes will take over and all nodes that are not in this majority group will stop issuing
I/O requests to avoid “split brain” situations. In addition, the majority group will try to block disk access
for all other nodes. In case of a failing node another node will try to replay the logs from this node and
afterwards all tokens granted to this node can be revoked from the lock manager and the token manager.
The disks used by the VSD layer in GPFS are usually volumes exported by a RAID controller. Failed
disks are not a problem as they are handled by the controller.
GPFS supports a number of administrative tasks, like cleaning a disk that needs to be replaced or the
shrinking, growing or re-balancing of a file system. Re-balancing a GPFS file system can be done during
normal operations. GPFS file systems can be exported via NFSv4 [SBD+03] and Samba.
Within the Teragrid7 and the DEISA [LPG+07] projects GPFS is used as a wide area file system. In
the American Teragrid project eleven partners are connected using high-performance networks to create
one of the largest distributed computing resource. In this project four sites share a 500TB file system
over a 30 GBit/s WAN. The European DEISA project connects more than ten sites where almost all sites
have a 10 GBit/s Ethernet connection. This research infrastructure is provided by the associated national
research networks and GEANT28. Initially the project started by connecting multiple sites via Multi-
Cluster (MC-) GPFS. The implementation basically provides a unified view onto distributed GPFS file
systems. The individual file systems are still managed by each site but all sites can mount all file systems
by using a single mount point. The MC-GPFS approach was then adapted to support more systems that
are not based on AIX. Today the DEISA infrastructure is still based on MC-GPFS, but provides a global
file system to a SGI Altix system and a Cray XT4 as well. As a direct impact on the product from both
the Teragrid and the Deisa projects is the introduction of a local cache, Panache [AEH+08], for files used
at one site that reside on a remote site.
GPFS is also used on several HPC machines in the TOP500 list. One example is the BlueGene installation
at the Research Center Jülich9. One interesting attribute of this usage of GPFS with these types of
machines is the fact that the file system is attached via I/O forwarders. I/O requests that occur on one of
the (rather small and lightweight) cores are forwarded to a dedicated I/O node that will actually execute
the I/O call and deliver the result to the compute node. This approach reduces the number of active
clients on the file server, thus reducing the possibility for lock contentions.
GPFS/PERCS has been selected by DARPA as one of the two file systems for the HPCS project [Rog07].
This will force the development into more scalability and reliability targeted for HPC systems that have a
sustained performance of multiple petaflops. The projected bandwidth is 1.5 TB/s10, with 10000 nodes,
300000 cores and 50000 spinning disks. Evaluations have shown that at this point in time RAID5 will
be not a choice anymore. Due to the large sizes of the individual disks an additional failure during a
7https://www.teragrid.org/web/user-support/gpfswan
8http://www.geant2.net
9http://www.fz-juelich.de/jsc/jugene
10http://www.ncsa.illinois.edu/BlueWaters/system.html
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Figure 3.2: Side by side comparison of a traditional RAID system and an approach with declustered
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disk rebuild is very likely [Rog07]. New developments also include a strategy called declustered RAID
(“enhanced” RAID is the corresponding IBM term).
The idea of declustered RAID goes back to 1992 where Holland and Gibson (now PANASAS Inc.)
[HG92] presented an idea how to deal with larger disk arrays and small RAID groups. The aim is to
distribute RAID blocks among different disks and have more disks involved during a rebuild. Typically
disk controllers have disks attached which are divided into RAID groups. Parity bits are only calculated
within each group. Within declustered RAID parity groups are being formed from a subset of all available
disks on all attached storage devices (see Figure 3.2). This has a couple of advantages and only a few
drawbacks. The drawback is that now all disks have to be accessible by all RAID controllers. This
requires a SAN or iSCSI infrastructure (which is typically also present in the traditional approach).
The approach has one advantage in terms of costs as the RAID controllers can be replaced by simple
JBOD’s11 disk containers. The clustered RAID functionality can be moved into the file server which
calculates the disks that have to be accessed for a specific I/O request. If the declustered RAID is not
realized on a per-disk base but rather on the block level (or a larger chunk size) the full potentials of this
approach can be exploited. If a disk in such an environment fails, all connected servers can rebuild the
data chunks and store the recalculated chunks on other disks. This speeds up the rebuild process and
avoids all the traditional bottleneck like the replaced disk being the only rebuild target. The performance
penalty for the rebuild is also shared among all available resources. Another advantage is that this type
of RAID does not need spare disks anymore.
3.2.2 CXFS
CXFS (Clustered XFS) is a shared disk parallel file system developed by SGI12 [SE04b]. It relies on
a dedicated SAN structure, where all clients directly access all available disks. CXFS is build on top
of SGI’s XFS [CH06] file system. XFS, originally developed for SGI’s own Unix derivative IRIX, is
now available for many platforms. The source code of XFS is part of the Linux Kernel while CXFS is a
proprietary product.
11Just a Bunch Of Disks
12Silicon Graphics International, www.sgi.com
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Figure 3.3: Example installation of CXFS providing access to an HPC resource and client workstations
As like as GPFS, CXFS employs a similar layer between the hosts and the SAN structure that allows the
creation of virtual disks from physical disks. In contrast to GPFS, CXFS utilizes its own implementation
of a logical volume manager (xvm) that (at least in the Linux Kernel) is placed between the virtual file
system layer (VFS) and the disk driver. xvm reads the configuration for the configured volumes from the
labels of all attached physical disks and construct volumes based on these information. It detects multiple
available paths to the same disks automatically and uses these as failover paths for the case that a disk
is not longer accessible through the (preconfigured) primary path. Multiple paths from a host system
to a disk can easily be generated by attaching the hosts as well as the disks with multiple connections
to the SAN infrastructure. A SAN switch between the hosts and the disks is for this reason and due to
the way how high availability and resiliency are implemented a necessary building block of a CXFS file
system. Shared disk file systems gain their performance from accessing a virtual disk that automatically
distributes write and read accesses across multiple physical disks. As there is no additional layer of file
servers between the hosts and the storage this approach is comparatively easy to implement. Either the
logical volume manager or the underlying physical disks need to provide some kind of data protection.
Parallel file systems that are not based on shared disks have for example the opportunity to implement
data protection features on the file server.
To the clients and to the file servers the CXFS file system looks the same as a local XFS file system.
Therefore the file system journal will be written to either a distinguished journal volume or to a part of
the XFS file system. As both are shared in both cases the metadata server can replay the journal of a
failed client node by itself.
Within each CXFS installation there is always just one metadata server active. This centralized approach
simplifies the design and reduces complexity but immediately introduces a bottleneck. Like in other
current parallel file systems the path for the metadata can be separated physically from the path for the
file content. This guarantees a normal response time for metadata operations even in cases where the file
system is delivering high bandwidth. Metadata traffic is typically routed over a TCP/IP network while for
file content FC based SANs are the common case. It has been shown that the metadata performance of
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CXFS drops far below the capabilities of a comparable standalone XFS file system if a failover metadata
server is configured [Klu06].
CXFS employs a membership concept together with periodic heartbeat messages to ensure that the nodes
in the CXFS cluster (including the primary and failover metadata server) are alive. If two servers act as
metadata primary and secondary server one of the client nodes can be configured as “tie breaker”. It
decides which of the two servers becomes the main metadata manager in a split brain situation. This can
happen when both servers are alive but do not recognize each other due to a network failure. Both could
potentially assume that they should serve the file system now.
In order to make sure that only one metadata server is active, the server that has the quorum on its side
will reset the other server. At this point the SAN switch required within each CXFS installation plays a
vital role in protecting the file system from the activities of failed nodes. The primary CXFS metadata
server takes control over the ports on the SAN switch and disables the ports on the fabric itself if a node
does not send the heartbeat messages in time. This behavior ensures that an unresponsive host cannot
corrupt the file system and becomes physically disconnected from the disks.
CXFS file systems can be exported by distinguished file servers via NFS or CIFS and provide worksta-
tions access through the file system via commodity Ethernet. A typical example of a CXFS installation
is given in Fig. 3.3. The SAN is the central connection point for all clients and all disks.
The largest CXFS installation that is currently in production is located at the Leibnitz-Rechenzentrum
in München. The SGI Altix 4700 system has a total of 600 TB scratch space and provides a bandwidth
of about 40 GB/s from the CXFS file system. The SGI Altix 4700 system at the HRSK complex at
Technische Universität Dresden, which was installed 2006, has a 68 TB CXFS file system which delivers
a maximum bandwidth of 10 GB/s. This is about 85 percent of the theoretical maximum.
CXFS (as well as GPFS) supports the Data Management API (DMAPI) [The97]. It allows to monitor file
events and to manage file content. With this API it is possible to migrate the content of a file physically
between different storage devices and thus to create a Hierarchical Storage Management (HSM).
Looking at SGI’s history they have always built large machines with a shared memory architecture that
combine multiple racks into a single operating system image. CXFS has been developed to serve as the
parallel file system for this kind of machines. So it has been designed to serve just a few but very powerful
clients. Today most machines in HPC environments are constructed from thousands of small nodes.
CXFS is currently not capable of providing a high performance file system for such an architecture.
The main reasons are that an approach with only one active metadata server (something that it shares
with other parallel file systems) and a large monolithic SAN structure does not scale. As all clients
do see the thousands of physical disks this would lead to a large management overhead on the clients.
Approaches that employ an intermediate layer of file server like GPFS or Lustre (which is covered in the
next subsection) do fit better into environments with a large number of clients.
3.2.3 Lustre
Lustre13 is a shared, object-based file system designed for HPC clusters [Sun08a, Sun08d, Sun08b]. Peter
Braam founded Cluster File Systems, Inc. (CFS) in 2001 and developed Lustre as a commercial product.
Before he had been a senior scientist at Carnegie Mellon University where he developed file systems
like Coda [Bra98] and the successor Intermezzo [BCS99]. During the early years the main customers
of CFS were the large U.S. laboratories. The first installation in a production environment took place at
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) with the “Multiprogrammatic Capability Resource”
(MCR) in 2003. CFS was acquired by SUN Microsystems in September 2007. Lustre became part of
13the word “Lustre” is derived from Linux+cluster
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Figure 3.4: High level overview of a typical Lustre installation
SUN’s HPC strategy while the sources code remained publicly available. In turn SUN was acquired by
Oracle in 2009 which is continuing to support Lustre.
Lustre employs a client-server topology like many other parallel file systems. The following parts are
vital to a Lustre installation:
• metadata server (MDS) with one or more metadata targets (MDT) and one MGS (configuration
storage)
• object storage servers (OSS) with one or more object storage targets (OST)
• clients
The connection between the individual components is depicted in Figure 3.4. The MGS is a storage that
provides a unified view onto the configuration information of a Lustre file system.
The MDT is used to store properties of files and directories in the file system, like directory or file names,
access times etc. and the pointers to the actual file content. The MDS mounts the MDT as a local file
system and provides a mapping from the file name in a Lustre file system to the file content residing on
the OSTs. Currently the file format for the MDT and the OST is a modified ext3/ext4 file system called
ldiskfs. The MDS organizes the distribution of the file content over the OSS servers. Each file is split into
parts that can reside on different OSTs. Each part of a file gets a unique identifier on those OSTs. The
OSS servers mount OSTs as local file systems and store file content based on object identifiers (IDs).
The OSS servers provide access based on objects and not on blocks. Internally all data is still stored on
a block device but the external interface abstracts different sections of a file as objects that can be read
or written. The MDS keeps the file layout (sum of all objects for this file on the OSTs) in its metadata
storage. The layout for a single file is also referred to as logical object volume (LOV). All transfers of
file content are done via direct parallel communication between the client and the OSTs. This provides
the scalability to achieve high bandwidth for single files as well as for multiple files from a few up to
thousands of clients. On the server side a Lustre installation relies on a modified Linux kernel. Most of
the patches provide a modified ext3/ext4 file system as MDT/OST storage and contain performance fixes.
For example for some transfers Lustre bypasses the VFS layer in the Linux kernel. Having Solaris as
operating system on the server and ZFS instead of ldiskfs as the back end file system has been announced
by the Lustre team. On the client side four options are currently available. In addition to a patched kernel
there is a patchless client available as well. It consists of loadable modules for the Linux kernel as well
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Figure 3.5: Structure of the basic kernel modules used for the Lustre file system on both client and server
sides
as userspace tools. The drawback of this approach is a reduced performance. The third option is an I/O
forwarder that sends all Lustre related requests to a proxy node that will execute the actual I/O request.
The last option is a file system access library that works completely in the user space. This way a process
that is running on a node without an own Lustre file service can still use a remote Lustre file system.
The basic structure of the kernel modules is depicted in Figure 3.5. The llite module converts VFS
requests into Lustre requests. The metadata client module (mdc) is responsible for the communication
with the MDS server. All file content is transferred through the lov kernel module to the object storage
client module (osc) which is responsible for the communication with the OSS servers. The network layer
lnet connects servers and clients. On the server side the ost module gets requests from the lnet module
and forwards these to the obd filter. This filter is an abstraction layer to present the block based ldiskfs
file system as an object based storage device to the ost module.
Lustre uses a distributed locking strategy like GPFS. Locks requested by a client are checked against
existing locks. Locks for a specific file region are split up on demand. To improve the metadata handling
Lustre can embed lock requests into the action that is connected with the lock. All information required
to create a file is packed by the client together with the demanded lock into a single message and sent to
the MDS which can perform the file creation as a single transaction. If too many clients try to acquire
locks on a shared file Lustre is able to revoke all granted locks for this file and force the clients into
write-through mode. In write-trough mode, no locks are handed out for a particular file anymore, the
server handles all I/O requests directly. Locks on the servers are handled with page size granularity and
can be shared (read type lock) or exclusive (write type lock). By default a client requesting a lock will
get one that will cover as much of the currently unlocked file space as possible. This large lock is split
up on demand.
To connect servers and clients the Lustre LNET layer supports TCP/IP networks, InfiniBand (IB),
Myrinet, Quadrics Elan as well as Cray SeaStar and RapidArray. Remote Direct Memory Access
(RDMA) is supported whenever the underlying network hardware and the protocols support this fea-
ture. To simplify the Lustre software structure and to ease the integration of upcoming network stacks
all Lustre networking is wrapped up in its own kernel module lnet. There are multiple advantages of this
approach. The first and most obvious one is the ability to connect components that make use of different
network technologies. For example it is possible to have IB and Ethernet cards in all Lustre servers and
provide the same file system to a cluster with an IB network and to a cluster with an Ethernet network.
This allows to export the Lustre file system to individual work stations or other commonly used resources
like visualization clusters. lnet can also be used as a bridge to tunnel connections through different types
of networks [Sun08c]. With this technology it is for example possible to connect two IB based clusters
via a wide area TCP connection. To avoid congestion when lots of nodes try to access files in parallel,
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Lustre employs a credit based control mechanism. All lnet packets have credit information piggybacked.
Sending a message from a client consumes multiple credits (which must have been granted before). On
the sender side there needs to be a credit that allows the placement of the message in the senders’ queue.
Additionally a receiver credit on the sender side that guarantees that the receiver has sufficient space
allocated to store the message.
Since 2009 Hewlett-Packard14 as well as Cray15 have offered storage products based on the Lustre file
system. The HP product “HP StorageWorks Scalable File Share” is based on the open source version
1.6 and being sold as standalone component. Cray offers the Lustre file system as home and scratch file
system for their XT series of supercomputers.
Lustre is used by numerous HPC systems in the TOP500 list, in June 201016 seven of the top ten systems
have had a Lustre file system. A lot of large HPC sites use Lustre as a site wide file system by mounting
the same file system on multiple clusters. One of the most interesting installations is the usage of Lustre
on the IBM Blue Gene machines. The reason for this is the I/O forwarding from the compute nodes.
BlueGene is built of node cards which are placed on a node board [RJKW, IRYB08]. A node board
can have I/O cards which will forward I/O requests to file servers. The node cards run a proprietary
lightweight compute node kernel that forwards all request that it is unable to execute by itself to an I/O
card. The I/O card is running a full Linux kernel and daemons that handle incoming requests. This
technique reduces the number of clients accessing a file system to the number of I/O cards.
The way Lustre divides metadata and data leads to new challenges for the system administration as well.
One obvious criterion for an intact file system is the fact that all objects for a single file should exist on
the OSS servers and that in turn all objects that are present do belong to a file and are not orphans. To
actually check this criterion, at first the internal databases of the MDS and all OSTs have to be dumped.
Afterwards a serial process on one active Lustre client is started that reads through all the data and verifies
the presence of all needed objects and corrects problems. In this time no other client is allowed to access
the system. On a moderate sized Lustre file system (approx. 60 TB and 10-20 million files) this operation
takes weeks. It needs to be done on an unmounted file system and will therefore cause a downtime of the
system. At this moment a lot of CPU cores are idle and performing the actual integrity check should be
done as a parallel job.
Lustre 1.8 has been released at the end of 2008. One of the bigger changes is the introduction of OST
pools. An OST pool is a definable subset of all available OSTs. Files and directories can now be striped
over pools instead of OSTs and objects can be migrated between pools. They can also be used to logically
separate different clients or users that access the same Lustre file system. As the OSTs within a Lustre
file system do not have to be of the same kind, it is now possible to create pools that benefit from different
storage technologies like “large but slow” SATA disks and “fast but small” SSD disks. Disks of the same
type can be aggregated in a pool and users can use the potentials of both technologies.
Adaptive timeouts are another enhancement in Lustre 1.8. Timeouts are used to detect failures in a Lustre
installation. In a similar way like a TCP packet which gets a “time to live” assigned at the sender side,
each Lustre message is assigned a timeout. If this timer reaches zero, the message can be sent again
(assuming that the receiving node is busy) or has to be canceled (assuming that the receiving node went
down). In a heterogeneous environment the maximum acceptable time to wait for the response to a
message depends on the physical location of the node, on the current utilization of the network and the
load on the receivers side. Lustre 1.6 used a single value for this timeout which could be fairly large
in HPC environments. Assuming that it is possible to loose a message on the network, each message
that is lost has to be resent a few times. Only after these retries it is correct to assume that the receiver
side is failing. Thus, it can take a long time before a failing node is detected. Lustre 1.8 uses adaptive
14www.hp.com
15www.cray.com
16http://www.mail-archive.com/lustre-discuss@lists.lustre.org/msg06854.html
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timeout values that are adjusted to the current response time of the servers. Each file server calculates a
timeout profile for its own requests and communicates this profile to the clients. The clients then adapt
the timeout values for messages going to this server. This will lead to more stability under high load
conditions and to a faster detection of failing nodes.
Further enhancements in Lustre 1.8 are the version based recovery and OSS read caches. The second one
is an attempt not reading the same file data multiple times from the disk if multiple clients request these
data. Version based recovery enhances the chances of not loosing file data if one client fails. If a different
than the failing client has uncommitted file data for a file that the failing client was trying to modify (and
the transaction from the failing node cannot be recovered), then the file modifications from the other
client had to be discarded in Lustre 1.6. This was due to a transaction number that was associated with
each file modification. If one transaction could not be recovered, all following transactions had to be
ignored on the server. With version based recovery the Lustre server can check whether the client is
changing an unmodified part of the file by assigning version identifiers to inodes. Now each Lustre
operation has the version identifiers attached that have been valid before and after the file modification.
If these identifiers match with those stored on the metadata server, then a transaction can be replayed
without the need to have all transactions replayed that happened before.
In the more distant future Lustre will have clustered metadata servers and ORACLEs ZFS as file system
for the MDT and OSTs. Using ZFS as the back end would be very beneficial as ZFS is automatically
executing consistency checks on each file system access and uses a transactional logic to maintain the
file system integrity.
3.2.4 PanFS
For a couple of years it has been shown that any centralized approach to file locking and strict POSIX
semantics will be a dead end for parallel file systems [RFL+04].
The PanFS Parallel File System is a development of Panasas, a relatively young company founded in
1999 [NSM04]. Their solution is a combined hard- and software approach. The base component of this
system is a storage blade, that consists of two disks, one CPU and memory. This unit is also referred
to as “object based storage device” (OSD). Another part of this parallel file system are metadata servers
(MDS, “director blade”). Ten OSDs and one MDS are placed into one shelf17. A shelf is the basic
building block for a PanFS installation. Multiple shelfs can be used (and added on demand) to scale the
file system to higher bandwidth and higher capacity.
A storage blade in a Panasas shelf provides object storage like an ordinary hard disk provides block stor-
age. The main principle of object based storage has already been introduced with Lustre, but for PanFS
some of the underlying concepts need to be explained in more detail. Figure 3.6 shows the conceptual
differences between traditional block based disk access and object based access. The advantage of using
objects instead of blocks as the smallest addressable unit is that objects can carry more metadata infor-
mation, don’t have to be of equal size, can be checked for integrity or can be mirrored transparently. The
medadata for an object can be everything that is needed to identify and work with files, like the size or
access times as well as known file attributes or data about the file layout on the internal hard drives. As
the OSD handles objects instead of blocks it is easier to enforce security policies for a file system. Blocks
have no metadata and the block access layer can therefore not check whether a specific access is allowed.
An object can store the required data in its metadata and the device driver for the OSD is now able to
check each access as well. PanFS requires an additional driver to access the OSDs from the operating
system. This driver is also responsible for the end-to-end data encryption and protection. Checksums
are calculated on the fly and embedded into the object. This introduces a computational overhead on
17contains also power modules, network switch etc.
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Figure 3.6: Side by side comparison of a block and an object oriented access to storage
the client side for each communication between the host and the storage device but significantly helps
to avoid silent data corruptions. The OSD can also stripe files with different configurations on a per file
base. Small files are mirrored automatically by PanFS, bigger files are striped via Raid 0, 1 or 5. For
each file an OSD creates only a single object that has a list of all local extends that belong to this file.
An extend is a list of blocks on the local hard disks of the storage blade that contain a chunk of the file
content. Each file can be striped over all available OSDs. Shelves can be logically connected to partitions
(called a “realm” at Panasas) [Szo]. Within a partition it is possible to create volumes. Each file in the
file system belongs to one volume. Each volume has one active MDS and one or more backup MDS.
Upon a MDS failure any MDS within the whole installation is able to take over from the failed MDS
independent of partition bounds.
How a client has to distribute a file over the available storage shelves is signaled to the client at the time of
the file creation. For each new file the client receives a file layout from the active MDS. The MDS follows
one more rule during the layout creation. It will try to balance the free capacity between the blades. The
balancing (moving objects around between different OSDs) is automatically done if new files are created.
Existing objects are only moved between OSDs if requested by the management software. Failed and
replaced blades are automatically refilled with data. Moving objects that are currently in use is possible
due to a callback strategy. Objects that need to be moved are copied to the new destination and all clients
will be informed via a callback that the content for this file is invalid. It will reload the data from the new
location and the object on the old location can be removed safely.
The connection between the client hosts and the storage and MDS blades is made via Ethernet TCP/IP
using the iSCSI [MS03] protocol. A challenge at this point is that many clients might access files that
are distributed over all OSDs at the same time and that the individual OSD thus has too many TCP
connections that need to be managed. This yields a congestion problem within the operating system
running on the blades. Thus, the I/O performance of the OSDs will drop [NSM04]. To avoid this
problem each partition is divided into parity groups. Each group contains a subset of the available OSDs.
Different extends of a file are placed within different parity groups. The amount of blades that belong to
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one blade subset is calculated as the one number between 8 and 11 that has the minimum remainder of
the division of the number of blades in the partition and this number. If this number is 9, the first part
of the file will be placed at any 9 blades of the partition and the next part of the file is placed on another
group of 9 blades. This way clients will only open connections to a subset of all OSD’s in a shelf in
parallel. Which parts of a file are prefetched to the clients (readahead) is maintained on the OSD as well.
This has the advantage that multiple clients accessing the same file can benefit if the file content has
already been moved into the OSD cache by a different client. The amount of memory used for readahead
is divided equally among all data streams that are managed by an OSD.
The management blade (MDS) in a shelve handles the mapping of file names to objects. As the number
of management shelves increases with the number of shelves the possibility to access metadata in parallel
increases as well. The MDS also provides a data reconstruction service that will control the replacement
of failed OSDs. Directory structures are maintained on the MDS as well. If different clients open the
same file each has the possibility to cache file content and will be notified by the MDS if their caches
need to be purged. The concept, that the OSDs only handle objects and the MDS is responsible to form
a file system out of these objects allows the MDS to present different virtual views onto the objects. As
the internal representation of an object within the OSD and the way how the OSD manages objects is
completely transparent outside of the OSD, there is (theoretically) no problem of moving objects around
between different OSD vendors. Objects within the (ANSI T10 SCSI) OSD standard are divided into
four categories. The base of the object hierarchy is the root object. Each OSD is a root object as well.
The next level are partition objects. Partitions are containers for user objects or collection objects that
belong to the same security or management group (quotas, security keys). User objects are created on
the client side and represent files. Collection objects group user objects together that share a common
property like the file type or ownership. As each object is self contained, objects can be migrated without
loosing information. This definition should theoretically allow to copy object based storage devices that
are manufactured by different vendors. This is supposed to work the same way is it is possible to copy
block based devices from different vendors that share the same geometry.
The largest PanFS installation (at the end of 2009) is the Roadrunner system at the Los Alamos National
Laboratory in the USA. It is using 100 shelves each with 1 director and 10 OSD blades and delivers a
sustained performance of more than 50 GB/s.
3.2.5 pNFS
The first developments towards secure, scalable NAS started at Carnegie Mellon University in the mid
1990’s with the NASD (Network-Attached Secure Disks) project. The work was done together with
industry partners (HP, IBM, STK, Seagate) and resulted in a draft standard which was submitted to the
OSD Technical Work Group18 of the Storage Networking Industry Association (SNIA) in 1999. The
ANSI T10 committee ratified the ANSI T10 SCSI Standard for object based storage devices in 2004
[T1004].
The current developments in this area can be divided into three groups: work on the OSD standard, work
on compatible hardware and development of file systems that make use of the capabilities of OSD stor-
age. The current work on the OSD standard is focused on version 2 (OSDv2). Actual topics for OSDv2
are an improved handling of errors as well as security, quality of service and snapshots. Compatible
hardware as a product is currently only offered by Panasas. Seagate [RI07] implemented the OSD pro-
tocol on a single disk and demonstrated a prototype with a FibreChannel OSD disk and an iSCSI OSD
controller together with IBM in 2005. IBM has a prototype software implementation as well [FMN+05]
as an OSD simulator for Linux. This simulator uses ordinary disks and provides an almost complete
subset of the T10 SCSI OSD commands via an iSCSI interface19.
18project T10/1355-D
19http://www.haifa.il.ibm.com/projects/storage/objectstore/osdlinux.html
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Much more work has been done on the target of providing object based storage with a software approach.
An OST in the Lustre file system, is basically an OSD, although it does not support the ANSI T10 OSD
standard. An open SUN Solaris implementation of the T10 OSD standard20 [Cov05] is available too.
There exist also approaches to implement a file system based on T10 OSD on Linux [DHH+06].
Object based storage can be divided into three categories as done in [RI07]. The smallest available unit
is a single disk drive just like the Seagate prototype. The second category are small intelligent units like
the Panasas blades that use traditional disks and a CPU to provide object based storage where the last
category are software approaches like Lustre.
The concept of a scalable NAS system is also realized in the pNFS extension21 of version 4 of the NFS
protocol22 (NFSv4). This extension has been approved by the Network File System Working Group
of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and published as RFC 5661-5664 in January 2010. For
OpenSolaris23 as well as for Linux [HH07] prototype implementations are available but at the moment
at least in terms of stability the Linux implementation is not yet ready for production environments. The
concept for pNFS is very similar to other modern scalable approaches, like PanFS or Lustre. A separate
metadata server provides file layout information and thus redirects client requests to data servers which
are responsible for providing the actual file content. In contrast to Lustre and PanFS it has been designed
to export different local file system to many clients. Seen from this point of view pNFS is an additional
layer in the software stack that realizes parallel access to either new or existing file systems. The pNFS
extension itself does only describes additions to NFSv4 that affect the communication between the client
and the pNFS server. How the client is accessing the actual storage device is not part of this standard. The
only thing the client gets is the file layout from the pNFS server that describes which storage components
contain which parts of the data. This way the client can/has to access the storage directly.
3.2.6 Comparison
As outlined in Section 3.1.1, parallel file systems can be compared by using many different criteria.
Within this section the focus will be on those that are key for upcoming challenges and will most probably
influence the future use of these file systems. The near future sees parallel file systems with growing
component count, shared between multiple HPC machines and lots of parallel accesses due to more and
more cores per HPC machine. A list of the selected features can be taken from Table 3.1.
As motivated in Section 3.1.1 silent data corruption and the increasing component count in HPC SANs
demands an increased level of integrity checking, from the client side all the way down to the disks. If
file systems are shared among multiple installations, dividing users from each other needs to be done
at a more secure level than just on a trusted host base. Allowing clients to cache metadata and data
will reduce traffic for both metadata and content servers and thus reduce traffic in the SAN. Object based
storage seems to be a viable way as an additional abstraction layer between the file system and the storage
device. This allows the file system implementations to deal with bigger files on the basis of a few object
identifiers instead of millions of block numbers.
The acceptance of parallel file systems from the administrative perspective will be based on the tools
available and metrics like the time to do a full file system check. For example GPFS, PanFS and Lustre
handle a rebalancing of full disks by running extra tools. Within CXFS this problem cannot occur as all
attached disks form one CXFS volume.
From the four selected file systems CXFS is usable on clusters of few but very large SMP machines only,
thus it does not fit onto most of the current and future HPC machines because no one except SGI builds
20http://opensolaris.org/os/project/osd/
21http://www.ietf.org/internet-drafts/draft-ietf-nfsv4-pnfs-obj-12.txt
22http://www.ietf.org/html.charters/nfsv4-charter.html
23http://opensolaris.org/os/project/nfsv41
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Table 3.1: Comparison of selected parallel file systems by distinguished criteria
GPFS CXFS Lustre PanFS
metadata han-
dling
decentralized
on all servers
single metadata
server
single metadata
server
one meta-
dataserver per
shelf
separated meta-
data path
no yes no possible
metadata scala-
bility
with the number
of servers
no no with the number
of shelves
security trusted host trusted host trusted host via key manage-
ment
client cache co-
herency
yes yes via locks be-
tween server
and client
via callbacks
between server
and client
topology, con-
tent access
mixed SAN and
NAS
SAN only NAS (SAN for
OST’s)
NAS
data protection RAID only end-to-end
checksums
storage type block based object based
HSM support DMAPI no no
this kind of machines. Among the remaining three file systems GPFS has the largest user community, a
long history and is well established on the market. Panasas is a relatively new system with only a few
installations. The realized approach is promising because a file system that can be grown in terms of
hardware will also gain metadata performance. This is a weak spot in the Lustre architecture as it is
limited to only one metadata server. Within GPFS the metadata performance does also scale with the
number of servers.
The Panasas system is the only system providing an end-to-end data integrity feature which allows to
detect all data corruptions that occur between the client and the disks. All other systems rely on the
RAID controllers to deliver the correct blocks and on the error correction systems of the transport media.
If all involved memories and buses are protected against accidentally flipped bits this might be enough.
A checksum that is attached to each piece of data and checked at each access attempt (like the ANSI
T10-DIF standard defines) is a more straightforward solution.
3.2.7 Other Present Parallel File Systems
After analyzing the major parallel file systems that are relevant for the HPC community other relevant
file systems are analyzed in the next subsection at a lower level of detail. Three more specimen, PVFS2,
RedHat GFS and Sun QFS will be present and some more just mentioned.
PVFS2
The PVFS2 architecture [Tea03] is very similar to the Lustre architecture. The layered software stack
provides support for different network protocols and storage drivers. PVFS has an integrated support
for MPI-I/O via ROMIO. The metadata are kept in a Berkeley DB database. Servers can be configured
redundantly. Providing access to metadata is a service within PVFS2 that can be distributed among
multiple servers, which can in turn also be used as content servers.
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The main difference to Lustre is that PVFS2 does not provide full POSIX semantics and does not support
any locking in the interaction between the server and the client. The caches of the clients are not kept
coherently. This eases the implementation of the server side as the server itself can run without main-
taining an internal state machine. Server as well as client failures are much easier to handle this way. In
addition PVFS2 defines the result of a concurrent write operation of two clients to the same section of a
file as “undefined”.
Red Hat Global FS
Global FS (GFS) is part of Red Hat Enterprise Linux. GFS is POSIX compliant and designed for shared
disk environments that scale to more than 100 nodes [PBB+00, Red06]. The first versions of GFS
incorporated a locking strategy based on locks on the SCSI devices itself. Newer versions use an abstract
lock service that runs on one of the GFS server nodes. SCSI device based locks are still part of the
overall picture as a client is able detect that something is locked by looking at the device. In the next step
it can figure out who is actually holding the lock by asking the global lock manager. GFS uses “Global
Network Block Devices” (GNBD) to export shared disks over commodity Ethernet. With GNBDs the
global view onto a GFS installation looks almost like a NFS installation where GNBDs are equivalent to
NFS servers with the difference that NFS servers export a file system while GNBD servers export disk
blocks. Similar to CXFS GFS uses cluster memberships and fencing within the SAN fabric to block
failed nodes from the file system. On the GFS servers the Linux Volume Manager (LVM2) is used to
combine single disks to RAID devices.
Sun QFS
Sun QFS is a shared disk file system that uses a single metadata server to mediate the client accesses to
the disks. An underlying volume manager realizes a RAID protection scheme. SUN “Storage Archive
Manager” (SAM) is a storage product that combines different types of storage devices like magnetic
disks or tapes into a single file system and automatically moves file content between the devices based on
predefined rules. The combination of SAM and QFS creates a shared disk file system with an automated
migration (Hierarchical Storage Management, HSM) of file content from disks to tapes. The overall
structure is very much like SGI CXFS and DMF.
Research and Related File Systems
There are many more research and commercial parallel file systems available. The file systems described
in sections 3.2 to 3.2.7 are used on a lot of HPC sites and are installed on the machines populating the
TOP500 list. The file systems within this subsection are in most cases interesting from the HPC point of
view.
Current research file systems including the FraunhoferFS24, XtreemFS [HCK+08] or IBMs Scale out
File Services (SoFS) [ODA+08] are tackling problems like the combination of multiple file systems into
one, distributed metadata or file system sharing between multiple machines like in GRID environments.
File systems with parallel access to file content like Ceph [WBM+06] can be considered as distributed
file systems as they target cloud computing environments with and provide additional features like data
replication.
Apple’s Xsan 2 [App08] is a shared disk file system like CXFS but only allows 64 clients. Parallel data
access is realized via a volume manager that groups physical disks together. It is fully compatible to
24http://www.fhgfs.com
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Quantum’s StorNext25 file system which basically provides Xsan 2 clients for Linux, Windows and other
operating systems.
EMC’s Celerra Multi-Path File System [EMC06] uses an approach similar to pNFS. It extends the NFS
protocol by dividing the metadata and the data path using the iSCSI protocol to connect the clients
directly with the storage. The “IBRIX Fusion Cluster File System” [SRSC] uses a similar technique
to segment the available disk space and manages metadata and data on a per segment base where each
segment has its own MDS.
IBMs zFS [RT03] uses object based storage together with file servers. The unique approach here is that
all individual file system caches of all servers together form a global file system cache which is used
from all clients cooperatively.
PLFS is a research file systems [BGG+09] which is used at LANL on top of PanFS, GPFS and Lustre
to rearrange user I/O patterns. It changes patterns generated by the application to be more suitable to the
underlying file system. It is basically not a real file system but an interposition layer.
3.3 Storage Hardware
Parallel file system are built by using hard- and software components. While the section before covered
the software layers that realize a file system, this section covers the hardware part. Hardware for HPC file
systems can be divided into the storage devices including controllers, network hardware for both NAS
and SAN infrastructures and hardware for all types of file servers. Besides an overview of actual storage
devices this section will also depict some current trends.
3.3.1 RAID
With his article “RAID: high-performance, reliable secondary storage” [CLG+94] published in 1994
Peter Chen picked up a popular storage topic and categorized different approaches that have been made
since the 1980’s to combine multiple magnetic disks into a faster and more reliable virtual disk. Today
the basic building block for most parallel HPC file systems is a RAID controller that is running in a
RAID5 or RAID6 configuration for file content or RAID10 for metadata respectively.
The most commonly used RAID levels are 0, 1, 5 and 6 as well as combinations of these. RAID0
distributes blocks over all available disks by writing each block to the next logical disk. This RAID level
uses all disks and will lose all stored data if a single disk fails. RAID1 is a mirroring of two (or more)
disks. If two disks are used, only half of the total capacity is available but the system would survive a
disk failure. RAID5 uses N+1 disks, N disks to store the actual data plus one disk to store one parity
block per block written to the N disks. If a block on one of the N disks needs to be modified, the parity
block has to be updated as well. The disk that is used to store the additional block is different for each
block. This RAID level survives the failure of one disk and has only the space overhead of one disk.
RAID6 typically uses two additional disks to store two differently calculated checksums. This scheme
can lose two disks and still has all stored data accessible. RAID6 is a special case of an RAID N+M that
uses N disk to store data and M disk to store M different checksums. For this last type of RAID typically
Reed-Solomon-Codes are used to calculate the additional checksums.
RAID5 is becoming obsolete as the chance that a second disk is failing during a rebuild is getting too
large. The probability for such a failure is increasing with the disk size. The error rate assumed is that 1
byte out of 1015 gives an error while it is being read from the disk, thus the bit error rate is be = 10−15.
The probability that after the first disk failed, another disk will fail as well during the reconstruction
25http://www.quantum.com/products/software/stornextfx
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process of the first disk is (1 − be)capacity×disks. For an 8+1 RAID5 configuration with 2 TB disks the
failure probability is 1.6%. But this is just the number for a single RAID volume. IBM assumes it will
need about 50000 disks for the DARPA HPCS project which would result in more than 5000 individual
RAID volumes. At this level the loss of data with RAID5 is a certainty and not just a possibility. Even
using two additional parity disks for eight data disks reduces the chance for a data loss in five years only
to 4% [Rog07]. Three parity disks per eight data disks on the other hand introduce additional overhead
in terms of usable capacity and computational power needed to calculate these parities on the fly.
To speed up a RAID rebuild, one idea already presented by Holland and Gibson in 1992 and Chen in
1994 is to decluster the parity blocks. In RAID5 and RAID6 parity blocks are calculated within fixed
groups of disks, usually within a RAID volume. Declustered RAID splits disks into individual partitions
and creates a RAID group based on randomly composed partitions from different disks. So basically each
individual block can have a different set of disks that is used to store the data and the parity information.
The advantages of this approach have been already discussed in Section 3.2.1. An additional drawback
is the higher possibility of unbalanced accesses to disks which would result in lower bandwidth as well
as higher latencies. If a host accesses two blocks from two different 8+2 RAID groups but both groups
share one disk there are 18 disks that have one block to read and one disk that has two blocks to read.
This emphasizes the need for an end-to-end performance analysis, where information of all incorporated
layers of a file system access need to be analyzed.
3.3.2 Integration Factor of Storage Hardware
One current trend for storage hardware is to integrate more components and more functionality into in-
telligent storage controllers. More advanced RAID controllers employ both conventional processors and
field programmable gate arrays (FPGA) to manage the disks and to maintain a constant performance.
Calculating parity blocks and checksumming data within a RAID volume perfectly fits onto a FPGA.
Storage controllers like DDNs S2A 9900 are assembled from more than ten FPGAs and multiple em-
bedded processors [Fel08]. FPGAs have also been integrated into file servers like BlueArc’s Titan series
and the storage products of Oracle/SUN.
Recent projects try to consolidate storage solutions and to incorporate the file service into a unified stor-
age controller. Examples for these approaches are the products of companies like Terascala or Xyratex.
This kind of storage controller does not hand out blocks anymore but does provide a file system (see Fig-
ure 3.7). Such a unification is not new for distributed file systems and vendors like NetApp and BlueArc
but it is new in the HPC area. Traditionally these integrated controllers only export NFS and CIFS which
are not well suited as HPC storage as they do not provide the necessary bandwidth for large installations.
Exporting Lustre or GPFS on the other hand does fit the demands quite well. The advantages of the new
types of controller are that a storage solution will be composed of less individual components and that file
system updates can be done by the same vendor that delivers the storage hardware. The implementation
of a whole parallel file system does not fit onto a FPGA. Thus, this trend could initiate a switch to x86
compatible processors in future storage systems.
From the view of a performance analyst a drawback is that these systems would be less analyzable if the
vendors ship them as black boxes. A whole layer in the hierarchy of storage software is moving behind a
wall that is usually not penetrable for analysis tools. On the other hand a lot of components that influence
the file system performance are within this layer. An integration into a performance analysis process is
necessary and amplifies again the need of a system wide performance analysis approach.
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Figure 3.7: Side by side comparison a current installation with file servers and an integrated storage
appliance
3.3.3 Further Developments
Further current trends and developments for storage hardware and software can be observed in the fol-
lowing areas:
• integration of solid state drives (SSDs)
• energy efficiency
• data integrity
• self managing and self tuning storage
Depending on the type of technology used for SSDs they provide a much better performance than hard
disk drives [MW08]. One of the major advantages of SSDs is that they provide access to any block of
data with a constant and very low latency. At the moment this feature is most commonly used to store
file system journals or to provide read/write caches for slower disks. Journals are a list of very small
pieces of data where continuously parts of the list are added, updated or erased. The high bandwidth
capabilities for sequential I/O patterns allow to use SSDs in a tiered storage environment, especially to
cache application checkpoints. Freitas and Wilcke propose in [FW08] a more general approach that uses
storage-class memory (SCM) as the future storage system technology. Their idea completely erases the
main memory from the computer system architecture and uses something that can be called a large L4
cache to keep file data close to the CPU. The SCM is used as permanent storage which interacts directly
with the L4 cache.
As energy efficiency is a vibrant topic in HPC, it needs to be applied to HPC storage as well. An energy
efficiency analysis has to involve all levels, including file servers, SAN switches etc. Usable metrics in
this area could be the amount of energy spent while storing or reading one GB. An analysis could further
include studies about the energy that a data set consumes during its lifetime. This could lead to more
tailored system designs.
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Data integrity is a feature of storage systems that HPC users assume to be “just there”. But one million
enterprise hard disk drives today return about 200.000 invalid data blocks per year 26. If this number
is extrapolated to the 1280 disks in the DDN controllers of the HRSK system at Technische Universität
Dresden, these disks deliver about 200 wrong blocks per year to the storage controllers. Reasons are
flipped bits for example due to cosmic radiation or wrong head positioning. The already mentioned
T10-DIF standard (see Section 3.1.1) is one way to ensure that the correct file content is read anyway.
Another approach used in DDN controllers is to checks the parity blocks returned from a read access
whether the internal 8+2 RAID6 scheme is still intact. If a wrong block is detected, it will recalculate
the correct data and write it to the disks.
Another trend is the growing number of disks and controllers in a single file system. Larger throughput
requirements result in larger storage systems as the gap between the memory speed and the disk speed
is increasing. Thus, large installations create a demand for self-managing and self-tuning storage. Self-
managing includes for example the transparent handling of failures and the seamless integration of spare
parts. Self-tuning on the other side targets towards an efficient use of the whole system, especially
making the raw bandwidth that the disks provide available to the application.
3.4 State of the Art for Storage System Monitoring
As systems become more complex, the wish to monitor their activities becomes more urgent. Systems
with a lot of internal components that provide a large number of tuning parameters on one hand and
provide performance metrics on the other hand raise the desire to use this performance metrics to opti-
mize the system behavior. Per definition “a monitor is a tool used to observe the activities of a system”
[Jai91]. The next subsections will cover some basic definitions that apply to monitoring systems and
present recent work done in the area of monitoring storage systems.
3.4.1 Definitions
Most monitoring systems are driven by either events or timer interrupts. Events describe a change of a
state in a system and have a timestamp associated. Timer interrupt driven systems report internal states
or results of measurements typically in fixed time intervals. The basic difference is that for the interrupt
driven systems the monitored state is reported at regular intervals while an event based mechanism reports
changes only. Both approaches have their assets and drawbacks. With an interrupt based activation
system it is possible to lose state changes if they occur more than once within a single time interval. On
the other hand it is at least known that the system still works because it sends data at regular intervals.
Event based systems do not lose no state changes per definition. If state changes occur at a lower rate
than the timer frequency the accumulated amount of data is smaller with an event based approach. The
drawback is that at any given time it is not possible to be certain about the status of the monitored system
as it could be unresponsive and is no longer able to send out messages but has not dropped the connection
yet.
The event based activation mechanism is commonly preferred for error detection systems. The system
status is tested in definable intervals but the associated monitoring process will only emit a signal when
something has turned for the worse or for the good. One example is Nagios [Har03] which checks
services on arbitrary systems at a regular base and reports problems on demand.
Performance analysis tools for storage systems tend to read and update displayed data at regular intervals.
This holds true for simple commands like “top” on UNIX systems as well as more advanced systems like
SGI’s Performance Co-Pilot [SGI09].
26“Best Practices for Deploying Parallel File Systems” BOF session at SuperComputing Conference 2009
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A set of events that is ordered by their associated timestamps is commonly referred to as a trace file or in
short trace. A trace file can hold additional properties that contain metadata like the start time of the trace
or the system name that has been used to generate the trace. Each trace event in turn can have additional
properties like the process number or information about the call stack for program traces. One example
for a scalable trace file format can be found in [AKRBHB+06]. The OTF format library includes special
support for parallel I/O. OTF is available under BSD open source license.
The time resolution at which a piece of hardware or software is capable of delivering data does also
influence the usefulness of the collected data. As one aim of this thesis is to merge program traces and
external data it would be beneficial to have the external data at a comparable resolution as events occur
in the program trace.
Closely connected to the definition of the resolution is the term overhead. The overhead describes the
impact of the measurement itself on the examined system. If the system has a special piece of hardware
to perform an internal monitoring (like DDN’s S2A 9550 that has an 8 MHz Atmel Chip) this might
cost virtually nothing. But if the host operating system is executing this kind of requests in parallel to
its regular work (as it is the case on Voltaire InfiniBand switches) this can be very intrusive and have a
huge impact on the overall performance. This is a case where Heisenbergs uncertainty principle hits the
computer science when a monitored system changes its behavior due to the fact that it is being monitored.
The next subsections cover some recent approaches to monitor I/O storage systems and HPC file systems
especially.
3.4.2 Storage Hardware Monitoring
HPC storage is typically designed in a tiered approach. Various classes (tapes, different types of disks)
of storage devices with different performance properties are available for an HPC system. Typically each
hardware vendor has its own monitoring tools, like DDN’s RSM GUI, SUN’s StorageTek Workload
Analyzer and LSI’s SANtricity Storage Manager.
These tools have been designed to monitor the storage hardware of a specific vendor and provide perfor-
mance capabilities as a by-product. They are able to present performance numbers of various hardware
parts. The StorageTek Workload Analyzer has in addition the capability to create an I/O trace from all
I/O requests. None of the tools available provides an on demand external access.
Both LSI and DDN based storage support a proprietary application programming interface (API) that
can be used to collect various performance properties. This includes the read and write bandwidth on the
host ports, on the internals ports, statistics about the current cache usage, cache hits, I/O request sizes
and information about the performance at the back end.
3.5 State of the Art for I/O Tracing
This section covers an overview over the current state of the art for I/O tracing in Linux environments.
Kernel level, user space and multi level trace approaches are considered.
3.5.1 Tracing at the Kernel Level
Like other operating systems the Linux operating system kernel supports memory mapped I/O. Memory
mapped I/O in general allows to virtually map the content of a file to a memory region. The mapping
operation itself is typically a very short operation as no file content is transferred. Any access to a
memory location within the area mapped will then load the necessary part of the file into the main
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Figure 3.8: Tracefs architecture [WAZ04]
memory (paging on demand) where it can be modified like normal memory. Any modifications to the
mapped memory region will be written back to the file either while the file is still mapped or at latest
when the mapping is released. This is completely transparent for the user space but does use the I/O
infrastructure. Embedding information about this kind of I/O operation into program traces would be
very valuable. It could help to explain effects that are visible on the user side originating at the kernel
level.
At the moment there is only one project that provides I/O request tracing, tracefs [WAZ04]. Tracefs is an
interposition layer that is being placed within the Linux kernel between the VFS layer and the actual file
system. The advantage of tracing file system accesses at this level is the possibility to track requests for
memory mapped I/O as well. Tracefs collects its information via hooks within the VFS layer that forward
all information to input filters. Figure 3.8 shows the architecture of tracefs. It is not completely kernel
based, as user space components steer which I/O events are traced. The internal structure of tracefs is
further divided into several parts.
The input filters provide a first level of separation between wanted and unwanted events. Relevant events
are forwarded to assembly drives. They are responsible for creating an event stream. This stream could
for example be a defined trace format that contains all raw events or statistics generated for fixed intervals.
Output filters take this stream and enhance it by adding compression, checksumming, encryption and
other features. At the end output drivers take the stream and store it on a disk or write it to a network
stream. This approach is very flexible as it allows to trace events for selected parts of a file system only
and to trace definable event sets.
There is a general problem that complicates the combination of Linux kernel level events and user space
program traces. First, the necessary events have to be recorded at different locations within the running
kernel. In a second step these events are transferred to the users space and have to be mapped into
the user space trace information. It would be valuable if these events could be accessed from the user
space directly as this would ease the use of kernel level events. Additional tools realized within the
tracefs project can help to filter and group native kernel events to reduce the amount of information.
Desnoyers [Des09] developed as a byproduct of his Ph.D. thesis "Kernel Tracepoints" as standardized
way to instrument the Linux kernel. These instrumentation points can be placed anywhere in the kernel
to provide hooks to read the current state of internal variables. Depending on whether a probe is activated
and assigned to one of these hooks, events are recorded or discarded. Trace buffers are handled internally
and are transferred to the user space with standard lib-c I/O calls. This feature entered the mainline Linux
kernel with revision 2.6.32. Without these instrumentation points it is possible to extend the desired
kernel modules with an own instrumentation and transport the generated events via RelayFS [TZ06] into
the user space [KN07].
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3.5.2 Tracing at the User Space
There are many user space tracing facilities available that support the recording of I/O events. One of the
first works in this area was already done 1985 [ODCH+85] to evaluate the design of the UNIX 4.2 BSD
file system. Konwinski [KBNQ07] covers some recent approaches and also provides some semantics to
compare the different tracing frameworks. The classification is roughly aligned on the following features:
• parallel file system compatibility
• ease of use and installation
• anonymization of trace events
• event types and event filtering
• trace format
• overhead
• replay capabilities
• supporting tool set and type of instrumentation
• consideration of time skew and drift for distributed clocks
The remainder of this section will describe //Trace [MWS+07] and VampirTrace [TD07, MKJ+07] by
using some selected criteria from the list above.
//Trace is a project of the Parallel Data Lab of Carnegie Mellon University27. //Trace has been designed to
track all I/O requests via library preloading. A library is placed between the application and the standard
LIB-C providing the system entry points for calls like open() or read(). The library reads the original
entry points for the intercepted functions from the standard LIB-C. This way it is possible to create a
wrapper function around each function. Now all I/O requests can be routed through the additional library.
As one of its main features, //Trace attempts to discover I/O dependencies by generating multiple trace
files for different runs of the same application. One trace file per compute node involved is generated
at runtime. Within each run the I/O requests of one of the processes are artificially slowed down. The
impact of this slowdown on the other processes exposes data dependencies. Dependencies from multiple
program runs are merged into one final trace file which contains all I/O events in an approximate order.
In addition, //Trace can replay this I/O trace. The tool set around //Trace focuses on this trace replay part.
The trace format is a proprietary binary format and does not take into account the time drift between
different nodes.
VampirTrace is developed at the Center for Information Services and High Performance Computing at
Technische Universität Dresden together with the Jülich Supercomputing Centre at FZ Jülich [MKJ+07].
VampirTrace provides the infrastructure to instrument either the source code or the binary of an applica-
tion automatically or manually. The instrumented application binary produces a bundle of trace files in
OTF format [AKRBHB+06]. Currently the default bundle consists at least of a definition file containing
global definitions which are shared among all processes and one file per process containing the trace
events. I/O tracing is realized by intercepting I/O related LIB-C calls. In contrast to //Trace it is possible
the record performance counters as well. Time drifts between the compute nodes are corrected on de-
mand. VampirTrace supports event filters that will stop the recording of events based on the numbers of
filled trace buffers, the number of function calls or the function name, thus, keeping the trace file at a rea-
sonable size while not disrupting a subsequent trace analysis. The OTF trace file format is supported by a
number of performance analysis tools, like Vampir, Open|Speedshop [SGH06] or Scalasca [GWW+08].
Both tools do not support the anonymization of trace events. The overhead for a single program run with
VampirTrace is smaller compared to //Trace. The only intention of VampirTrace is to write trace events
and not to add additional information like data dependencies. Recent additions to the OTF tool set allow
to replay at least the MPI portion of a program.
27http://www.pdl.cmu.edu
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Figure 3.9: PIOViz tool architecture [LKK+07]
There are more approaches to I/O tracing based on library preloading that have not been mentioned due
to the fact that all features provided by those tools are also provided by either VampirTrace or //Trace.
3.5.3 Multi-Layer I/O Tracing
A common approach to track I/O requests is to instrument the different software layers that take part in
an I/O operation. This allows to detect and describe the transformations that each I/O layer is applying to
the original request and is very useful for performance debugging of high level libraries like MPI-I/O or
HDF5. At the moment there are no approaches that cross the kernel boundary. All approaches that collect
data on a single host have been designed for one or the other side of this boundary. As an extension it
would be useful to integrate I/O related data that are not generated on the compute hosts into a holistic
I/O analysis approach.
Lu and Shen [LS07] propose to start an I/O analysis at those parts that are understood the best, the actual
storage devices. If anomalies are discovered at the lower levels of an I/O storage system their respective
effects can immediately be traced at higher levels. This work suggests to compare I/O characteristics
from a trace file with characteristics collected on an anomaly-free system. A statistical approach like
[MK04] would also be feasible for this kind of analysis. Lu and Shen also propose to use a layer-
independent event representation of I/O events. This obviously eases the analysis if all request types
from all layers can be transformed into a single representation.
The PIOViz [LKK+07] environment has been designed to analyze requests within the parallel PVFS2
file system. Application I/O traces are merged with traces obtained from the PFVS2 servers. To achieve
this the PFVS2 server processes are started in an MPI-like environment. The merged trace can then be
analyzed with the Jumpshot trace viewer. Another performance analysis enhancement concerning PVFS2
can be found in [KL08]. Additional statistics collected in the different internal layers of the PVFS2 server
are analyzed and used to detect bottlenecks. An architectural overview is given in Figure 3.9. Figure 3.10
shows a Jumpshot screenshot of a combined trace obtained on PVFS2 clients and servers while tracing
large, non-collective MPI-I/O requests.
Stardust [TSS+06] is a system built to track individual I/O requests as they move through the different
software layers. It relies on an instrumented research file system, UrsaMinor. All activities are stored
in a relational database. A “breadcrumb” (a randomly generated request identifier) is added to each I/O
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request and kept as the request moves through the software layers. This way it is possible to analyze
individual requests very detailed. Beside the file system, the authors instrumented the networking layer,
the process scheduler, and the buffer cache as well. This approach also works on distributed systems and
deals with drifting clocks by ordering event by exploiting logical dependencies that are inherent to the
events collected.
Besides this work done in HPC environments there are related fields that have to deal with storage related
problems. DIADS [BBU+09] is a system designed to analyze database requests in great detail. DIADS
correlates the following data: (sub-)requests which are the results of splitting single database request,
I/O relevant data like configuration information, performance data as well as special system events like
failed disks. It uses machine learning techniques (Kernel Density Estimation) and domain knowledge
(configuration and hierarchy information) to identify those parts of the storage system that influence the
query performance. This way it is possible to track configuration changes in the storage system and their
impact on individual queries over time.
3.6 State of the Art for I/O Benchmarking
Contrary to common belief, performance evaluation is an art [Jai91]. Benchmarking is one way to
evaluate the performance of parts of a system or a whole system. Benchmarking file systems is a common
task done for the same reasons why benchmarking is done in general: analyzing present system, for the
performance prediction of different workloads and for the preparation of future procurements. Large
HPC storage systems consist of thousands of components, where potentially each component has an
Figure 3.10: Jumpshot screenshot visualizing a PVFS2 trace where four clients write data to PVFS2
servers with contiguous data regions and non-collective MPI-I/O calls [LKK+07]
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impact on the overall behavior because it may have a cache or may perform some kind of optimization
(like I/O request reordering). One of the main topics of this thesis is to provide a complete workflow
for an I/O analysis. I/O replay as a possibility to investigate I/O problems is a topic which needs to be
covered within this workflow as well. The next subsections will therefore depict the state of the art for
I/O benchmarks that possibly can replay I/O traces.
3.6.1 Overview
There already exists a wide variety of I/O benchmarks. [TZJW08] compares 415 different benchmarks
used in 106 papers. Within this paper I/O benchmarks have been separated into three groups: workload
replays, trace replays and microbenchmarks. This is arguable as lots of benchmarks today are customiz-
able and their runtime behavior can fit into multiple categories. Thus, one good classification factor
(among others) is the flexibility that an I/O benchmark offers. A first category, fixed I/O benchmarks run
always the same workload but might be able to scale this workload as the number of parallel processes
increases. The other category, flexible I/O benchmarks, execute any given I/O pattern. The next sections
classify some well known parallel benchmarks into the two categories. In order to divide benchmarks
between fixed and flexible, a separator needs to be defined. For this thesis the separator is the possibility
that the executed I/O pattern can be defined by the benchmark user. The background for this decision is
the overall aim of this work, to compare parallel file systems from a user perspective. Thus, there is a
need for a very flexible I/O benchmark with extensive reporting capabilities.
3.6.2 Fixed I/O Benchmarks
Typical fixed parallel I/O benchmarks are either microbenchmarks or stripped real world applications.
Microbenchmarks are used to evaluate individual limits (also called “hero numbers”) of a file system.
They stress an individual part of the hardware to get a single number, like the maximum bandwidth or the
file creation rate. There are usually no possibilities to adapt their behavior beyond scaling the number of
parallel threads. Those benchmarks are often created on demand. For example during the procurement
and the acceptance phase of the HRSK system at Technische Universität Dresden a custom benchmark
was used to determine the file system bandwidth.
Stripped real world applications like Flash I/O [Zin01], BTIO from the NAS Parallel Benchmark Suite
[BBB+94, WdW03] or MADbench2 [BCOS05] represent a part of real I/O workload. This kind of
benchmark is used to examine the I/O part of an application run. It usually consists of one or a few
access patterns that have a few adjustable settings. For example, the I/O pattern can be executed by using
HDF5, MPI-I/O or Fortran I/O calls. But the I/O pattern executed remains the same.
b_eff_io [RK00] is a benchmark that has evolved from the analysis of various applications and executes
different adjustable I/O patterns. The types of patterns are fixed but parameters like stride size or the use
of collective or non-collective I/O operations are modified by the benchmark during the program run.
Metadata benchmarks are also a category of benchmarks that produce performance results for one spe-
cific aspect of a (parallel) file system. A good overview of metadata benchmarks is given in [Bia08]. The
benchmark developed by Biardszki “DMetabench” reports phase based performance data for metadata
operations like file creations, for writing the first bytes of a new file, or for calling stat().
3.6.3 Flexible I/O Benchmarks
vdbench [Van09] is a benchmark written in Java that is able to run artificial workloads as well as to rerun
I/O traces collected with the SUN StorageTek Workload Analyzer Tool (SWAT). An artificial workload in
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vdbench can be defined by a few parameters like the fractions of reads and writes or the data transfer size.
The full flexibility to run any kind of benchmark is given by replaying I/O traces from the SWAT tool.
As these traces can be generated artificially as well, any kind of I/O pattern is executable by vdbench.
FileBench [MM09] is a program that executes definable I/O workloads. It has its own “Workload Model
Language”. This language allows to define processes, threads and so called flowops. Each I/O operation
belongs to a flowop, including all attributes like the use of Direct I/O or others. A process is a set
of threads that in turn conduct a set of flowops. The workloads are customizable by variables that for
example specify the root directory for all I/O operations or the number of concurrent threads.
IOR is a benchmark originated at Lawrence Livermore National Lab [LM07, SS07]. It executes I/O calls
by using four different I/O API’s. It can be used from a script by means that it is able to run a very limited
amount of I/O patterns that can be restarted with different parameters. The most interesting feature from
a performance analysis point of view is the ability to find outliers while the benchmark is running. For
this analysis IOR calculates the mean execution time for each operation and reports all those processes
that have an execution time longer than the mean plus an adjustable limit.
There exists another set of benchmarks that is hard to fit into any of the two categories. Workload spe-
cific benchmarks execute a definable set of patterns that can be selected from a fixed patterns set but can
be rearranged in any order to generate some randomness. One example for this type of benchmarks is
depicted in detail in [Smi01]. The overall aim of this type of benchmarks is to evaluate file system char-
acteristics at a usage level that is similar to a real user environment. The results of those measurements
are more suitable to describe the behavior of a file system under real world conditions.
3.7 Approach for a Comprehensive I/O Analysis
This chapter and the previous one depicted the scientific and technical knowledge for parallel file sys-
tems and described the state of the art for tools that are able to analyze performance properties of these
file systems. Deployments of parallel file systems involve a lot of different types of components, like
host adapters, the file system network and RAID controllers. The impact, that the individual hard- and
software components have on the overall performance are typically well analyzable on the level of the
individual component. But assigning blame while identifying file system limits to a component based on
a global view and a specific workload is a hard task to do as there is no common approach to analyze I/O
requests as they moving through the different I/O layers on the file system infrastructure.
All approaches mentioned in the sections before all together do not allow a system analyst to gain a
global view onto an HPC I/O subsystem and to analyze all associated parts. Some of the approaches are
not applicable to production systems because they rely on research file systems or are based on intrusive
software changes that vendors would not support. Some approaches do focus on specific layers of the
software and can therefore not provide an in-depth analysis. One example for data typically missing
are normal performance degradations on RAID controller. For example, on large HPC systems the I/O
subsystem typically has a feature called “verify”. This allows the RAID controller to check all data on
all disks and to detect and correct wrong blocks on a disk. All needed actions are done by the controller
itself, include the decision, when to perform the verify. This creates additional traffic at the storage back
end (between the controller and the disks) and needs to be taken into account during the analysis of a
production system.
A comprehensive approach should help performance analysts to tackle I/O problems that emerge during
file system deployments as well as problems that individual users bring up. Typical tasks that need to be
done in such an environment frequently are:
• record and analyze I/O requests for an individual user or an application
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• record and analyze I/O requests for the whole system for short time periods as well as long time
measurements
• benchmarking and I/O replay on different file systems and different configurations
• collect performance data from the supporting infrastructure
• correlate data from the infrastructure with user I/O requests
• perform a system wide analysis to identify current performance problems
• compare the current state of the file system with collected knowledge about the file system behavior
• comprehensive error tracking and failure analysis
All this tasks together are at least partially supported by different tools that use different interfaces and
are in no way designed to work together. Thus, it is very difficult to analyze performance properties of
parallel file systems in depth.
A comparison of these requirements and an analysis of the capabilities of the tools mentioned in the
sections before reveals, that the biggest improvements can be made by the exploitation of performance
data of the file system infrastructure. A list of work areas, starting with the data collection and advancing
to the data analysis, where enhancements would push the possibilities to perform a file system analysis
include:
• application/user based data collection including I/O replay
• compute node data collection, like kernel I/O events
• system wide data collection
• combined analysis of all collected data
• reduction of the amount of data that needs to be analyzed
• storing and retrieving I/O performance data and comparing current data with archived requests
• analysis and formal description of transformations that the individual layers of an I/O infrastructure
apply to an I/O request
This thesis will provide enhancements for the first five work areas.
3.8 Summary
This chapter has given an overview of both hard- and software components that are used to implement
and deploy parallel file systems. Performance metrics for parallel file systems have been introduced and
some details about selected parallel file system implementations have been depicted. A short overview
of I/O relevant monitoring, tracing and benchmarking approaches covered all necessary parts of a typical
I/O analysis workflow.
The next chapter will provide a structured approach to perform an end-to-end I/O analysis, covering all
software and hardware layers between the application and the actual disks as well as an approach for a
holistic I/O analysis workflow beginning with the step of tracing I/O event and subsequently using the
collected information for performance debugging of applications, libraries and the file system itself.
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4 End-To-End Performance Analysis of Large SAN
Structures
This chapter contains the main contributions of this thesis, an architecture to collect and subsequently
process system wide performance data in distributed environments and a structured approach for I/O
tracing, analysis and replay on parallel file systems.
4.1 System Wide Performance Analysis
Program tracing offers valuable input to scientists and systems analysts about how a program performs
on a specific system. This will hopefully lead to conclusions about how to optimize the program or
the libraries used for this system architecture or how to tune the system for the program. The decision
which data are needed to analyze a single problem depends on the object of investigation. Up to now
the analysis of parallel programs and especially the I/O analysis is bound to information that are either
available on the host system (compute node) executing the code or to information that are only accessible
via methods that do not provide a holistic view of the system. For instance, in order to analyze the
I/O performance of a RAID system it is common to sit in front of the management GUI of the RAID
controller watching the performance on the disks while the HPC system is executing the benchmark code.
If the I/O performance suddenly drops during the program run it is difficult to correlate this information
with regions in the program code or with phases of the program execution. Another example that also
demands a holistic view of the system are investigations of the power consumption of HPC systems.
This kind of information can usually only be collected outside the system as almost no system currently
supports power measurements of its components from within the operating system.
As a fundamental principle, any component of a large SAN infrastructure can potentially contribute use-
ful data to the performance analysis. E.g., if FC- or Ethernet switches that have internal bottlenecks and
if the utilization of such internal components can be analyzed and merged with performance traces from
applications, this will promote performance inquiries in this field a lot. Instead of guessing that under
certain situations this particular switch does show problems this would become a known fact. Another
very promising set of data could be collected by the monitoring of RAID controllers. As their internal
components provide additional caches and perform actions like command reordering it is reasonable to
incorporate these information into program traces as well. Embedding these data into a program trace
makes it possible to perform an end-to-end analysis of the I/O operations in parallel programs, utiliz-
ing all layers between the source code and the actual disks that finally store the data. A picture of an
instrumented infrastructure is given in Figure 4.1.
Providing a generic approach for this challenge requires the distributed collection of performance data at
different places and the processing of these data in a way that it can actually be merged into/correlated
with a program trace. In order to be able to develop such a system at first the current notion of the term
“Performance Counter” needs to be revisited. The shortcomings discovered will lead to an advanced
definition. With this requirement analysis the demands for a distributed data collection system will be
described followed by a proposal for a system architecture.
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Figure 4.1: Example for an instrumented NAS/SAN environment with instrumentation points
4.1.1 Redefinition of the Term “Performance Counter”
Hardware performance counters are a valuable addition to the performance analysis process. These
counters are used for profiling as well as for event tracing. Recording counters together with individual
events allows to precisely track individual requests at the price of a higher overhead. Profiling on the
other side typically collects statistical information at fixed intervals and cannot provide the level of detail
as tracing but is very useful for getting a first overview where a program is spending its time. The
first performance counters usable for the HPC community have been implemented on processors for
reasons like hardware design and testing. Today a CPU typically provides a large set of counters in
specialized programmable registers that can count almost any event on the CPU, like cache and TLB
misses, memory transfers, bubbles in the various internal pipelines and so on. These registers allow
access to a fixed number of counters that can be monitored in parallel. As monitoring these counters on
a per-event base introduces too much overhead it is reasonable to collect counter values at each function
entry and exit during a program run. After specifying the active counters, their values can be read at
any time with a typically very low overhead. This results in a monotonic increasing non-negative integer
sequence where the difference of two values gives the count in the interim time.
Today PAPI [BDG+00, BDHM99, aU09] is a widely used standard library to access performance coun-
ters in a platform independent way. PAPI has been designed to provide access to at least a standard set of
counters on different platforms by using a fixed name (like “PAPI_FLOPS”) and to record these informa-
tion on a per process base. This per-process view is also maintained if the process is migrated between
cores. The access to the standardized counter names is realized via derived counters. If a specific counter
is not available natively on a CPU, its value is calculated by using other counters.
Recent CPU design developments changed this “easy to use” situation for hardware counters. Since there
are processor components that are not associated to a single core only, new hardware counters have been
introduced that are shared between multiple cores (so called off-core or un-core counters). An example
are counters for caches shared between all cores of a CPU chip. This breaks the mapping of per-core
counters to per-process counters once and for all. At the same time it becomes useless to account the
counter value to a single process exclusively because this counter is unable to distinguish between cache
misses from the different cores.
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With newer releases of PAPI starting from version 4.0.0 the internal structure has been generalized,
allowing plugins to provide more counters from other resources. This enables external components to
provide data sources that use counters with different semantics.
Yet, a new model is needed for the interpretation by tools that utilize PAPI. First of all, a description of
the properties of the counters is needed, for example which location is associated with a counter, like
whole node or HyperTransport Link 3. This generalizes the notion of hardware performance counters as
they have been used until now. Taking this one step further and including a few additional properties,
many different information sources can to be covered by a new, more general model.
4.1.2 Extended Notion of Hardware Counters
Traditional CPU performance counters use an implicit set of properties which is the same for all of them.
The counters are assumed to be related to a single CPU core (hardware perspective) or the current process
(software perspective). The latter is realized through a software mapping from the hardware perspective.
They are read locally by the core respectively the process itself at arbitrary points in time.
Adding alternatives to these properties will allow to cover more general forms of performance counters.
In the following a list of categories of alternative properties is developed as a suggestion followed by a
number of examples that inspired this generalization.
Location
Traditional counters are always assigned to the local core or process. As the mapping from the hardware
perspective to any process based view is done by software (PAPI) an extension for hardware based loca-
tion descriptions is needed. A more general model for this property needs to describe natively available
counters based on the physical location within a whole system. This description has to provide physical
locations in a hierarchical structure, for example cores, CPUs, nodes, racks, network cards and so on.
Unit and Data Type
The new model should support a unit of measurement other than 1, for example Bytes, Bytes/s, Watt,
centigrade with or without metric prefixes like MB/s or kW . Furthermore, it should support additional
data types besides unsigned integers, in particular signed integers and floating point numbers.
Value Type
The type of the value at the moment is a monotonic increasing sum over time (sum type). As an alterna-
tive, absolute values should be allowed that are not monotonic increasing (absolute type).
Time Scope
A traditional counter value always refers to the time interval since the start of the measurement (from-
start scope). There should be alternatives that refer to the time since the last sample (since-last scope) or
until the next sample (until-next scope). Also, momentary values should be supported (point scope).
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Read Mode and Frequency
Current CPU hardware counters can be read at arbitrary time stamps (poll mode). For other counter
sources there might be external restrictions when a new value can be obtained, e.g. because of a limited
resolution (fixed frequency mode). If an external party is responsible for collecting the counter samples,
the local process will be unable to trigger when exactly new values will be delivered (push mode).
Overview/Summary
The following table gives an overview of the suggested properties. From these, various combinations
can be used to describe a number of useful scenarios. However, not all of the combinations reflect valid
uses cases.
Property Category Options for Generalized Counters
Location identifier for core or process specification,
enumeration of identifiers for groups,
identifier for locations like disks, switches, etc.
Unit and Data Type string description for unit,
unsigned integer, signed integer, or
IEEE754 double floating point, always 64 bits
Value Type sum type or absolute type
Time Scope from-start, since-last, until-next, point value
Read Mode, Frequency push, pull, fixed frequency
4.1.3 Examples for Extended Counters
A number of carefully selected use cases together with the appropriate properties are presented below.
Traditional Counters
Examples are the number of floating point or integer operations, level 1 cache misses or hits, or all
counters as supported for example by version 3 of the PAPI library.
The traditional CPU hardware counters can be described with the default settings that have been implic-
itly assumed so far: local core or process, unsigned integer value with unit “1”, sum value, counting from
the start, can be read with arbitrary frequency.
Un-Core CPU Counters and Node-Wide counters
Good representatives for the un-core counters introduced in Section 4.1.1 are counters for misses/hit-
s/reads/writes to shared level 3 caches. It can be used for further counters, if the group is extended from
cores/processes of one CPU to all cores/processes in a compute node (cluster node). E.g. network in-
terfaces for Ethernet or InfiniBand connections provide “package transmitted” and “package received”
counters (and a few more) that can be covered with the same counter properties. File system counters
that are related to the local node belong to this category as well.
The location property has to be changed from a single core respectively process to a group specification:
group of cores or processes, unsigned integer value with unit “1”, sum value, counting from the start, can
be read with arbitrary frequency.
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SAN I/O Counters
A new kind of global performance counters can be provided by storage area networks (SAN). As a central
part of the computing infrastructure these counters would be valid for a rather large group of nodes.
Unlike other counter sources SAN counters cannot be accessed directly from one of the cores/processes,
because the interface usually requires special access privileges. Therefore, the information needs to be
relayed by a privileged daemon process which has to read the statistics periodically and passes it on
to the consumer. The values should be read from the RAID controllers in the same frequency as they
are updated internally. An example for point values that exist in a RAID controller are the number of
outstanding SCSI commands. It is only valid at the time read and can only be guessed or interpolated at
best effort for other points in time. Other central parts of computing infrastructure could be handled in a
similar way, for example central network switches.
The properties for this type of counters are: group of cores or processes, unsigned integer value with unit
“Count”, sum value, counting from the start or point value, push mode with fixed frequency.
Electrical Power Consumption
The power supply is an important part of the computing infrastructure. Sophisticated power meters can
provide an essential new type of counter, not in terms of classic computing performance but in terms of
energy efficiency. Like the previous example, it combines the information for larger groups of nodes. Yet,
its values, which are given in “Watt”, are provided as real numbers as the average power consumption
over the time since the last counter samples or as point value. Again, it has a fixed sampling frequency
determined by the power meter. This results in: group of cores or processes, floating point value with
unit “Watts”, absolute value, since last sample, push mode with fixed frequency.
Temperature Counters
Temperature counters share most of their properties with the counters for electrical power consumption.
Unlike those, temperatures of certain hardware components like CPUs or motherboards can be read
locally. They provide a momentary value with only a limited update frequency: group of cores or
processes, floating point value with unit centigrade, absolute value, point value, pull mode with limited
frequency.
Application Specific Values and Parameters
As another type of properties, application specific values could be handled by the new model as software
counters. They could carry any numerical variable that provides valuable insight into the program exe-
cution behavior. For example the residual of a PDE solver algorithm over the run-time might tell about
the numerical stability. Other examples could be important subroutine arguments, problem dimensions,
lengths of work lists, or resource allocation numbers. Such counters will provide point values or values
for the most recent time interval.
Also, vital parameters of a computing system could be recorded in this fashion. As they are specified at
a certain time for the future, the until-next time scope becomes useful here.
The properties for this kind of counters are wide spread: single process or group of processes, integer or
floating point value with any unit, sum or absolute value, any scope, arbitrary frequency.
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4.1.4 Consequences from the Users Perspective
After introducing enhanced semantics for performance counters, the question arises how users are ex-
pected to deal with this complexity. The perspective of the users of an HPC system is typically job based.
If a user job is running on nodes that in parallel execute jobs of other users as well, all node local counters
need to be broken down on a user, job, or process base in order to be meaningful for the performance
analysis. This is currently not doable with most counters. For example network throughput in Linux is
collected environments via the /proc interface which only reports system wide numbers. Currently, the
only way to utilize this kind of counters is to allocate a node exclusively or to make sure that the traced
program is the only program using these resources.
Another more severe challenge for interfaces that provide access to this broader spectrum of counters
is the question how users and performance analysts are supposed to specify the counters they want to
use and how these counters are mapped to the physically available measurement points. For example, if
a user wants to read energy counters and different parts of the system are connected to different power
meters, the associated power meters cannot be selected before the job has been scheduled. The values
from these different measurement points have then to be combined and form the final value the user is
expecting.
A common method to display timelines of counter values is to draw them as piecewise constant functions.
This is a correct assumption for counters that are read in intervals and report the sum or the average of the
work done between two read cycles. This type of presentation has nevertheless jumps at the supporting
points of the function if the function value changes. If the counter represents a physical property like
the temperature that is inherently continuously differentiable in the mathematical sense, this assumption
is not true anymore. Thus, at least a linear interpolation or other interpolation methods that reflect the
counter properties more appropriate are needed.
4.1.5 Calculation of Secondary Counters
The enhanced possibilities to describe performance counters also demand an extended update scheme
for secondary (or derived) counter values. The pure amount of available counters within current su-
percomputer architectures makes the selection of the right set of counters a difficult task. In a generic
infrastructure, arbitrary arithmetic operations should be allowed for the combination of counter streams.
The combination of actual counters in the current PAPI style is straightforward, as different time scopes
can be recalculated. The piecewise constant interpolation provides meaningful values for all possible
timestamps. Point values are more difficult to handle as the physical type of the counter defines (or
provides at least bounds) how values between two adjacent measurement points have to be interpolated.
Interpolation is sometimes inevitable, in particular in push mode when the samples are delivered from
external locations. Calculating interpolated values for a combination of two counter timelines for all
timestamps can discard timing properties (e.g. disrupt any notion of a fixed update interval) for the
secondary counter. If both values are updated by external processes at close but not identical timestamps
the secondary value will emit two new values in short time. Unary operations are generally uncritical in
this scenario.
Typical examples for counter combinations are the sum or the average in a certain time window. This
includes examples like the derivate or integral over time or the explicit reduction of the timer resolution.
Special problems arise when the counters have an update-on-change semantic. Is such a counter part of
a secondary counter, a timeout or heartbeat-like value that describes when a possible update would have
been delivered and it is save to assume that the value did not change is needed. This ensures that the
calculation of derived values can be done at least with the heartbeat interval. Otherwise, updates of the
secondary value would only be conducted when the update-on-change counter changes its value.
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Each counter included in the calculation of secondary values, that is updated from an external source,
arrives with a delay at the host that is performing the counter combination. As a consequence, the
counter with the biggest delay determines the total update delay of the secondary counter. Subsection
4.1.7 introduces a tree structure that as been designed to deal with unsynchronized counter updates.
4.1.6 Layered Counter Collection Architecture
The overall aim of this thesis is to provide a structured approach for a performance analysis of I/O oper-
ations in HPC environments by employing all available data sources. The collection of all information
that are available in the user space of the program can be done very accurately by traditional tracing
facilities. Thus, the focus for the integration of all other accessible data sources can be on an architecture
that supports the distributed collection, the preparation of these performance data, and the merging of
these data with the program trace.
In the following some prerequisites and architectural needs of a distributed performance counter collec-
tion system are discussed. The discussion starts with the basic requirements followed by demands that
elevates the system architecture above the current state of the art as described in Section 3.4.
Basic Requirements
The system design is targeted to enable an in-depth performance analysis of I/O operations, from the
user space I/O calls on the application side down to the metal or silicon. Currently the data sources that
are missing for a system wide I/O analysis are mostly outside the reach of normal users. Additional
sources in this case include at minimum file servers, network switches, and RAID controllers. Some of
these devices do already support remote access to performance data, especially queries via the “Simple
Network Management Protocol” (SNMP) are supported by quite a few. Others do only provide access
via proprietary interfaces. The primary goals of the system architecture are therefore the unification of
the different possibilities to access the data and to make them available on demand for performance tools.
The system design is not necessarily limited to an analysis of I/O requests in applications. In fact,
other data from external sources that are of interest for an inclusion in program traces (or other analysis
possibilities) can be covered with a generic approach as well.
Support for Enhanced Performance Counters
As described in Section 4.1.1 the system design has to consider the new definition of performance coun-
ters. Problems in this area arise when counters have an update-on-change property that complicates the
calculation of secondary values. In these cases it is difficult to distinguish between a counter source that
is not changing its value and a counter source that does not deliver values due to an error. This is solv-
able by using additional communication, e.g. some kind of heartbeat messages that assure that the data
source has delivered all data that is has produced. Other additional counters properties like time scope or
different data types are not supposed to impose additional problems.
Accurate Calculation of Secondary Values
The calculation of secondary values as described in Section 4.1.5 is a necessity in this environment.
There are two main reasons for this. The first is data reduction and the second is to provide counters with
well defined semantics. Data reduction is needed for example in the case of an analysis of a large number
of components that contribute to a single value, like the power consumption of a large HPC system that
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has multiple power meters attached. Another example is the calculation of the cumulative performance
of all cores in a system or of all RAID controllers that support a specific file system. The division of
the total performance of all CPUs or all storage devices by their power consumption provides a very
useful metrics to analyze the power efficiency (MFLOPS per Watt). This metric is used in "The GREEN
500" list that ranks the world’s most energy-efficient supercomputers. The ranking is done by using the
MFLOPS per Watt that a supercomputer delivers during the Linpack benchmark. Embedding values for
this metric into a program trace of a Linpack benchmark run could help to identify regions of the code
that consume power but do not contribute much to the final result. The semantics of a secondary counter
can be derived from the semantics of the used native counters. In the example above for the semantics
of the MFLOPS per Watt counter a “since last” and either a “point” or a “since last” are combined,
depending on the type of power meter used. Thus, the result is either a “point” value or a “since last”
value.
As the secondary metrics are supposed to be included in a trace file during the ongoing tracing process
the data collection and all coupled calculations have to be doable in almost real time. Due to the ex-
pected large amount of counters the realization of the design requires a parallel (e.g. multi-threaded)
implementation.
Unified View onto Native and Secondary Counters
Each native and secondary performance counter belongs to a specific hardware domain and describes
properties of this domain. In order to maintain a systematic view of all counters available for an HPC
system, all counters have to be placed into a logical structure. All different domain types form a set
of orthogonal properties that can be used to describe a particular subsystem. For instance, an HPC
system with ten power lines and ten power meters is automatically divided into ten power domains.
An automated mapping from the user perspective of “my power domain” to the global view of “power
domain 0-9” needs to be done as transparently as possible. Counters for file systems provide a rich
hierarchical structure. Each file system has inherently two basic categories that can be used to describe
and analyze it. It can be used in parallel on different HPC machines and provide counters that describe
the client or system specific performance. On the other hand it utilizes (or is set up) by using a SAN
infrastructure which could provide performance data that are related to one or a set of systems that
currently use the file system. Putting these information in a structure does result in a tree where all
possible paths from the root to the leafs are valid counter names. An example for a counter tree for a
SAN file system used on different machines is given in Figure 4.2.
Permanent Storage
It should be possible to store all collected values of native as well as of secondary counters permanently
together with the original timestamps. These data can be a valuable resource for the analysis of an event
that requires the answer to questions like “What has changed during the last hour?”. Another example
is a post mortem analysis of the power consumption of a system. If all power meters write their data
to permanent storage, it is possible to correlate these data with user jobs in order to analyze the power
consumption on a per user basis.
Scalability Issues
DDN S2A RAID controllers deliver very detailed statistics about incoming SCSI request sizes. For each
16 KB window exists a counter that is being updated once a second with the number of requests that
fitted into the window. The HRSK complex at the Technische Universität Dresden has eight controller
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Figure 4.2: Simplified performance counter tree for a file system
pairs and the maximum request size can be multiple MB. Thus, more than 16.000 individual counters
have to be read and subsequently processed from this data source in order to get a manageable overview
over the requests hitting a file system. To handle this amount of data where multiple native counters
are being updated in parallel and their values are being feed into the calculation of secondary values, an
approach that utilizes parallel programming is needed.
Interface to External Tools
Being able to unify traditional program traces and externally collected data is one of the basic require-
ments of the proposed system. There are additional possibilities beside the attachment of a trace facility.
Remote access to historic counter values has proven valuable for tools like Ganglia. Applying this idea
to program and I/O analysis might allow the analysis of artifacts in trace files by adding additional data
to an existent trace file.
Security
Interesting data sources like RAID controllers and SAN switches are usually no accessible for normal
users. Direct access to performance data on RAID controllers is done through interfaces or tools that
allow much more than just reading these data, e.g. changing the system configuration. Thus, the process
reading the data from the controller needs to be secured and should push data to the outside instead of
being pulled for new data.
Resiliency
An I/O analysis very often requires data recorded at moments where no indication for a problem is
present. As a consequence, the data collection process has to run permanently. This puts some additional
burdens in terms of resiliency to the distributed approach. Each component needs to be able to deliver
(or cache) data even if other components have failed or have been restarted.
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4.1.7 Secondary Counter Calculation Tree
A secondary counter is a combination of other counters that are available in the environment as described.
Within this subsection a structured approach is being presented to deal with unsynchronized counter
updates from counters with different semantics. Each counter update consists of a value and a timestamp
that has been assigned to the value at the time of the counter update. Thus, an update for a counter C can
be described as a pair Uc = (t, v) : t, v ∈ <. All counter updates for a time interval [ts, . . . , te] form an
update set Sc. Due to the digital nature of any computer hardware, t can also be expressed as the number
of clock ticks of a clock at the specific system. For this timestamp the clock with the highest resolution
should be used. The timestamp itself is distorted by an error that is inherent to any measurement. At this
point the error is assumed to be small enough to not have an influence on the following considerations.
This assumption is not valid if the errors leads to a distortion of the timeline of the secondary counter.
This would be the case if the counter values are very fluctuating and the error is close to or larger than the
update interval of the counter. For the case of the SAN infrastructure, most of the counters are updated
in the range of seconds and the timestamps are synchronized by a local NTP server. Thus, the error
associated to the timestamps is expected to be less than 1%.
Each counter is either a native counter or a secondary counter. A native counter is a counter whose values
are read directly from a data source and where the timestamp that is associated with each value is assigned
by the process that is communicating with the data source. A secondary counter is a combination of
native or of other secondary counter. In general the combination of counter updates can be described as
an operation that maps multiple update sets into a new one. Figure 4.3 gives an example of an update
of a secondary counter Cr from two counter sources. In this figure the secondary counter is always
recalculated at any update of the source counters. If both counters provide “since-last” semantics, the
values from V 12 and V
2
3 can be used directly to calculate the target value V
r
5 . If C1 has a “since last”
semantic, the update can only be calculated if V 13 is known. In the last case, where the values of C1
have “point” semantics, an intermediate value between V 12 and V
1
3 has to be interpolated. If this train of
thoughts is continued the picture becomes very complex asC2 could also have a different time scope than
“until next”. In the general case, secondary counters with more than two sources have to be considered.
As counters from different data sources might be updated at different intervals or with an offset, the
questions arise when and how the secondary counter has to be updated. Obvious answers to the first
question is: either whenever one of the counter gets a new value assigned (source update) or at fixed
intervals (target update). In some cases it might also be useful to update the target counter only if one
distinct source counter is being updated. This for example could be the one with the lowest update
frequency. Answers to the second questions depend on the counter properties (see Section 4.1.2) as
well as the properties of the secondary counter. For example, if a counter with the time scope ’point’ is
c
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V20
Figure 4.3: Example of a counter update with two counter sources that are updated at different and regular
intervals
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Figure 4.4: Update scheme for two counters, the use of an external update timer is optional
being combined with a counter with the time scope ’next’ the secondary counter will have the time scope
’point’.
Within the next paragraphs a generic update scheme that works with an arbitrary number of counters
and with different properties will be constructed. At first, a generic update scheme requires to obtain
the properties of the result counter. Parts of these semantical properties can be derived from the source
counters. At least the update frequency and the update scheme (source update or target update) can also
be determined independently of the source counters. Thus, the respective timestamp when the target
counter needs to be updated, depends on either all source counters, an external update timer or on a
combination of both. As a consequence it is reasonable to define at first an interpolation function i that
buffers incoming counter updates and provides intermediate values for the timestamps that are needed to
calculate the secondary counter. Within this interpolation function it would also be possible to provide
integrals and derivatives of the original values. Figure 4.4 depicts the update scheme as described in this
paragraph.
Different possibilities to interpolate a value for a timestamp between two measurements have also to be
taken into account. An interpolation should always been done with respect to the physical properties of
the underlying data source. As an example, values from temperature sensors should be interpolated with
functions that don’t have jumps. If two counters are being updated with different frequencies it can also
happen that multiple elements of S1 have to be used to calculate one element of Sr. Further more for
counters with time scope ’last’, only the counter update after the desired interpolation point provides the
necessary data to calculate the interpolated value.
One of design targets is to provide almost real-time analysis capabilities. Due to this requirement, it
should be possible to calculate the secondary values as soon as one of the native counters has been
updated. The update delay can be defined as the time difference that cannot be under-run between the
update of a native counter and the update of the secondary counter. Using the analysis from the previous
paragraph, the maximum update delay for a specific secondary counter is about the inverse of the update
frequency of the native counter that has the smallest update frequency (if the time for the calculation
itself is neglected). This “close to real-time” feature also limits the set of interpolation functions as all
groups of functions that require the whole update set to calculate an interpolated value cannot be used
without additional treatments.
As a basic definition, a general function f that maps n update sets S1, . . . , Sn into a new update set Sr
can be defined as Sr = fn(S1, . . . , Sn). At first some properties of f2 will be discussed and a generic
approach is constructed from these. As discussed before, only some properties of a counter are relevant
for a description of f2, in particular ’time scope’, ’value type’, and ’data type’.
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Figure 4.6: UML sequence diagram for adding two values from two power meters
Scalar data types can be easily converted. Non-scalar data types need special treatments, it might be
possible to break them down to one or more multiple scalar values. For this reason and to be able to
map the different counter properties to a standardized set of properties it is useful to define a couple of
f1 functions that are basically conversion functions for counter properties that differ from the properties
of the secondary counter.
The steps to construct Sr (and thus f2) for two arbitrary counters C1 and C2 are:
1. Derive the property set of Cr from the properties of C1 and C2.
2. Determine the set of conversion functions f1 that have to be applied to S1 and S2.
3. Determine the interpolation functions for both input update sets.
Now f3 can be constructed in a recursive fashion by using the output of one f2 as input for the next f2. A
generalized fn can be constructed by a tree structure of f2 functions. For fn all steps from the list above
have to be applied to the whole tree individually, one step after each other.
Figure 4.5 provides an example of a calculation tree for the calculation of a GFLOP/s per Watt value
of a two node system where each node is connected to a power meter that measures the actual voltage
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Table 4.1: Counter properties for the secondary counter GFLOP/s per Watt
Property Category Value
Location system wide
Unit GFLOP/s per Watt
Data Type IEEE754 double floating point
Value Type absolute type
Time Scope point value
Read Mode, Frequency arbitrary frequency
and current in parallel. The number of floating point operations is collected per node and forwarded to
the process calculating the secondary counter. The GFLOP/s values are collected by using traditional
PAPI counters, thus are monotonically increasing and provide the number of operations done between
two adjacent counter updates. The values for arbitrary timestamps are calculated as the number of oper-
ations between two counter updates. This is the first interpolation function that is applied to the original
GFLOP/s values. The values from both nodes are then added up.
Starting with step 1 of the construction scheme as depicted before, the counter properties for the new
counters have to be determined. As one of the sources provides point values, the result are point values
as well. The complete set of properties of the secondary counter can be found in Table 4.1. There are
no conversations of the source values needed, thus, step 2 can be omitted. The most interesting question
for step 3 is how to calculate the power consumption of the system for arbitrary timestamps. The values
provided by the power meter are only valid for the moment of the measurement. As the voltage and
the current are continuous physical terms, an interpolation with splines [PW01] is a feasible approach.
Cubic splines are continuously differentiable and are calculated by using all available data points and two
additional values that describe two free parameters at the first and the last data point. The free parameters
describe the gradient at these points. One of the common approaches for these parameters is to set them
to zero and therefore assume that the values stay (almost) the same. To interpolate a value for a time
stamp between the last two data points it is also valid to used only a subset of the last counter updates
collected as the influence of older data points to the interpolated value is much less than the influence of
more recent counter updates.
One of the not so obvious consequences of the fact, that the secondary counter is updated at any update
of one of the native counters, is that the update frequency is not fixed. Figure 4.6 shows how an update
is being handled in such a case for the addition of the two counters. Four timestamps t1...4 are being
considered. The first counter is updated at the timestamps t1 and t3 and the other counter at t2 and t4.
The figure shows what happens at t2 to get an updated value from the f2 process. When the second
counter is being updated a notification is sent to f2 which in turn requests a value for this timestamp
from the interpolation function for the first counter. As this interpolation needs both counter updates that
are adjacent to a interpolation point (t1 and t3), it will block until t3. After the interpolation is done, a
short time after t3, the f2 process releases an update for the secondary counter for the timestamp t2 with
the update delay t3 − t2 and with a value that is the sum of the original value of the second counter and
the interpolated value of the first counter at t2.
4.1.8 Timing Issues in Distributed Data Collection Environments
The main usage of the proposed architecture is to provide valuable data for an I/O analysis of parallel
programs. There are basically two possibilities to merge trace data and external data into a single data
source that is usable for post mortem tools like trace file viewers. The first possibility is to store the
external data beside the trace file and to perform the merge step post mortem [Mic07]. This possibility
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requires a reading and a rewriting of the whole trace file after the program has finished. Typically trace
file formats like OTF [AKRBHB+06] require all timestamps to be ordered within the trace file. As trace
files today reach sizes of multiple TB it is preferable to employ the second option, merging all data during
the trace run.
The information within trace files provide the most insight if they are correct. Combining events gen-
erated on multiple CPUs or nodes commonly involves an adjustment of the timers used on the systems
in order to get a correct global view of an application [DKMN08]. This has been proven to be doable
with some heuristics that use properties of the trace file to maintain a logical event order or by using
additional communication at distinguished times during the program run. Adding trace data collected on
hosts that are external to the HPC system complicates this situation as those hosts cannot participate in
this (internal) synchronization scheme. In addition the data that have been read from the counter source
arrive with a delay at the host running the program. This delay consists of three parts. The first one is the
inherent latency of the counter source, the second the transport latency of the network and the last one is
the processing time within the data collection framework (that for example performs the calculation of
secondary values). The first kind of latency is due to the fact that at the moment when the data has been
read from the data source, it represents a value from the past. This delay can eventually be avoided by
a calibration of the daemon reading the data. The second kind of latency cannot be avoided and the last
one only be minimized by careful programming.
The only timer source that is available per default and can provide the necessary references to align two
timelines from two different hosts located within different systems is the UNIX time read by the function
gettimeofday(). As a baseline, the NTP protocol offers a way to ensure that the internal clocks
used for gettimeofday() are synchronized within microsecond range at the moment of reading.
NTP varies the clock speed to keep the local clocks synchronized. If the two NTP daemons update the
clock frequencies differently on the two hosts, the resulting trace file will have nonlinear anomalies.
To have the timestamps associated with the external data as exactly as possible adjusted to the global
time used in the trace file, the external process collecting the data has to participate in a global time
synchronization scheme.
As it is preferable to integrate counter values from remote sources into the final trace file during the
actual trace run, a method how to do this exactly has to be developed. Three possible ways have been
evaluated in [Ils09]. The methods are being called “push”, “pull” and “post mortem”:
In the “push” method, all data is sent from the data source to the tracing facility immediately (see Fig-
ure 4.7). Within the trace facility an additional thread receives the values. It discards the original time-
stamp assigned to each value and places the data into the trace file with the actual timestamp from the
trace facility. The advantage of this approach is that, under the assumption of a rather stable network
latency, the data is being placed with an almost constant temporal displacement into the trace file. If
the network latency is smaller than the inherent latency and the update frequency of the data source, the
temporal displacement in the resulting trace file is negligible. In addition there is no need for a further
time synchronization. The drawback is the fact that this method needs an additional thread to receive the
external values from the network which can interrupt the traced program any time. Thus, it is very likely
that it changes the performance characteristics of the traced program.
The “pull” method avoids the usage of an additional thread (see Figure 4.8). The actual value is sent
from the data source to the trace facility and cached either within the trace facility or within the network
stream. It is only written to the trace file if the application emits another event that needs to be saved in
the event stream. Thus, whenever the application generates an event, the trace facility checks whether
it has to write a record for external data beside the data for the application event. This method is a
compromise which avoids the usage of an external thread while a live integration of the external values
is still possible. As no additional thread is present, values that are pushed to the tracing facility can only
be used if the application transfers the control to the trace facility. This imposes problems if a counter
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Figure 4.8: UML sequence diagram for “pull” integration
is being updated at smaller intervals than the application is emitting events. In order to ensure ordered
timestamps within the trace file, the original timestamps have to be discarded in this method as well. In
this case, valuable data can get lost as for each application event only one value can be placed into the
trace file.
The last method relies on the caching of all relevant data on an additional host and an integration of all
values at the end of the program run. To still have the timestamps ordered, all values are placed in an
artificial process that is created within the event stream as the program terminates. At the start of the
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data manegmt. tracing fac. event stream application
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Figure 4.9: UML sequence diagram for “post mortem” integration
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trace run, the tracing facility informs the external host which counters have to be recorded. The external
host can then collect all values locally until the trace facility signals the end of the trace run. Figure 4.9
shows an UML diagram for the “post mortem” method.
4.1.9 Timestamp Calibration for Data Sources
Timestamps for traditional application traces are generated on the fly as the application runs on the
compute nodes. These timestamps can have a resolution that is equal or close to the clock frequency of
the processor on the compute node.
With the assumption, that all hosts involved use NTP, their clocks are synchronized within the range
of a few microseconds. In the case of the PC farm at the TU Dresden it has been shown [DKMN08]
that a local clock on a compute node drifts up to 15ms within about 10 minutes. As the host running
the trace facility has to map the timestamps that are attached to the external data to its own timestamps,
possible sources for the mapping error are the maximum time drift etd, the remaining difference of the
NTP synchronization eNTP and the error during the generation of the external timestamps within the
data collection daemon egen. If the measurement is rather short, etd can be neglected for the examination
of the embedding error. The “generation error” egen for the timestamp itself includes the communication
delay that is introduced by the fact that the performance data are sometimes collected on an external host
and not on the device itself.
For a correct embedding of the data into the application trace file, the issue is how to determine a correct
timestamp tv (and to minimize egen) within the daemon that is reading the performance data from the
infrastructure component. This is not needed if the component itself would assign a timestamp to these
values. But first of all, non of the used components provides this feature and second, this component
would need to participate in the global timer synchronization scheme. If a measurement cycle is started
at a time ts and takes the time dm, the value(s) read are associated to a timestamp tv within the interval
ts < tv < (ts + dm). What needs to be done is determining the correct offset doff = tv − ts. The
calculation of this offset can be done by exploiting a known behavior of the analyzed system and deriving
the calculation formula from properties of this behavior. The remaining error of this calculation is egen.
In those cases, where the error from the NTP synchronization can be neglected as dm >> eNTP , the
daemon should be calibrated and the timer offset doff with 0 < doff < dm determined. In the case
dm << eNTP this is not necessary as any positive impact of adjustments to doff are undone by the
remaining error of the NTP synchronization.
The outcome of this calibration process is a value doff that need to be added to each of the original
timestamps that are assigned to the values on the host reading the performance data. This correction can
either be done on this host or on the central host of the counter collection infrastructure.
4.1.10 Layout of the System Design
The outcome of the sections before is a set of requirements that have been integrated in a framework.
The development of the framework was driven by an identification of the participating systems and
the demands each system places on the framework. The following paragraphs give an overview of the
components that are involved in a minimal scenario as well as their individual role in the scenario and
some restrictions that had to be considered during the development of the framework.
All relevant components of the infrastructure have to be instrumented to deliver the requested data in
a standardized way. The system has been designed for production systems. A file system analysis
within this infrastructure involves vital components where problems induced by the performance analysis
process are not tolerable. This infrastructure is typically hidden from normal users and therefore cannot
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be contacted directly. Thus, any generated data has to be pushed from within this infrastructure to a
less protected environment that is then responsible for any subsequent data processing. In addition, the
instrumentation shall not impact the system performance, the correct balancing between the impact on
the monitored system and the usefulness of the gathered data has to be maintained.
The compute nodes in the HPC system that run the instrumented program and the trace facility have
to be able to access the external counters on demand. It should be possible for the user to list the
available counters and to get a current status that describes whether the data source for a specific counter
is currently active and whether or not the permanent storage (if any) is accessible. For secondary counters
the combination of all status of all native counters that contribute to this counter value has to be used to
describe this property. As discussed in the subsections before, the tracing facility has to be adapted to
support the embedding of external sources.
A storage component has to provide permanent storage for counter data and on demand access to historic
data. The permanent storage allows to use different types of storage formats and also to reuse existent
repositories. In general, this feature is needed for an efficient use of post mortem tools to analyze counter
timelines that for some reasons are not embedded into a trace file. For the additional cost of rewriting
the trace file, it allows to modify traces on demand by adding or removing counters and to use counter
timelines in external tools.
Beginning at this point the framework and its basic components can be described. The name of the
framework as it will later be referred to is “Dataheap”. Beside the collection of the native counter values
from all available sources the framework has also the following main tasks to perform:
• management of all counters including their current status
• providing a single counter name space among different data sources
• on demand collection of counter values
• calculation of secondary values
• connection management between data sources, storage containers and the analysis system
All major components that take part in this scenario are depicted in Figure 4.10.
4.2 I/O Tracing, Analysis and Replay on Parallel File Systems
One of the main targets of this thesis is to improve the tool chain used to analyze data input and output
for parallel programs. Almost all I/O requests that an application is performing during its runtime can
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be collected with a trace facility like VampirTrace. Analyzing the trace file should reveal all necessary
information, like the number of files used, access patterns and the degree of I/O parallelism. As todays
machine architectures pressure programs to use more and more cores in parallel, the I/O part needs to be
done in parallel as well. Only by issuing parallel I/O calls users can at least hope that their applications
scale to large numbers of cores without I/O becoming a bottleneck. Parallel I/O on the other hand com-
plicates the analysis process as dependencies between the different I/O activities have to be considered.
For users it is also hard to tell the program analyst what type of I/O request they actually use. They are
typically encouraged to use one of the high level I/O interfaces like MPI I/O, HDF5 or parallel NetCDF
that in turn issues the I/O requests to the file system. Within Linux, which is currently the dominating
operating system on the machines within the Top500 list of the largest supercomputing systems in the
world, almost all high level I/O libraries transform application requests into POSIX I/O calls and rely
on a POSIX compatible file system. Catching I/O activities at this level and tracing the usage of the I/O
libraries and their internals as well, together with external data from the file systems’ infrastructure offers
enough inside into application I/O to optimize the system at the right places.
In order to be able to analyze the I/O characteristics of a parallel program, it is feasible to extract file
access patterns from application traces. These patterns can then be used to optimize either the application
or the high level I/O interface or to replay these patterns on different HPC and/or file systems to find a
file system that responds faster to a specific pattern (see Figure 4.11). Besides pure application specific
events, node local and global performance data have to be recorded as well. Afterwards the execution
structure of a parallel program has to be analyzed and the amount of information has to be reduced to
represent only the I/O relevant part. The final step is to run a pattern matching algorithm on the I/O
structure of a program to reveal repetitions. The next subsections will cover this approach in detail as
well as an I/O benchmark that is able to replay arbitrary I/O patterns.
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4.2.1 Extended I/O Tracing
Tracing facilities (see Section 3.5.2) have been designed to efficiently store events from parallel programs
like function entries and exits, parallel regions or other constructs of programming paradigms in trace
files. Events can have properties attached that describe that event in more detail. For example, the type
of I/O done by different functions can be encoded in addition to the function name.
One of the common points to be discussed is the question whether a full trace of the application is needed
to perform this kind of analysis or if profiling or phase based profiling is adequate to get the desired level
of information. Typically pure profiling does provide summary information and is helpful in cases where
the application is only performing one task. Only in these cases performance properties can be assigned
to the different regions of the source code or to the file system. If applications loop through phases
like reading input data, perform computing, or writing checkpoints it is no longer possible to assign an
average value that represents a single measurement for a whole program run. For one specific task it is
always possible to generate a profile that contains the information needed, for example, to determine the
typical file size that an application is using.
As a result of the overall approach and the research areas that this thesis covers it is at first hard to say in
advance, how far an analysis for an individual application might evolve. It is possible that the user space
analysis reveals bad I/O patterns and changes to these patterns solve the performance problems a user
has. It is also possible that the initial trace needs to be extended with external data or that the I/O requests
in this trace need to be broken down in an individual fashion. It is very likely that the timely order of
the I/O requests make a difference and needs to be take into account as well. Thus, only a full trace
will support the whole approach and has the potential that the data can be analyzed again from different
points of view. Each profile only contains data that has been condensed to support a special purpose, but
from a full trace it is possible to (re-)create any profile required.
The final aim of I/O tracing is to understand I/O patterns that occur in parallel applications and subse-
quently to modify these patterns and to tune parallel file systems to provide faster response times for
individual patterns. This type of analysis requires a detailed knowledge about how different processes
access files as well as information about which parts of a file are just written once and which parts are
reread at a later time during a program run. This information allows to determine the type of optimization
that is doable for a specific application. Knowledge about all soft- and hardware layers included in the
I/O stack enables performance analysts to find the right layer to implement the optimization strategy. For
example for programs that use high level I/O libraries like HDF5 it is valuable to implement optimization
features into the library itself but it might also be possible to adapt the application to access HDF5 more
efficiently.
Functions like write(), writev() or fprintf() are all of the type “write” or rather “output”.
The type of additional properties needed to perform the desired I/O analysis within this thesis (beside the
semantics of I/O calls) are function arguments. Function arguments contain all information needed for a
comprehensive I/O analysis, like file names, access type, file offsets and access sizes.
4.2.2 Intermediate Data Representation
Tracing parallel programs can very quickly result in huge trace files. As computing systems are still
getting faster, more events have to be recorded for the same time interval. The current trend towards
more parallelism leads towards more event streams that are generated in parallel. Thus, there is an
increasing event density as well as a growth in the number of sources that generate event streams. As
an initial assumption, a single event consists at least of an event identifier (like function entry or exit,
a new counter value), a process number (the processor where the event occurred on) and the associated
timestamp. Assuming further that 64 bits are used, one event needs 24 bytes on memory or disk space.
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Small I/O and MPI requests are usually executed within less than 100 microseconds which does result
in at least 10.000 events that each processor can emit in one second. 100.000 processors can therefore
potentially generate about 24 GB of trace data per second. This requires beside the trace facility a well
performing I/O file system and an efficient analysis of the recorded data.
As stated in Section 4.2.1 program tracing can be used to collect all information needed for an I/O
analysis. Automatically analyzing the I/O requests stored in the trace file requires the extraction of all
I/O information as well as all synchronization points from an application trace. The reason to look at
all function calls that synchronize two or more processes is to maintain the given order of I/O sequences
between the different tasks in the parallel program. As the statements in the following sections require a
formal view onto I/O, synchronization events, and their properties, at first a couple of definitions need to
be made.
In order to analyze the I/O activities among parallel processes, all relevant function calls as well as all
synchronization calls are being extracted from the application trace and need to be placed into a context
that describes the chronological relations among I/O calls within the different tasks. For the approach
presented in this thesis all events are being placed in a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). Graphs have been
proven to represent events from parallel program runs efficiently [Kra00, Knü09].
As explained in more detail in Section 2.3, user access to parallel file systems is mostly done in phases
and through high level libraries. Parallel programs typically load one or more initial data files, write a
result at the end and write checkpoints during the program runtime. If programs and file systems are
well tuned and have been designed together with the rest of the system and are therefore balanced, the
amount of I/O time used for writing checkpoints within an HPC application should be below the average
time that is lost per job if the system has a failure. A checkpoint contains the current internal state of the
program and can be used to restart the calculation after a machine failure or a job restart through the batch
system. During its runtime an application is typically moving through different phases where different
regions of source code are executed. Especially during a computationally intensive phase there is likely
less I/O or communication. Phases that dump checkpoints are most probably dominated by I/O activities
and some synchronization events. This is a strong motivation for an approach that distinguishes these
phases automatically and reduces the amount of information to an amount that is absolutely necessary to
understand the I/O requests of a parallel application.
As stated before, two basic types of events are relevant for the graph construction, synchronization events
and I/O events. I/O events always happen on a single process while synchronization events have multiple
participants. This holds true for collective I/O calls (for example from the MPI 2 standard) as well,
as they can be split up in a per-process I/O event and an additional synchronization operation of the
associated processes. The type of graph used in the following partially relies on the happend before
relation defined in [Lam78].
Definition 1. LetE = {eip : i ∈ N, p ∈ P} be a set of events with a sequence number i ∈ N on processes
p ∈ P . The happened before relation→ is the smallest transitive irreflexive relation→ that satisfies the
following two conditions:
1. If events eip and e
j
p happen on the same process p and eip occurs before e
j
p, then eip → ejp.
2. If event eip sends message from process p which is received by event e
j
q on process q , then eip → ejq.
The set of vertices in the DAG is denoted V and the set of all edges K = {(u, v) : u, v ∈ V }. An edge
in the graph from a vertex u to a vertex v indicates that u happened directly before v.
The happened before relation describes per definition all dependencies of all events among each other.
In order to store these information a table of size V × V is needed. In our case these information are
represented as a DAG such that the transitive hull of the DAG gives the happened before relation.
All relevant events belong either to the set of all I/O events Eio = {tip} or the set of all synchronization
events Esync = {sip}. The next definition aggregates all I/O calls performed by a parallel application
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MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD);
if( rank==0 ) {
open("file") ;
write("content");
close();
MPI_Send(to 1);
} else {
MPI_Recv(from 0);
open("file");
read("content");
close();
}
MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD);
(a)
event 1, rank 1: MPI_Barrier(all)
event 2, rank 0: MPI_Barrier(all)
event 3, rank 1: MPI_Recv(from 0)
event 4, rank 0: open("file")
event 5, rank 0: write("content")
event 6, rank 0: close()
event 7, rank 0: MPI_Send(to 1)
event 8, rank 0: MPI_Barrier(all)
event 9, rank 1: open("file")
event 10, rank 1: read("content")
event 11, rank 1: close()
event 12, rank 1: MPI_Barrier(all)
(b)
Figure 4.12: Example of a pseudo MPI code (a) and example event stream (b) for two processes
between two synchronization points into one I/Oset. The reason for defining such a set is to be able to
handle all consecutive I/O calls in a process as a compound event in the following, thus, reducing the size
of the graph. The I/Oset is used as a construct to refer to multiple I/O events by using a single reference.
It does not replace the original events. I/O events generated by a single process are already ordered.
The kind of information that is needed is the ordering of I/O events among processes. An ordering can
be imposed by any synchronization event. If two processes execute I/O events in parallel, for example,
between two barriers, no ordering among the events in the different streams can be made anyway.
Definition 2. Let F={tap, . . . , tbp : a, b ∈ I, p ∈ P} be a set of consecutive I/O events with a range of
increasing sequence numbers between a and b. For any pair of events tip and t
j
p from F with i < j it
follows that tip → tjp. F is treated as a single compound event (I/Oset) if @sxp ∈ Esync with tip → sxp → tjp.
At this point it is possible to define one stream per process that contains ordered I/Osets and synchro-
nization events. The type of DAG used starts with an artificial ROOT node that serves as a common
starting point for all processes. The graph is finalized by a common LAST vertex where all processes
end. The last vertex that has been created while the events from the trace file have been processed will be
connected to this artificial vertex. The ROOT vertex and the LAST vertex provide a global synchroniza-
tion point at the start and the end of the program. Both are treated as a normal synchronization vertex in
the following. Each I/Oset and each synchronization event from each process is assigned to one vertex.
Edges in the DAG represent the order of events for each process. Instead of assigning each synchro-
nization event exactly one vertex, all processes that participate in the same synchronization event, for
example a collective call to a MPI_Barrier, use only one common vertex for it. After introducing
I/Osets, this is the second aggregation method. Therefore vertices that are related to an I/Oset have ex-
actly one incoming and one outgoing edge while a vertex related to a synchronization event has as many
incoming and outgoing edges as the number of processes participating in the synchronizing event. This
requires a relaxed definition of the happened before relation because a synchronization vertex does now
represent multiple events. Within this vertex the information which process sent the message and which
received it (as required by Lamports definition) is irrelevant and lost. In addition, if multiple processes
move forward together from vertex u to vertex v, only one edge is created and marked as used by those
processes, resulting in a set of distinct numbers assigned to each edge. As a result, no parallel edges exist
in the graph. For further reference two more definitions are needed that describe the set of vertices that
are reachable from a given vertex within the DAG.
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Figure 4.13: Outline of the algorithm constructing the DAG
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Figure 4.14: Demonstration of the DAG construction with the event set from Figure 4.12
Definition 3. Let v be a vertex in the DAG. All vertices that are reachable from v down to LAST form
the successors of v.
Definition 4. Let v be a vertex in a DAG. All vertices that are reachable via a reverse search from v up
to ROOT form the predecessors of v.
A short illustrating example for a MPI code written in C is given in Figure 4.12(a). A possible set of
events as a result of a program run with two processes (see Figure 4.12(b)) is used in Figure 4.14 to depict
the construction of the graph. An outline of the algorithm is given in Figure 4.13. Starting with a root
vertex (a) for all processes a new sync vertex is added as rank 1 calls MPI_Barrier. As rank 0 calls
MPI_Barrier, the sync vertex from step (b) is found to have the correct barrier number. Thus, it joins
the edge from ROOT to his vertex (c). Now rank 1 calls the receive from rank 0 and thus opens a new
sync vertex (d). All I/O activities from event 4 to 6 are put into one compound I/O vertex (e), afterwards
rank 0 sends a message to 1 (f) joining the sync vertex opened in step (d). Within (g) a new sync vertex
is being opened for the MPI_Barrier call from event 8. All I/O from rank 1 is then aggregated into
a new compound I/O vertex (h), followed by joining on the previously created sync vertex (i). The
graph is then finalized by adding a single final vertex that is common for all processes (j). Non-blocking
synchronization events like calls to MPI_Isend and the affiliated calls to MPI_Test and MPI_Wait
have to be considered in this structure as well. These events usually have a start event that initiates a
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data transfer or a synchronization operation and a wait event where the completion of the initial event
is tested. If this test fails then within this event the application/library can wait until the initial event
completes or it can continue and the application repeats this test at a later point in time. As only the final
(and successful) event denotes a true synchronizing event, the initial and all failed completion events
can be ignored. This way, the graph will be constructed as if there has been a blocking synchronization
call at the time of the final completion test. This is possible due to the fact that the ignored events
do not introduce any ordering among the I/O calls that happen on the processes that use non-blocking
synchronization.
Each vertex in the graph is either an I/Oset or a synchronization vertex. Thus, it is possible to define two
disjoint sets Vio = {v : v ∈ V, type(v) =I/Oset} and Vsync = {v : v ∈ V, type(v) = sync} where each
contains only a single type of vertex and V = Vio ∪ Vsync. All events from E are used to construct the
graph, each event from E is used to construct only one element of V .
The graph holds all I/Osets and synchronization events from the original trace file. All I/O dependencies
within the graph can be described as a subset of the transitive closure C of this graph. The set of all edges
in the graph is a binary relation of all vertices V . Due to the construction algorithm and the introduction
of the I/Oset, this set of edges describes only relations between either two synchronization vertices or
between one synchronization vertex and one I/Oset. The transitive closure of this relation contains also
the relations between I/Osets. This subset Cio of the transitive closure C that contains only the relations
between two I/Osets describes all dependencies between I/O calls in the application. It is also possible
to state that:
Lemma 1. An I/Oset depends on all I/Osets that are predecessor of the respective I/Oset.
4.2.3 Elimination of Redundant Synchronization Points from Event Traces
The current structure of the graph has exactly one vertex for all synchronization events that belong to-
gether. Synchronization vertices are part of the graph to maintain the dependencies between different
I/Osets. For an I/O analysis, only those synchronization vertices are needed that enforce these depen-
dencies. It can be shown that some of the synchronization vertices are redundant. One example is a set
of consecutive parallel barriers that use all processes without any I/O requests between these barriers. It
is obvious that these vertices can be merged into a single one. The first problem that arises when the
graph is altered as vertices are being removed is to decide which vertices have to remain in the graph and
which can be removed. While the transitive closure C changes as the graph is being altered, Cio has to
be maintained such that no dependency is lost.
The proposed method of altering the graph and reducing the number of vertices is to merge two vertices
or rather to replace two vertices with a new one. All incoming edges for both vertices become incoming
edges of the new vertex and all outgoing edges are treated the same way. If both vertices use identical
edges to the same predecessor or successor, only one edge will be created and marked with the unified
set of process numbers from both vertices.
The question whether Cio has to remain exactly the same or if it is reasonable to allow dependencies to
be added to the graph while it is being optimized has still to be answered. Adding dependencies between
two I/Osets that in the original graph have no ordering is at first only possible for two I/Osets from
different processes as all I/Osets within a single process are already ordered. Additional dependencies
can therefore not lead to an invalid execution order of the I/Osets but can enforce one specific execution
order. It has been shown that allowing additional entries in Cio improves the number of vertices that can
be merged greatly.
The first category of synchronization vertices that can be merged are those synchronization vertices that
are directly connected through an edge and where all processes use this single edge (see Figure 4.15).
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Figure 4.15: Example of merging synchronization vertices with one incoming edge
This is equal to the statement that the target vertex of this edge has exactly one incoming edge. Let u
be the source vertex for this edge and v be the target vertex for this edge and m is the merged vertex.
Merging u and v does not corrupt the integrity constraint as no ordering of vertices is touched as all
predecessor of u become predecessors of m and all successors of v become successors of m. Finding
all possible candidates for this step can be done in O(|K|) steps. The step can either be repeated after
all candidates have been merged or longer sequences of directly connected synchronization vertices can
be merged at once. The latter requires some more operations as the original step, but still has a time
complexity of O(|K|).
Another category of directly connected synchronization vertices u and v (where u is the predecessor of
v) that can be merged are those vertices, where only one path from u to v exists (see Figure 4.16). Let
u be the source vertex for this edge and v be the target vertex for this edge and m is the merged vertex.
Merging u and v does not corrupt the integrity constraint, as again all predecessor of u and v become
predecessors of m and all successors of u and v become successors of m. Any additional path beside
the direct path from u to v would on the other hand create a cycle in the graph as an outgoing edge from
m would necessarily lead to an incoming edge of m. Finding all candidates without checking for the
presence of additional paths can again be done in O(|K|) time. For the test of additional paths between
any pair (u, v) it is possible to remove the direct connection between u and v temporarily. Then a list
of successors of u can be generated and tested for the existence of v. If v is not in this list, the direct
connection from u to v is obviously the only path between the vertices. Creating a list of successors
can be done by either a breadth-first search or a depth-first search which both have a complexity of
O(|V |+ |K|). As this needs to be done in the worst case at most |K| times (if almost all vertices in the
graph are synchronization vertices), the time complexity is O(|K| ∗ (|V | + |K|)). Another approach to
solve this problem would be to calculate an adjacency matrix which would require O(|V |2) steps. This
matrix has to be kept up to date as the graph is changed by the algorithm.
Figure 4.16 contains also an example where an additional dependency between two I/Osets is being
introduced by the merging operation. Before the merge of the two synchronization vertices, the blue and
the red I/O vertex could potentially be executed in any order, so any I/O event in the red vertex could have
happened before, together with or after the I/O events in the blue vertex. After the graph optimization
exactly one of the many possible execution orders will be used.
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Figure 4.16: Example of merging synchronization vertices with different source and target vertices
The type of vertices merged in 4.15 is actually a subset of the vertices merged in 4.16. As the first step
has a much better time complexity and as it reduces the number of vertices for the second step, it is worth
treating this subset of vertices differently.
The next logical step is to merge this approach into the generation step of the DAG. This provides
the advantage that the part of the graph that has to be visited for the search for multiple paths from
the source to the target vertex is supposed to be much smaller. At this point a basis for the decision
is needed, when a specific edge that has a synchronization vertex as source as well as target can be
checked for removal during the construction of the DAG. For this approach a short excursus into the
actual algorithm that constructs the graph from the event stream is needed. If N processes participate in
a synchronization event (which is represented as one vertex in the graph) N events are used to construct
the specific vertex. This is a result of the fact that typically event streams for different processes are
recorded individually. The first of the N events constructs the vertex and places it as successor vertex
after the last vertex used for the process to which the event belong. All other events from all other
processes for this synchronization event result in an edge from the last vertex used for this process to
the vertex constructed by the first event. If all events for one synchronization event have been read the
associated synchronization vertex will be considered complete, thus, the vertex in the graph has now N
incoming edges.
Definition 5. Let v be a vertex in a DAG. If v ∈ Esync then v has as many incoming and outgoing edges
as the number of processes that participate in the synchronizing operation. During the construction of
the graph v will be called complete if all incoming and outgoing edges have been added to v by the
construction algorithm.
Definition 6. Let v be a vertex in a DAG. If v ∈ Esync then v will be called predecessor complete if v
is complete and all predecessors of v are complete as well. This property ensures that all possible paths
that can lead to v have been constructed.
The fact of being complete is also the basis of the decision, whether two directly connected synchroniza-
tion vertices can be tested for a unification. The question whether there are multiple paths between two
vertices u and v is determinable within a graph that is still being constructed if u has all outgoing edges,
v has all incoming edges and all vertices that are predecessors of v are complete in the sense that all
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Figure 4.17: Outline of the graph optimization during the DAG construction
needed incoming and outgoing edges are present. This last conditions ensures that no event that is read
later adds more paths.
Lemma 2. Let u and v be two vertices in a DAG that is under construction with u, v ∈ Esync and
(u, v) ∈ K. If v is predecessor complete and if (u, v) is removed from K and if u is afterwards not in
the list of predecessors of v, then there is only a single path between u and v in the final graph.
In Figure 4.17 an outline of the actual algorithm of the graph construction and the parallel optimization
is given. Further optimizations are possible as nodes can be marked predecessor complete permanently
if this property has been observed at some point.
4.2.4 Pattern Matching for POSIX I/O
Parallel program often loop through parts of their source code multiple times. Typically I/O is embedded
into this structures or it is being placed before or after computational intensive regions. In addition each
program uses only a few I/O calls and request sizes of the wide spectrum of available combinations
of arguments for the different I/O functions. This triggers the assumption that repetitions in the event
stream exist and a pattern matching approach can be used to reduce the amount of information that is
automatically extracted and presented to the performance analyst.
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Figure 4.18: Outline of compression algorithm
By identifying recursive patterns it is possible to reduce a large amount of trace events to a fewer, but
more complex event set. If these fewer sets contain information that give hints for possible performance
enhancements, they are much easier to identify by the human eye. This can also help in an automated
analysis of relations between events, thus reducing the number of optimization possibilities that have to
be considered.
In the following, the terms event, function call and token will be extensively used to describe the pattern
matching approach used within this thesis. As the name already states, the term function call describes a
single call to one I/O function including all arguments. This call is being recorded in the event stream as
one event with a few additional properties that describe the arguments, the return value and the type of
I/O. Each function call is assigned a unique numerical identifier. Each unique set of arguments for each
function call also gets an identifier. The combination of the function identifier and argument identifier
gives a token that describes a bijective mapping between a function call including all arguments and an
integer number. A list of consecutive tokens is sequence or a pattern. A pattern is a sequence that shows
up multiple times in a token stream.
The pattern analysis process is based on an approach presented in [NMSdS07]. This approach has
recently also been extended to be usable for I/O analysis [VMMR09, KKMN10]. The original motivation
for this algorithm was to compress program traces on the fly during the program run. The basic idea is to
map each function call and its arguments to a token and to perform a pattern analysis using the generated
token list. The order of function calls and the individual arguments can be derived per process from the
graph constructed within section 4.2.3 by following the labels along the graphs’ edges. For each node
visited, one or more function calls have to be reconstructed to build the token list for each process. For
each I/Oset∈ Eio the list of function calls can be created from the events stored in the individual I/Osets.
Each synchronization node has a set of processes associated that participated in the construction of the
node. All sets of processes used in an individual graph can be enumerated. This number can be used to
generate a synchronization event for the reconstructed event stream. This could be for example a call to
MPI_Barrier() with an identifier that points to an MPI communicator which has been constructed
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Figure 4.19: Descriptive example for the calculation of the compression complexity, identical colors de-
note matching tokens in the compression queue
for this specific set of processes. If only two processes participate in a synchronization event, any type
of blocking point-to-point communication calls can be used to make one process waiting for the other.
The number assigned to each synchronization node can also be used to create the unique token which is
required for the pattern matching. In addition, this allows an automated replay of the generated patterns
with an MPI parallel I/O benchmark.
The resulting set of tokens per process can now be compressed. As pattern matching is not the central
part of this thesis but an appropriate tool to find repetitions in an I/O sequence other possible approaches
are not investigated in detail.
The algorithm is based on a sliding window that is being searched for a repeated sequence and starts with
an empty compression queue. Each element in the queue is a pair (p, r) where p denotes a single token
or a pattern number and r denotes the number of repetitions for this element. All known patterns are kept
in a pattern buffer that provides a mapping between the pattern identifier and the token sequence. Each
token list for the individual processes is compressed individually, but known patterns are shared across
all queues. The tokens are taken from the per process token list and added at the end of the individual
compression queue piece by piece. The compression step in the algorithm is applied after each addition
of a token to the queue. Before the pattern search is started, the end of the compression queue is tested
whether it matches one of the already detected sequences. This step is repeated until no further match
can be found in the pattern buffer. Afterwards the end of the queue is being tested for the presence of
a repeated sequence. The repetition can contain multiple tokens and has to be directly connected to the
other occurrence of this token sequence. If a repetition is found, the original tokens are being replaced.
The new pattern is being placed in a pattern buffer. The original tokens from the end of the compression
queue are being removed and a new queue element is added where p points to the pattern identifier and
r = 2. An outline of the algorithm is given in Figure 4.18. If the pattern identifier at the end of the queue
matches the pattern identifier in a queue element before the last element, the last element is removed and
the pattern counter is increased by one.
This algorithm allows the detection and the replacement of recursive patterns. The length of the com-
pression queue determines the execution time of each step as well as maximum length of the pattern that
can be identified. The maximum detectable pattern length is half the queue length. The time complexity
depends on the length L of the compression queue. The best case is that the compression queue contains
two identical token sequences of length L2 . This needs
L
2 comparison operations to find the start of the
second token sequence and L − 2 comparisons for the sequence elements. Finding the start of the sec-
ond sequence always needs at maximum L2 operations. If a sequence start is being found at position P
(where P is between L2 and L− 1) then it needs in the worst (as well as in the matching) case L−P − 1
comparisons. The number of possible sequence starts is L4 using the rationale that every second element
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The worst case time complexity for this algorithm is O(n2). A descriptive example of the variables
used is given is Figure 4.19. In this figure matching elements are being marked by the same color. The
compression queue can contain 10 elements. The algorithm will identify the last eight elements as two
identical sequences of length four. At first a match to the element at position L will be searched by
walking the queue backwards. If one is found (at position P ), the three elements between L and P and
the three elements before P are being checked for equality. The last eight elements in this case can then
be removed and replaced by one element that points to the new pattern and has a recurrence of two.
There are different possibilities for further improvements of this approach. The amount of data presented
to the performance analyst could potentially be further reduced by the detection of access patterns across
processes. Another enhancement of the compression algorithm can be done by modifying the token
generation that currently maps function calls with different arguments to different tokens. It is thinkable
to replace some of the arguments with variables. These variables could represent multiple instances
of the same argument. One example supporting this idea are consecutive write accesses with N bytes
with the LIB-C function pwrite(). This function gets the offset where the bytes are written to as an
argument. In the case mentioned before this argument offset could be expressed as offset= x + i ∗ N
where x is the offset for the first access and i is a loop variable.
4.2.5 I/O Pattern Visualization
Beside an automated pattern detection a visual inspection of the patterns helps to identify optimization
strategies. Analyzing performance problems with the help of graphical tools has a long tradition [MHJ91,
NAW+96]. For the analysis of user program code that utilize MPI, OpenMP, pthreads or other libraries
and language extensions there are well established notions what users or analysts expect from such a
tool.
For the visualization of I/O patterns one of the few approaches can be found in [RPS+08]. The advan-
tages of a file based access visualization are manifold. If an application issues a lot of requests that
are close together (in terms of the accessed byte range) over a long time frame, this might not become
obvious by looking at the I/O pattern. The same problem occurs if access patterns are entangled for two
different regions in a file. If all accesses for each process to a file over the whole duration of the program
run are being collected, this type of access can be disclosed. One of the possibilities to solve this kind
of access problems is to introduce a write cache that collects all accesses to a specific region, thus the
number of I/O calls are being limited. Serial accesses to a file from the same process would also become
visible immediately.
Another type of accesses that can be optimized are write requests issued by the same process to different
locations but in rather short time. This can be seen in parallel applications that share a single file and
write their part of a distributed memory space into the file. This access type can be optimized with list
I/O and can also be detected by a visual inspection.
Other possibilities to show valuable information beside “who accessed what” is to show temporal prop-
erties of file access patterns. For example, the I/O performance of a parallel process that modifies a file
by rewriting parts of it multiple times can possibly be enhanced by a write cache as well. Typically
read-after-write (RAW) and write-after-read (WAR) accesses are of interest as well as there are similar
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Figure 4.20: Visualization approach for file access patterns of parallel applications
enhancements possible. In general, any situation where a part of a file is being accessed more than once,
is of interest.
Taking the considerations from the previous paragraphs into account, an analysis of the data to be visu-
alized shows, that of most interest is the question which processes accessed which parts of a file and how
the access has been realized. Thus, a two-dimensional image would be able to show this type of infor-
mation. Figure 4.20 shows an approach how to visualize access to a specific file by rendering an image
that is at least of the size number of processes × file size. The X-axis denotes the byte range within the
file whereas the Y-axis is split into two parts. At first if contains a process identification number ranging
from 0 to N − 1 for N parallel processes. The second part on this image marks those regions of the file
where one of the concurrent access pattern given above is detected.
4.2.6 I/O Replay and Benchmarking
A common requirement of a detailed I/O analysis is to replay the I/O patterns observed. The reasons
for this can be the need to answer the question whether a different file system might be able to handle
a specific I/O pattern better, the creation of benchmarks for new procurements or the creation of an
artificial environment where the application or the I/O pattern is executed multiple times in parallel or
scaled to a higher number of parallel processes. The last requirement enables scaling studies that allow
to predict how an application will perform on a specific machine and to figure out if I/O can become a
performance bottleneck that limits the scalability.
Within the next paragraphs a couple of needs for a flexible I/O benchmark are discussed. As the main
result of these considerations, a new I/O benchmark “DIOS” is being developed.
Support for high level access methods
As the sources for the collected parallel I/O patterns is one of the high level I/O libraries mentioned in the
sections before, the replay program or the benchmark should be able to replay patterns specified in these
high level languages. The benefit is the possibility to generate a trace from this replay and to verify the
replay accuracy. In addition it allows to test the implementations of different I/O libraries on the same
hardware to identify the one, that shows the best performance for an individual use case.
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Replay of arbitrary I/O patterns
As the target should be to replay the pattern as close as possible to the original I/O sequence, the bench-
mark has to replay any kind of recursive or nested patterns. In addition all facilities that support the
tracking of requests have to be provided as well, for example asynchronous operations. In order to main-
tain the data dependencies the replay has also to consider the embedded synchronization events that have
ordered the I/O requests in the original program. Thus, a parallel replay approach is inevitable.
The design of a versatile replay engine for I/O patterns needs to include the possibility to use artificially
created patterns as input. This feature enables performance analysts to evaluate file access patterns before
the users have written the first line of code and to support the application development. To enable user
definable patterns that have not been extracted from an I/O trace, a few more constructs that describe the
input for the replay engine are needed. Beside using recursive I/O patterns, a flexible way to access a
pool of different files has been proven useful, for example to replay the I/O patterns originating from the
analysis of gene sequences [HM07]. File pools should allow to create, unlink and access larger sets of
files that are distributed over a directory hierarchy. This helps to create benchmarks that replay metadata
intensive I/O patterns, like the file creation rate or small random I/O to different files.
Further requirements for a replay of an application trace or an artificial pattern is typically to have at first
some kind of randomness for certain parameters and at second the possibility to insert sleep or waiting
times. The second feature is needed to partially emulate those parts of an application where it actually
computes results. This additional time can have an impact on the I/O performance reported by the replay
engine as the execution time of the same I/O pattern may differ depending on the waiting times embedded
in the pattern. One obvious example is asynchronous I/O, where the operating system has the option to
perform all data transfers in the background if the application is able to fill the slot between the start of
the asynchronous I/O operation and the associated wait operation.
Figure 4.21 shows a simplified input rule set for the I/O replay engine in EBNF notation. Beside file
pools, derived MPI data types can be constructed as well and sleep/wait states are being considered.
Randomization is applied to the function parameters which are not shown. A parallel I/O test is described
by using multiple tasks where each will be assigned to one physical process at the start of the I/O replay.
A task consists of I/O event sets which can be grouped recursively and contain lists of the I/O calls.
Figure 4.22 shows an example input for the DIOS benchmark for the I/O pattern used in Figure 4.12.
An additional possibility to enhance the handling of arbitrary patterns is to compute the input files a
benchmark needs. If a pattern does not create the files it is reading during its execution, the user running
the replay engine has to create these files. For patterns that originate from program traces it might not be
obvious which files with which sizes are needed. Replaying the pattern without actually executing the
I/O requests should reveal these information.
I/O pattern transformation
It is beneficial to evaluate the I/O patterns generated by different types of high level languages for the
same workload. This allows scientists to evaluate different options to implement I/O into their applica-
tion without writing a single line of code. This also enables the evaluation of different what-if situation,
for example comparing nonblocking MPI-I/O calls either with their blocking alternatives or with non-
blocking POSIX I/O.
Another option while changing I/O patterns is to insert waiting times between consecutive I/O calls.
This allows the operating system or the file system for example to flush buffers or to prefetch data. A
modification of pattern parameters like the file system used for a test or the number of files involved also
allows scaling studies that can simulate a parallel execution of an I/O pattern on a whole system.
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iotest = (poolcreate|task|mpi_datatype)*
task = (series|poolrandom|poollinear)*
series = (series|eventset|mpi_eventset|async_eventset)*
poolrandom = (eventset)*
poollinear = (eventset)*
mpi_eventset = (mpi_fopen|mpi_fclose|mpi_fdelete|mpi_set_view|
mpi_read|mpi_write|mpi_wait|sleep)+
eventset = (fopen|open|fclose|close|buf_read|buf_read|
buf_write|buf_seek|read|write|seek|sync|sleep|
poolopen|poolrandom|unlink|pread|pwrite|
barrier|p2p_send|p2p_recv)+
async_eventset = (acancel|aerror|afsync|aread|awrite|
areturn|asuspend)+
Figure 4.21: Simplified EBNF rule set for the input file for the I/O replay engine
<iotest>
<task bufsize="2MiB" repeat="1">
<series>
<open mode="O_WRONLY|O_CREAT" name="file" file="0" />
<write size="7" block="7" file="0" />
<close file="0" />
<p2p_send partner="1" />
</series>
</task>
<task bufsize="2MiB" repeat="1">
<series>
<p2p_recv partner="0" />
<open mode="O_RDONLY" name="file" file="1" />
<read size="7" block="7" file="1" />
<close file="1" />
</series>
</task>
</iotest>
Figure 4.22: Example I/O test for the I/O pattern from Figure 4.12
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Figure 4.23: Components of the DIOS replay engine
Flexible evaluation back end
The aim of the benchmark is to run different types of patterns and to evaluate the performance differences
as the file system under test or parameters of the executed I/O patterns are being changed. As the type
of performance report needed by the performance analyst may change from task to task it would be
helpful to have a freely definable reporting structure. One possibility to realize this is to separate the
replay/execution engine from the reporting back end. This can be done by reporting the start and the end
of each I/O operation as well as the associated parameters to the back end.
This scheme also allows to have a chain of active back ends that for example report a read/write band-
width, the number of operations executed per time window or other usable statistics. Metrics that can be
computed by the back end itself for the performance analysis of a workload include:
• request size statistics
• read/write request ratio
• types of I/O functions used
• frequency of I/O requests
• degree of parallelism
• latency/bandwidth statistics per request type
The metrics can be computed either per client or for the whole benchmark. In addition is valuable to save
system specific metadata together with the benchmark results. They include the mounted file systems,
the type of the operating system, file system specific settings of the operating systems, as well as physical
properties like a list of network interfaces, a list of the host names used etc. The final architecture of the
replay engine is depicted in Figure 4.23.
4.3 Summary
This chapter presented a holistic approach for a system wide I/O performance analysis. After extending
the current notion of performance counters a system has been designed to collect and subsequently
process performance data and to integrate the results of this processing step into program traces. A
distributed counter collection architecture allows to combine program traces from parallel applications
and external data collected on the infrastructure of a parallel file system. The second part of this chapter
presented an approach how to handle with program traces that contain a huge amount of individual I/O
requests. The main ideas are to reduce the amount of data by removing the regions of a program trace
where no I/O requests are executed, and to compress the remaining I/O events with a pattern matching
approach. A visualization approach for I/O patterns and a versatile I/O pattern replay engine conclude
the chapter.
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5 Prototype Implementation and Evaluation
This chapter is dedicated to the evaluation of the algorithms for the construction, compression and
evaluation of I/O calls as introduced in the previous chapter. It describes experiments that demonstrate
the application of the ideas from the previous chapter to real use cases and shows their potentials.
The software infrastructure that is presented and evaluated in this chapter has been designed to support
the process of identification of I/O bottlenecks as well as the subsequent performance optimization.
Possible performance optimizations include changes to the software stack starting at the application,
changes in the operating system, within the hardware, and in the file system software. While the analyses
in the first chapters of this thesis have revealed gaps that prevent a holistic I/O analysis, the approaches
presented in the preceding chapter provided material to close these gaps. Furthermore, this chapter
demonstrates the application of the enhanced approach to real use cases.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. At first the software and hardware environment
used for most of the case studies is described. Within the next section some of the challenges for the
realization of a distributed counter collection environment are examined. Most of these challenges are
related to functionalities needed to enable the interoperability with a tracing facility. The third and largest
part contains case studies that show how the approaches developed within this thesis help to improve
production file systems, to compare file systems, and to enhance I/O in applications.
5.1 Deployment
Most of the case studies have been conducted on the “Hochleistungsechner-Speicherkomplex” (HRSK)
complex at the Technische Universität Dresden. This complex has been put into operation at the end of
2006 and has been designed to especially support users with high demands for I/O and to enable research
that includes large databases, millions of files and large bandwidth requirements. The system consists
of two machines, a SGI Altix 4700 that provides large shared memory systems and a Linux NetworX
PC farm that is constructed of heterogeneous compute nodes. The Altix system has been designed to
support large parallel jobs while the PC farm is designated to execute lots of small jobs. Both machines
have their own parallel file system. In addition, the file system attached to the SGI Altix is exported to
the PC farm through a NFS gateway. The overall setup is shown in Figure 5.1 and will be explained in
more detail in the next subsection.
5.1.1 SGI Altix 4700
The SGI Altix system consists of 2048 Intel Itanium II cores (1024 dual core Montecito sockets) running
at 1.6 GHz. All sockets are divided among five logical partitions where each partition makes up one
shared memory system. Three shared memory systems use 512 cores in a single operating system for
batch jobs. The remainder is shared between an instance of 384 cores that are used for batch jobs and
login and 128 cores that are dedicated to interactive use and FPGA tests. The three large partitions are
equipped with four GB main memory per core, the smaller systems have one.
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The Altix system uses SGI’s CXFS file system1 as HPC storage system (see Figure 5.2). Four couplets
of DDN S2A 9500 storage controllers provide 68 TB capacity for this shared disk file system. Each
couplet is connected to ten disk enclosures with 16x 146 GB FC disks. All available 32 ports (4 GBit/s
FC, each couple provides eight ports) from the DDN controllers are connected to a SAN infrastructure.
At the time of the measurements the storage was2 used for two file systems, one for the home directories
and one for scratch space. The scratch space is expanded by a hierarchical storage management (HSM)
system.
The SGI product “Data Migration Facility” (DMF) realizes a transparent background layer of 1 PB tape
storage. Each of the four partitions that are used through the batch system is connected with eight 4
GBit/s connections to FC switches. This provides about 3.2 GB/s peak bandwidth per partition. Two
redundant metadata servers are used to mediate the access to the block devices. The metadata servers are
not identically in terms of hard- and software, the primary server provides CXFS and DMF capabilities
whereas the secondary provides the CXFS file systems only. Both servers share a SGI TP9300 storage
array as storage for the file system metadata. Theoretically, the file system is able to deliver a bandwidth
of about 12 GB/s, 10 GB/s have been observed in tests.
The HSM system consists of 2500 LTO43 tapes and 30 tape drives that provide a raw capacity of 1 PB.
The primary CXFS metadata server (MDS) runs the HSM system that periodically checks the filling
level of the scratch file system. If it exceeds a configurable threshold, the HSM system starts migrating
disk blocks from the disks to the tapes, thus, freeing disk space. The metadata stay in the file system. If
a user is accessing a file whose content has been migrated to the tapes, the I/O call will block until the
file content has been moved back to the disks.
5.1.2 Linux NetworkX PC Farm
The PC farm consists of 725 nodes equipped with one, two or four dual-core AMD Opteron processor
sockets running at 2.6 GHz. All nodes together provide 2576 cores. The system is equipped with two
SDR InfiniBand fabrics. One fabric is used for interprocess communication and one for I/O.
1Version 5.2.1.1 at the time of most of the measurements
2the home file system was migrated to a BlueArc NAS server in fall 2010
3Linear Tape Open, product specification for magnetic tapes and tape drives
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Ten file servers are connected to the I/O fabric as well. They provide a Lustre file system4 to all nodes.
Eight servers are configured as OSS’s (object storage server, see Section 3.2.3), two as redundant meta-
data servers (see Figure 5.3). The eight OSS’s are broken down into pairs of two, where each pair is
connected to one DDN S2A 9500 couplet. Only half of the available connections on the DDN con-
trollers are in use. Thus, the theoretical limit for the file system bandwidth is 6.4 GB/s. The file system
has delivered a bandwidth of more than 4 GB/s in the production environment. Like in the case of CXFS,
the two metadata servers share a SGI TP 9300 RAID controller as Lustre metadata target (MDT). There
is no HSM support for this installation.
Not mentioned in both Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 is the NFS gateway. Within the production environment
it exports the CXFS file system to the PC farm. 16 NFS servers that are also CXFS clients, export both
CXFS file systems, providing a total bandwidth of 4 GB/s. This gives the PC farm users an indirect
access to the HSM system.
5.1.3 System Monitor Deployment
For the analysis of both file systems with the approach developed within this thesis, the infrastructures
of both file systems have to be instrumented. Both systems use DDN S2A 9500 controllers that provide
the following metrics that are of interest for an I/O performance analysis:
• either per FC host port or as sum of all ports
– read and write bandwidth
– total number of bytes transferred since the start of the controller
– total number of I/O operations
– histogram of the length of incoming requests
– histogram of the time needed to complete a request
• for the RAID controller cache
– histogram of the offsets of the host requests into cache segments
– information about the writeback and the read cache as well as cache prefetch hits
• for the internal disk back end
– statistics about the time to complete a request (can be broken down to the internal tier/chan-
nel/drive structure)
– histogram of the lengths of the disk requests
– histogram how often and how many host I/O requests could be merged to form a single disk
request
– information about disk rebuild and disk verify operations
Internally, the DDN controller uses an embedded microprocessor that executes the housekeeping tasks
and updates most performance statistics once a second. These counters can be read at any time but will
return the same value within the same update cycle. Thus, the daemon should read the values at maximum
at this rate as higher rates would lead to wrong conclusions if rates like MB/s are calculated from these
values. Only a few counters, like the number of outstanding disk requests, are updated multiple times a
second.
Furthermore, the SAN infrastructure of the CXFS file system provides useful metrics. The SAN consists
of a single layer of FC switches. The ports connected to the DDN controllers can be monitored for
performance from the controllers, the connections to the compute nodes on the other hand cannot be
4Version 1.6.7.2 at the time of the measurements
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Figure 5.4: I/O related instrumentation points and their properties for the HRSK CXFS file system
Instrumentation Point Access Time Resolution Read-out Time
FC switches SNMP protocol 1s <1s
SGI Altix 4700 host - - -
DDN 9500 controller telnet or proprietary API 1s 200ms-2s
TP 9300 controller proprietary API >4s 1s-4s
Figure 5.5: I/O related instrumentation points and their properties for the HRSK Lustre file system
Instrumentation Point Access Time Resolution Read-out Time
PC farm compute host IB card via OFED5 libraries any <100 µs
SDR IB fabric - - -
Lustre Medata Server (MDS) via /proc any 1 µs
Lustre Content Server (OSS) via /proc any 1 µs
DDN 9500 controller telnet or proprietary API 1s 200ms-2s
TP 9300 controller proprietary API >4s 1s-4s
monitored on the host. Thus, a monitoring of these ports is valuable as it reveals the information about
the I/O bandwidth that each individual host is using.
Table 5.4 shows performance data sources for the file system infrastructure. On the Altix hosts, only
a monitoring of the FC cards would provide additional data, but the cards that are currently in use do
not allow such a monitoring. As the presented approach is targeted for production systems, changing
the associated card driver is not an option. Monitoring the FC ports on the switch can provide these
information as well. All used RAID controllers provide information via proprietary APIs that are not
disclosed to the public. The API for the TP 9300 controllers allows arbitrary request intervals. But if the
performance data are queried in intervals less than four seconds, the controller becomes unresponsive.
On the client side no sources are available to gather client side statistics.
Table 5.5 shows instrumentation points for the Lustre environment. Data sources for the DDN devices
are available in the same level of detail as for the CXFS file system. Within the /proc file system, a lot
of different data points are available on the file servers:
• on a MDS server:
– counters for the number of metadata operations, broken down by the type of operation and
broken down for each client individually
– number of disk operations per client
– number of clients that have the associated file system mounted
– general MDS statistics, like the average time to complete a request, the request queue depth
and many more
5Open Fabrics Enterprise Distribution
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• on an OSS server:
– number of bytes read/written per object storage target (OST), also broken down for each
client individually
– histogram of the number of pages that are involved in a single I/O operation
– histogram of the number of disk I/O requests in flight
– histogram of the I/O request sizes and I/O completion times
Reading values from the /proc file system has the additional advantage that this can be done as often
as needed and in a very fast way. The actual counter values are taken from the living file system, thus,
are up to date.
The OFED InfiniBand software stack provides tools to request performance data from the InfiniBand
subnet manager. This is a central software part of every InfiniBand installation and runs either on a
dedicated host or is part of one of the switches. In the case of the PC farm the first option has been
chosen. The cards do not collect any performance metrics themselves.
5.2 Challenges of the Implementation
Section 4.1.10 introduced a distributed system to make performance data from external devices accessible
for a holistic system wide performance analysis. The base for this performance analysis today is an
application trace that contains application I/O events. One of the main questions for a performance
analysis is, how accurate the external performance data can be embedded into the trace file.
5.2.1 Timer and Offset Calibration
Referring to Section 4.1.9, the daemons for the RAID controllers and the IB card statistics on the PC farm
need a calibration for the offset between the internal update of the performance data within the device
and the point in time where these values are read. To generate data for the calibration of both counters,
a single benchmark can be used. As defined by the POSIX standard, I/O calls that perform Direct I/O
have to finish all associated data transfers within the time of the I/O call. The function call returns when
all data have been physically written to the disks. Thus, in a correct trace file, there is a logical sequence
where the compute node issues the request, the IB card transmits the data, the DDN controller writes
the data, and later the I/O request is finished on the compute node. This scenario can be realized with
a benchmark program that is instrumented and records a trace file that also contains the data from the
IB cards and the RAID controllers. Ideally, all transfers seen on the IB card should happen between the
start and the end of the write request. All activities on the DDN controller have to occur within the same
timeframe. In order to avoid influences of the counter management infrastructure, the file data should be
written to a single OST and the counter for the associated FC port on the DDN controller will be included
into the trace file. There should be no background load on the RAID controllers, the benchmark has to
be executed in a controlled environment. At first the measurement cycle for a single measurement will
be explained. After that, the calibration of the data source is done with multiple repeated measurements.
For the initial setup, without any corrections to the timestamps, all values from the DDNs are placed into
the trace file with the timestamp associated with the end of the measurement (ts+ dm), values for the IB
cards with the timestamp from the beginning of the measurement (ts). The data collected from the DIOS
benchmark (see Section 4.2.6) running at the PC farm is depicted in Figure 5.6. The measurement writes
200 MiB of data with a single request. From the data in Table 5.1 an average bandwidth for a single
chunk of data of about 124 MB/s can be calculated.
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Figure 5.6: Counter timelines without clock synchronization for the calibration of the InfiniBand and
DDN RAID controllers
A detailed analysis of the data shows that the first values from the InfiniBand card, that indicate a data
transfer, have been read immediately after the start of the write() call and the last value is recorded
just before the call finishes. Thus, doff for the IB counter can be set to 0. An explanation of this feature
is, that the counter for the IB cards are not read directly from the cards. Those counters are calculated
by the IB subnet manager which is queried through the IB card for these data. Thus, it is reasonable to
assume that the subnet manager reports data belonging to the time where the card started the query and
not when the manager processed the query.
The DDN controller provides six measurement samples (see Table 5.1), three of them are relevant for the
time of this specific write request. To evaluate these and to determine doff , some additional assumptions
have to be made. First, it can be assumed safely that the real bandwidth outside the write() call is
zero. It can further be expected that the write bandwidth on the FC wire is almost constant over the
whole time. The latter assumption is justifiable with respect to the values from the counter of the IB
card and the fact that the data transfer has been issued with a single statement. Thus, there should be no
overhead during the data transfer that is due to the file system management. In addition, a single request
is so small that it easily fits into the write cache of the DDN controllers. The average bandwidth on the
FC port of the controller is supposed to be higher than the bandwidth seen from write() as it includes
the FC headers. Calculating the integral of this timeline, about 216 MB raw data have been transmitted
for the request in this case, resulting in an average of 138 MB/s.
Table 5.1: Timestamps and values read for the write counter of one FC port of a DDN 9500 controller
for the calibration measurement. A bandwidth value at timestamp X depicts the average
bandwidth between the timestamps X and X + 1. At all other timestamps the values are 0.
Timestamp in seconds Value in MB/s
13.38 5.24
14.39 137.99
15.42 78.96
16.38 0.52
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Figure 5.7: Histograms of the transferred data volumes as calculated from the values read from the DDN
controllers (unstable and stable timer), beside a few outliers the data are the same.
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Figure 5.8: Timer offsets for the 40 measurements (unstable and stable timer), the drift rate for the read
offset of the uncalibrated measurement can be calculated from the gradient of the curve.
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Figure 5.9: Scatter plots of the calculated timer offsets and the transferred data volume (unstable and
stable timer), the correction of the read offset has no influence on the stability of the calculated
data volumes.
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Figure 5.10: Scatter plots of the calculated timer offsets and the reading offset (unstable and stable timer),
most times the difference between the offset calculated at the start and the end of the mea-
surement is stable.
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The associated write request was executed from timestamp 14.20 to 15.81. Thus, one of the samples
in Table 5.1 was collected completely within the write() call. The value of this sample is at the
calculated average. The assumption can be made that the sample between the timestamps 15.42 and
16.38 is formed from a part with about 138 MB/s and a part with 0.0 MB/s (when the controller has
acknowledged all write requests and the client’s write() call returns. From that, the point in time can
be calculated where the data transfer has finished by using a linear equation. Let bavg be the average
bandwidth within this sample period and bmax the real bandwidth as calculated before. The part ddata of
the sample period d, where actually data have been transmitted, can be calculated with the ratio equation:
ddata =
d ∗ bavg
bmax
. (5.1)
The difference between this point and the end of the write request on the client side gives the offset
for the timer adjustments of the daemon reading the values from the DDN controller. In the depicted
case the calculations reveal a value of 150 milliseconds. The same line of thought can be pursued for
the beginning of the write process, leading to the same value. The difference between this two values
should be close to zero. It indicates whether or not the offset between a read cycle of the daemon and a
counter update within the RAID controllers is changing. In addition, the term “read offset” describes the
difference of the timestamp when a value is read and the point in time when the value should have been
read if the one second read interval is adhered to exactly.
To evaluate this correction that has to be applied to the timestamps assigned to the DDN controller
values, the measurement as depicted the previous paragraph has to be repeated a couple of times and
the statistical properties of the calculated timer offsets have to be analyzed. For the RAID controller
two additional metrics can be analyzed. First, an analysis of the transferred data volumes reveals how
accurate/stable the values read from the FC port on the DDN controllers are. Second, examinations of
the offsets for the timer correction and the difference for the offsets calculated by using the beginning
and the end of the write request are of interest. Figure 5.7 to 5.10 show the results of an analysis of two
experiments where each includes 40 repetitions of the write() requests from the paragraph before.
The diagrams on the left side of page 98 in the Figures 5.7 to 5.10 shows the estimation of the embedding
error for a measurement daemon where the right side shows the same diagrams but with an enhanced
timer on the daemon side. For the left side of the diagrams, the read interval is slightly larger than one
second. The first set of diagrams shows the distribution of the data volume that has been transferred with
the different write() requests. With the exception of a few outliers, a value of 205 MiB (216 MB) is
calculated most of the time. Higher values include additional traffic that is disturbing the measurement.
This measurement was done on one node of the PC farm while the system was not in production. But
other nodes or the file servers can still introduce additional traffic. The calculated offset depicted in
Figure 5.8 shows that the offset for a timer, that is not reading the values at exactly one second intervals,
is drifting between−0.4 and 1 second. The last two sets of graphs Figure 5.9 and 5.10 show scatters plot
of the offsets calculated at the start and the end of the measurement and the data volume for the first set.
In the second set of graphs (offset for the start of write) the correlation between the offsets calculated at
the start and the end of the measurement and the read offset is depicted. Both show that differences in
the calculated data volume do not automatically lead to problems for the calculation of the offsets and
that a fixed read offset does not guarantee stable differences between the offsets at the start and the end
of the write. Nevertheless, all graphs together show that the use of a stable timer source leads to a stable
timer offset. Which in turn can be used to adjust all timestamps on the data source, thus, leading to an
optimized embedding of the RAID controller data into a trace file.
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5.2.2 Connection of the Dataheap Prototype and the Trace Facility
For the implementation of the prototype the “post mortem” approach as described in Section 4.1.8 is
used. It promises the least impact on the analyzed program. However, utilizing this approach has a few
practical consequences.
At first, the external management host has to collect the values for the selected counters for the trace
facility. As memory space is limited on the management host, these values have to be cached on the disk
or can only be recorded for a limited amount of time. Additional care needs to be taken for runaway
tracing processes to avoid situations where the management process is collecting values forever.
Second, the transport delay from the data source to the management hosts has to be accounted as well.
If the trace facility signals the end of the data collection process, the trace facility needs to continue to
collect the remote values until the timestamp for the remote counter matches the last timestamp observed
within the tracing facility.
5.2.3 Supported Systems/Hardware, Permanent Storage Containers
A prototype implementation of the proposed infrastructure has been done in C++. The components are
connected through a communication middleware based on TCP. All components use a fixed API that
allows to extend the capabilities of the software further, for example, to attach new data sources. It also
allows to replace parts of the software dynamically and to attach new components. At the time of the
writing, the software consisted of the following main components:
1. The Dataheap framework with an integrated calculation of derived counters.
2. The remote monitoring facility that allows recording of counter data.
3. A GUI for live analysis.
4. The storage container that supports MySQL and SQLite databases.
5. Several data sources that collect data from:
• compute hosts, for example for counters like network data, InfiniBand, CPU load and mem-
ory statistics
• Lustre MDS and OSS servers
• DDN S2A devices
• LSI storage devices
• the lm-sensors infrastructure on Linux hosts
• the CPU powerstate monitor
6. C and C++ libraries to access the framework.
5.3 Evaluation
This section covers results of experiments and performance analyses done with the methods developed
in chapter 4. The two subsections cover analyses of usage scenarios of the HRSK infrastructure while
the last subsection is dedicated to Lustre tuning experiences on 100 Gbit/s network hardware.
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<?xml version = ’1.0’ encoding = ’ISO-8859-1’?>
<!DOCTYPE iotest SYSTEM "dios.dtd">
<iotest>
<poolcreate root_dir="/fastfs/mkluge/threader_database_single"
numfiles="9000" filesizes="20K,100K" poolid="0"
level="0" spread="0" access="0"/>
<task bufsize="1M" repeat="1">
<eventset repeat="9000" poollinear="0">
<fopen mode="r" name="" file="0" />
<buf_read block="1M" size="1M" file="0"
partialok="1"/>
<fclose file="0" />
<sleep usec="RANDOM(100)+200"/>
</eventset>
</task>
</iotest>
Figure 5.11: Input file for the DIOS benchmark to emulate the I/O sequence of THREADER, a file pool
is used to realize a loop over 9000 files
5.3.1 Scalability Analysis of a Bioinformatics Application
THREADER [Jon98] is a Bioinformatics application that plays an important role in the process of the
prediction the function of proteins [HM07]. The whole process of threading allows to use the gene
sequence of a protein to predict its 3-D structure. THREADER searches a database that contains the
gene sequences of known proteins and their folding structures and tries to find similarities between the
gene sequences of the known proteins and the input protein.
Biologists at the Max Planck Institute of Molecular Cell Biology and Genetics have been running thread-
ing jobs at the PC farm very frequently and have typically submitted up to 100000 jobs at once. The
program itself is sequential. However, running multiple instances of this program has exposed I/O bot-
tlenecks that slow down all programs that use the same file system.
The THREADER database consists of approx. 9000 files with sizes between 20 and 100 KB. The term
“database” in this case is misleading as the files are actually plain text files. The I/O sequence used by
THREADER was obtained with the strace() utility. As THREADER was only available as a binary,
a monitoring of the system calls revealed that for each database file, the file is opened, the whole content
is read with one large request and as the last activity, the file is closed. This I/O sequence was modeled
with the DIOS benchmark resulting in the input pattern shown in Figure 5.11. After reading one file,
the DIOS benchmark will sleep for a short amount of time to account for the part of the application that
processes the input data. In order to simulate the problems the application is causing on the system, this
benchmark has been run with different numbers of parallel processes multiple times. In all cases, one
process per compute node was used to put the maximum load on the file system and to avoid data reuse
on the compute nodes.
Figures 5.12 to 5.14 show an analysis of the execution time of the benchmark if the number of processes
running in parallel is increased. The numbers depict how much time a process spends in average while
executing fopen64(), fread() and fclose() for all files and the RPC call rate on the Lustre
metadata server.
The performance numbers for the graphs have been collected by running the scaling experiment at differ-
ent days and contain more than one set of performance data for a distinct number of parallel processes.
The system was running in normal production mode during all tests and was filled with jobs from various
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Figure 5.12: Scatter plots for the fopen64() function from multiple runs of scaling experiments executed
on different days on a production system, the time on the y-axis the sum over all function
calls on all processes
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Figure 5.13: Scatter plots for the fread() function from multiple runs of scaling experiments executed on
different days on a production system, the time on the y-axis the sum over all function calls
on all processes
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Figure 5.14: Scatter plots for the fclose() function from multiple runs of scaling experiments executed on
different days on a production system, the time on the y-axis the sum over all function calls
on all processes
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run
users. For each I/O function that has been used, one graph shows the correlation between the number
of parallel processes and the sum of the execution time spent within this I/O function over all processes.
The second graph always shows the correlation between the RPC call rate on the metadata server and
the time spend within the I/O function. The first conclusion that can be drawn from the data is that there
are at least two different data sets that can be distinguished within the data for the fopen64() and
fclose() function. The time spent within fread() is not as strongly correlated to the RPC call rate
as the times spent within the two other functions.
A further analysis of the data shows that the performance numbers for less than 50 parallel processes
are mostly scattered within the graphs. The separation for fopen64() and fclose() starts above
50 processes which leads to the conclusion that smaller numbers of processes do not put load onto the
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Table 5.2: Program runtime and I/O time in seconds for different file access patterns, all times are in
seconds. All rows show typical times for 300 parallel processes accessing 9000 files either in
one directory or distributed over 90 directories in linear and random order. The times for the
I/O functions are the sum of the exclusive execution times of all processes.
access directories runtime fopen64 time fread time fclose time avg. RPCs/sec
linear 1 451 11243 102796 11530 23000
random 1 326 25528 41526 23044 25000
linear 90 345 19954 58158 15945 25000
random 90 276 35104 7360 33187 30000
file system in a way that the response time of the file system is influenced by background activities from
other processes. A global analysis of the correlation between the load (number of running processes plus
the number of processes waiting for I/O) and the RPC call rate on the metadata server reveals the cause
for the differences seen for the execution times of the fopen64() and fclose() functions using the
same number of processes. Figure 5.15 depicts the difference regions that processes belong to if the
number of processes is above 50 and the load on the MDS is either above 30 or below 30.
A load of 30 (see Figure 5.15) seems to be a dividing point for this use case on the Lustre metadata server.
The metadata server creates threads on demand where most of them are responsible for the access to the
metadata target. A higher load on the server indicates more requests on the server that need to access the
metadata storage, which creates a bottleneck that becomes visible within an application through higher
latencies for I/O requests.
Figure 5.16 shows that the SAN bandwidth that can be reached with such a workload is rather small.
There is almost no influence by the background workloads (or the RPC call rate on the MDS). In addi-
tion, Figures 5.17 and 5.18 show a comparative analysis of two runs with 300 processors with different
background loads (different user jobs) on the file system. The graphs on page 102 depict the fact that the
sum of the execution times for one I/O functions are different for multiple runs with the same number of
processes. At first, the analysis of the trace files does not show any significant outlier. And the execution
times for the I/O calls per process on a single run do not differ significantly either. What differs among
the processes is the total amount of data that is sent through the InfiniBand card. This effect is due to the
(unknown) background I/O workload. In contrast to the initial thoughts this does not influence the aver-
age call latency. In fact, the program run with the smaller runtime has larger averages for the fread()
calls but smaller averages for fopen64() and fclose(). Thus, it can be concluded that the metadata
load introduced by background I/O activities has a strong influence on the I/O performance for this type
of I/O pattern.
The concurrent access to the same set of files is the key to performance in these cases. The most likely
root cause for performance problem are concurrent updates for the file access time for the file inodes.
There are different possibilities to enhance this situation. At first it should be realizable that all processes
access the files in random order. The next step could be to scatter the files over different directories.
Table 5.2 shows that accessing the database files in random order and not sequentially does result in
better performance for this I/O pattern. The random access pattern with the files distributed over multiple
directories shows the shortest runtime for 300 parallel processes. Accessing the files in random order
within different subdirectories trashes the MDS inode cache and results in spending most of the time with
opening and closing the files. The counters for the fibre channel ports of the DDN controllers show that
the short aggregate time for the fread() calls are not a result of a higher bandwidth. The most likely
reason is the locking of the OST objects, that favors patterns where different files spread over multiple
directories are accessed. On the other hand, accessing files from processes on different hosts in linear
order seems to create a lot of contention on the OST servers.
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More possibilities to improve the response time for this file access pattern are moving to a different file
system or using a wrapper library or file system that encloses all files into one large file. This would
allow to use file content prefetching much more efficiently. The most efficient alternative would be to
alter the source code of the application to use a single large data source to access the known protein
structures.
From this example it can be concluded that to efficiently reuse data in the inode cache of the MDS all
processes need to access the same file within a short time period. Accessing a large amount of different
files from multiple processes trashes this cache and leads to longer access times. But this creates the
advantage that the accesses to the actual file data through the OST objects become much faster as there
is much less contention for individual file objects. This kind of analysis is only realizable by creating a
unified view onto the system and to look at all pieces that make up a file system.
5.3.2 I/O Analysis of the Semtex Application
Semtex is a Computational Fluid Dynamics application that is used for simulations in a special research
field (Sonderforschungsbereich 609) at Technische Universität Dresden. The code runs frequently on the
Figure 5.19: Screenshot of the timeline of the original Semtex version showing a checkpoint phase, black
lines denote MPI messages and the different colors in the individual process bars mark
different regions in the program code.
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1: barrier_sync( 0);
1: fopen64( ../MODELS/TMF_Nz256.chk.366, w);
1: barrier_sync( 0);
1: writev( 13, somewhere, 351);
1: writev( 13, somewhere, 1440000);
31:[
1: writev( 13, somewhere, 0);
1: writev( 13, somewhere, 1440000);
]
3:[
32:[
1: barrier_sync( 9);
1:[
1: writev( 13, somewhere, 0);
1: writev( 13, somewhere, 1440000);
]
]
32:[
1: barrier_sync( 10);
1:[
1: writev( 13, somewhere, 0);
1: writev( 13, somewhere, 1440000);
]
]
...
]
Figure 5.20: Excerpt of the I/O pattern of process 0.
2: barrier_sync( 0);
128: barrier_sync( 9);
Figure 5.21: Excerpt of the I/O pattern of process 3.
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Table 5.3: Number of events, I/O sets, original and remaining synchronization vertices for different num-
bers of processors for the Semtex application
processes total events I/O sets org. sync. vertices remaining sync. vertices
8 867552 41045 391129 40991
16 2467308 43589 1138313 43471
32 7539732 45077 3705049 44831
64 26535012 46253 13140593 45751
128 99094272 47705 49226269 46691
SGI Altix and the PC farm with up to 512 parallel processes, but does scale to higher core counts. The
interesting part from the CFD point of view is to explore possibilities to optimize the magnetic stirring
of a silicon melt. A single simulation can take three to four months to complete. Thus, the application
implements a checkpoint/restart mechanism that regularly dumps the current state of the calculation into
a file. This allows to interrupt the simulation after a number of time steps and to restart the simulation
from this checkpoint. These checkpoints are also used for the visualization of the simulation results, e.g.
to create movies that show the development of flows within the silicon melt. In the way the simulation
is used at the moment, the application runs for about four hours, executing exactly 5000 time steps.
Checkpoints are dumped every 200 steps. At the end of each cycle of 5000 time steps, the application
terminates and a new job is submitted automatically to the batch system which restarts the application
to execute the next cycle. For a first analysis of the application, it had been instrumented to collect MPI
and I/O events only. Figure 5.19 shows a screenshot of a section of the timeline where one checkpoint is
written, taken with the graphical trace file analyzer Vampir. For this test the program was executed on 32
Figure 5.23: Access pattern for a checkpoint file written by Semtex with MPI-I/O. The term "Timeline"
on the x-axis is misleading as in this picture the file offset is plotted against the process
identifier.
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processors. The black lines denote MPI messages, red bars mark the periods that the application spent in
MPI, green marks time in user code, I/O time is marked yellow.
Excerpts of the associated I/O patterns as generated by the pattern matching approach for the main
process (process 0) and one of the other processes (process 3) are depicted in Figure 5.20 and 5.21. Here,
each colon marks a pattern. The number before the colon denotes how often the following operation or
pattern is executed. A left square bracket indicates that this pattern contains one or multiple sub patterns.
To enhance the readability, sub patterns are further indented.
All ways of analyzing the trace data, the pattern matching approach, the trace visualization, and the
access visualization approach (not shown), uncover that only one process writes all checkpoint data.
Within Figure 5.19 processes 1-63 send their checkpoint data to process 0 which writes it to a file.
Figure 5.20 reveals in addition the pattern that is used by process 0. The MPI point-to-point communica-
tions (as used in Semtex and displayed in Vampir) do not show up in the I/O patterns mentioned before
with communication partners like 0 and 1, 0 and 2, 0 and 3, and so on. Instead, internally within the
implementation of the information reduction approach, each distinct set of processes that synchronize
(use blocking communication) at some point during the runtime of the program is mapped to an unique
identifier. As different synchronization points can be merged into a new synchronization point while
unnecessary synchronization events are removed, the final set of process groups that have to synchronize
with each other can be different from the initial set. For the case of a message exchange and the ordering
of the I/O processes it does also not matter which process sent the message and which process received
it. Thus, the barrier_sync(X) points denote a synchronization between two or more processes. The
information which real MPI ranks belong to which synchronization sets, is given by additional output.
To further analyze the behavior of Semtex, a strong scaling study has been done by running the program
with different numbers of processors while using the same input data set. Figure 5.22 shows the I/O
time and the MPI time for one checkpoint from this experiment. The main problem with the checkpoint
approach of the original program version is that the time to write one checkpoint grows linearly with the
number of processes. N − 1 sequential data exchanges and write operations are executed. This will not
necessarily result in a more than linear growth of the time spend in I/O. But the time spent while waiting
within a MPI barrier for the signal that the checkpoint has been written is increasing with each additional
process.
The I/O pattern depicted in Figure 5.21 shows up in all trace files. Table 5.3 shows the metrics obtained
by applying the data reduction approach from Section 4.2.3 to the trace files.
It can be concluded that the number of synchronization nodes after the optimization process is in the order
of the number of I/Osets [KKMN10]. This is expected as only one process is executing I/O requests. As
an I/Oset combines all I/O requests from one process between two synchronization points and most of the
MPI communications in the application are point-to-point operations, an one-to-one relationship between
the number of I/O sets and synchronization vertices is the expected outcome of the graph reduction
process. For 128 processes as given in Table 5.3, only 0.1% of the initial synchronization vertices are
required to describe the dependencies between all I/O calls.
As checkpointing is a process that can be done in the background at some additional costs, a two-step
approach was used to improve the checkpoint procedure of Semtex. At first the data that is part of the
checkpoint is copied to an additional memory location within each process. Afterwards the computa-
tion can continue. In a second step the data are written to the file system in parallel by an additional
background thread. As the program is using MPI, asynchronous MPI I/O operations transfer the data
to the file system in the background. To realize this two-step-approach, a double buffering scheme has
been implemented [MKK+08]. This scheme reduces the time needed to issue one checkpoint from 90
seconds down to 4 seconds. The possibilities to reduce the time spent in I/O during a checkpoint phase
are exhausted with this approach. Almost no time is spent in I/O calls anymore. As the I/O activities
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Figure 5.24: Counter analysis of a process with slow checkpointing showing a high degree of correlation
between the traffic on the InfiniBand port and the Lustre client read statistic
Figure 5.25: Counter analysis of a process with fast checkpointing with locally buffered I/O and without
traffic on the InfiniBand port
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have been modified to be executed in the background, they actually influence the first couple of itera-
tions that are done right after the checkpoint. This is expected as both the background I/O process and
the computation share the same CPU and demand memory bandwidth.
Figure 5.23 shows the optimized I/O access pattern for one of the checkpoint files. Each process writes
an equal part of the file into a region of the file that is not overlapping with the regions accessed by other
processes.
The application is running on both machines of the HRSK system in Dresden, but the development
initially started on the SGI Altix system. When moving to the PC farm it was noticed that reading the
checkpoint always resulted in a couple of processes that read their portion very fast and had to wait for
the other processes afterwards. The runtime of the initial I/O phase can differ by a factor of 50 when
running with 512 processes. This problem did not show up when the program was executed on the same,
but empty system under controlled conditions. To analyze this issue, the DIOS benchmark had been used
to replay this I/O phase within the production environment. On the compute nodes the number of bytes
sent/received on the InfiniBand card have been collected. From the file system infrastructure data from
the file servers and RAID controllers have been embedded into the trace file as well.
An investigation of the counters for the file system infrastructure did not reveal any problem as the load
on the metadata server was normal and the bandwidth on the RAID controllers was around 3 GB/s, which
is reasonable for this workload. The explanation for the runtime differences was found by correlating
the number of bytes that are received on the InfiniBand card and the number of bytes that the file system
delivered to the local process. For the slower processes (see Figure 5.24) there is a strong correlation be-
tween both timelines. For the fast processes (see Figure 5.25) there is almost no traffic on the InfiniBand
card but the counter for the Lustre client shows about 1.1 GB/s read bandwidth. The faster clients still
have the file content from the previous write cycle of the checkpoint in the local VFS cache. The slower
clients experience a higher memory pressure from other jobs in the system and thus have less memory
available for the VFS cache. This is an example of an analysis is only doable by looking at global and
node local counters at the same time.
5.3.3 Tuning Lustre for Bandwidth on a 100GBit/s Link
Starting in mid 2010 the ZIH at TU Dresden had the opportunity to test the first commercial 100GBit/s
WAN connectivity. Alcatel-Lucent and T-Systems established a connection between Bergakademie
Freiberg and Technische Universität Dresden by using a single fiber and a single wavelength on the
optical layer. The link spans 60 km (37 miles) between the two sites and was used to test the first com-
mercially available equipment under realistic conditions. The latency for a ping over TCP/IP is about
0.8 ms.
Five subprojects with different backgrounds have been scheduled to analyze the capabilities of this link.
The first subproject consists of performance tests that have been designed to exercise the TCP/IP layer.
The task of the second subproject was to deploy three different parallel file systems at both sides and
to determine the impact of the latency to the file system performance and to analyze general file system
characteristics on this hardware. The other three subprojects include virtual machines, video conferenc-
ing, and NAS tests. This subsection shows some of the analyses done in the initial setup phase of the
second subproject. The file systems to be used within this subproject are Lustre, GPFS and the Fraun-
hofer File System (FhGFS). At the point in time when this thesis was finished, only the tests for the first
subproject and the initial tests for the Lustre file system had been done.
Figure 5.26 gives an overview over the hardware used for all five subprojects. Both locations deployed
16 HP servers that have a single CPU socket, one 8 GBit/s FC port, one 10 GBit/s Ethernet uplink to the
100 GBit/s switch and one DDR InfiniBand uplink to a local compute cluster. The FC ports are directly
connected to storage equipment provided by DDN, two S2A 9900 in Dresden and one SFA 10000 in
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Figure 5.26: Outline of the hardware setup for the 100Gbit project
Freiberg. Both systems provide 16 FC ports running at 8 Gbit/s. Due to the FC encoding, all links
provide about 12,8 GB/s total bandwidth at each site.
The main goal of the first subproject was to saturate the link by using multiple parallel point-to-point
connections. As one of its main results, a maximum throughput of 98.2 GBit/s could be reached. This in
turn is the limit for all further tests that use TCP/IP as communication protocol.
As its first task, the second subproject had to exercise Lustre on the 100GBit link. Deploying a Lustre file
system in a new environment is done by tuning all parts of the software stack (see Figure 3.5) individually.
Before using the file system, at least the following step are advised to be taken (the recommended test
tool is put in brackets):
• test of the lnet bandwidth between the clients and the servers (lst)
• raw bandwidth I/O tests on all disks individually (sgpdd-survey)
• parallel raw bandwidth I/O tests on all disks together (sgpdd-survey)
• individual and parallel bandwidth tests that include the server side software stack (obdfilter-survey)
The bandwidth between two groups of Lustre nodes can be tested by using the built-in lnet self test. With
four parallel simulated read and write transfers of 1 MB size per server, the maximum lnet bandwidth was
determined with 94.4 GBit/s. 1 MB is the maximum size for a lnet message and more parallel requests
would only help in case of higher latencies.
One of the main work areas was the tuning of the performance of the DDN systems for maximum
bandwidth. At first, sgpdd-survey showed a write performance of about 640 MB/s per FC port on the
DDN devices and a read speed of about 780 MB/s. The IOR benchmark [SS07] was used to write blocks
of 10 MiB from the SGI ICE system to the DDN storage in Dresden, resulting in similar performance
numbers. As the maximum speed of one port is about 800 MB/s and all ports on the storage controllers
were needed to fully exploit the capabilities of the 100GBit/s equipment, this problem had to be fixed.
Figure 5.27 shows a visualization of a trace file collected while tuning the file system at Dresden together
with the clients in Dresden. To debug the situation described in the previous paragraph, one of the FC
connections was routed through a FC switch, thus breaking the direct connection between the FC card
on the OSS server and the DDN controller. The two timelines at the left bottom of the figure show the
difference in the bandwidth per port. Port 4 of the first controller had been rerouted. As this fixed the
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Figure 5.27: Screenshot of an analysis of the IOR benchmark running on the 100 GBit test equipment
using Vampir
Tier:16 004f8b00 DL00 r0 w0 l1 fl0 fr2 R:100 M:100 I:100
NOTE INT_PS 11-4 06:54:53 Medium Error Disk 16P JK11A4YAKEHT5W
Key: 3 ASC 11 ASCQ 0 FRU 0 Info 004FE864
c1p3 WWN:500143800425A27A port:3 OX_ID:0033 T:143
INFO INT_PS 11-4 06:54:53 Data recovered 2 (cmd_id 772) disk:16P
address: 4fe800 LUN 16, 00004fe8
Tier:16 004fe800 DL00 r1 w0 l0 fl0 fr2 R:100 M:100 I:100
c1p3 WWN:500143800425A27A port:3 OX_ID:0033 T:143
Figure 5.28: Excerpt of the log of a DDN controller that shows a media error on a disk
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write performance problem, it became obvious that either the protocol that is used in case of a back-
to-back connection is the problem or that in any case a FC switch is needed to reach the full write
performance. By forcing the QLogic FC cards on the HP nodes to use the FC point-to-point protocol, the
write speed went up to 750 MB/s. Per default the cards use the FC arbitrated loop protocol to connect to
the DDN controllers and use point-to-point as a fallback only. For a reason that still has to be determined,
using the FC arbitrated loop protocol results in a bad performance for write accesses only. However, the
QLogic card is not using the point-to-point protocol if connected back-to-back with a storage device.
Another problem that showed up in the trace visualization is a sudden drop in the read performance
observed on one port of the RAID controller. An investigation of the log files on this controller revealed
a media error (see Figure 5.28) on one of the SATA disks used. Comparing the associated timestamps
revealed a connection between both events. A further analysis of the trace file showed that it takes
about 45 seconds until this port is at full speed again. At the end of the run of the IOR benchmark, this
port is used for additional 23 seconds compared to other FC ports. In this case the read portion of the
IOR benchmark was running for about 450 seconds. Thus, under ideal conditions it could have finished
in about 427 seconds which means a reduction of the runtime to 94,8% and a potential performance
improvement of 5.3%. Removing this disk and continuing with 8 + 1 disks eliminated this problem.
With both issues fixed the write performance reached 11.8 GB/s and the read performance 12.0 GB/s for
local tests with two S2A 9000. The SFA 10000 in Freiberg delivered about 10.4 GB/s write performance
and 11.4 GB/s read performance. On the SFA, the options for tuning the QLogic HBA driver have a large
impact on the system performance. One relevant options is the request queue depth on the QLogic HBA
and the other whether the driver is allowed to tune this queue depth. Disabling the last option results
in better write performance, enabling it in better read performance. The optimal queue depth for the
maximum write performance has been 16.
On each compute cluster only 24 clients have been used for tests. To actually achieve these numbers
Direct I/O had to be used. Without Direct I/O the processes on the compute nodes are busy copying
pages between the user space and the kernel space. Direct I/O eliminated this bottleneck and pushed the
write performance for a single node to a maximum of 1.8 GB/s out of the theoretical limit of 2 GB/s.
The final bandwidth tests executed early in November 2010 delivered for unidirectional reads an average
bandwidth of 11.8 GByte/s for a time period of about 10 minutes. This matches exactly the available
bandwidth on the Lustre networking layer with 94.4 GBit/s. Due to an open issue regarding the Lustre
routing for read access on the Freiberg site, bidirectional tests had to be done with write accesses. Writing
in both directions resulted in a maximum of 21.9 GByte/s, about 87% of the peak network bandwidth.
This is considered an excellent result.
5.3.4 Summary
This chapter provided example scenarios for the application of the theoretical approaches developed in
the previous chapter. It has been shown how the analysis of I/O related performance issues can be greatly
improved by the integration of data from the file system infrastructure. Both the graphical interactive
analysis and a comparative analysis of multiple trace files revealed more insight into the interaction of
applications, the operating system and components that are external to the compute nodes.
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6 Conclusion and Outlook
This chapter provides a conclusion of the thesis and offers an outlook on future work and research. At
first, the main contributions are recapitulated. The remainder of this chapter gives an overview over
possibilities to enhance the approaches presented within this thesis. These proposals are split up into
one section for future work, which points towards the application of methods developed in other research
areas to problems related to I/O performance analysis. The second section describes research possibil-
ities that are either specific for this research area or specific to the context of performance analysis in
HPC environments.
6.1 Contributions
This thesis has emphasized the need to analyze I/O related performance shortcomings in HPC envi-
ronments from a global perspective. After a general introduction to parallel file systems, typical usage
scenarios of I/O subsystems were described. This was followed by an overview over the most commonly
used parallel file system implementations and a description of some challenges that these file systems
have to face within the near future. The growing number of components that will make up future parallel
file system as well as ideas like having additional caching layers between the main memory of the HPC
system and the disks amplify the need for a holistic analysis approach.
I/O requests are typically triggered from the user space. These requests traverse the file system infras-
tructure, starting with the I/O libraries and the operating system running on the compute nodes and end
at the physical disks, where each layer transforms and adapts these requests. The state of the art for
I/O performance analysis before this thesis allowed an analysis only of the user space I/O requests by
program tracing and visualization. An inspection of other I/O layers was only doable by using additional
tools that are often specific to one piece of hardware only and in addition do not provide the required
possibilities for an integration into a holistic analysis approach.
Traditionally, application tracing approaches only include data collected on the compute nodes into the
program trace. It has been shown that external data, especially from the infrastructure of a parallel file
system, are essential for the explanation of I/O effects observed on compute nodes. In a more general
sense, it is beneficial to include any performance data that is external to the hosts executing a parallel
program into a program trace if they contribute to the performance analysis. Besides the relevance of such
an integrated approach for an I/O analysis, the analysis of power consumption data and program traces
has been proven to be useful to evaluate the energy efficiency of HPC systems elsewhere [HSM+10].
The analysis of related approaches, especially from the field of database performance analysis, and the
need of an integrated program and infrastructure tracing have driven the development of methods that
support a holistic analysis. An evaluation of different methods how to actually integrate the access to
external data within a trace facility lead to the conclusion that the caching of the data on an additional
system together with a post mortem merge step is the preferred way.
A revision of the term performance counter allows a broader range of data sources to be used. This
extension was necessary to overcome the restrictions that originated from the use of traditional CPU
performance counters.
An enhanced approach to the further analysis of I/O events is one of the main contributions of this thesis.
An approach based on a Directed Acyclic Graph is used to describe all dependencies between different
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I/O sequences among all processes. The graph consists of synchronization and I/O vertices. Not all
synchronization vertices that are constructed during the import of the trace events are needed to describe
I/O dependencies and can be removed. Thus, a subsequent analysis has less events to consider. In fact,
for real applications it is possible to reduce the number of synchronization vertices to the number of
I/O events. Two algorithms have been presented that merge adjacent synchronization vertices. The first
algorithm works on the final graph while the second is an extension to the first one merging vertices
during the graph construction.
A substantial amount of work that had been done regarded the subsequent processing and the presentation
of the external data. The amount of raw counters that some data sources provide and the need for an
almost real time analysis emphasized the development of an improved update scheme that allows to
combine an arbitrary number of counters to form a secondary counter. The examples within the previous
chapter used multiple secondary counters in parallel to support the performance analysis of different I/O
workloads.
The overall aim of the work was to establish methods that allow an end-to-end comparison of parallel
file systems. The implemented prototype enables the performance analyst to gather the available data
quickly and efficiently. Standard analysis methods like trace visualization and statistical analysis can
then be used to identify performance inefficiencies. Another frequent requirement for an I/O analysis is
to replay I/O accesses on different platforms and file systems. Thus, the development of a benchmark
that is able to replay arbitrary I/O patterns was a valuable addition to a holistic analysis approach.
6.2 Future Work
For the future an enhancement of the pattern matching approach, it would be useful to evaluate other
compression algorithms. The current implementation has worked well with the problems presented
within the previous chapter but a compression that works across multiple processes and detects patterns
of arbitrary length would be valuable. There are multiple algorithms from the performance analysis
research and even more from Bioinformatics that have been published on this topic. The compression
of trace based events has been done with specialized data structures for example in [Knü09] and with
compressed suffix trees in [PKS+08]. The latter is a well known data structure and heavily used in
Bioinformatics. A successful application to the field of I/O analysis could reduce the output of the I/O
patterns of massively parallel applications significantly.
The next step for the improvement of the I/O replay engine would be to enable the replay of an abstract
I/O pattern that is automatically transformed to an HDF5, POSIX I/O or MPI I/O pattern. This would
enable users to test the performance of possible implementations for their I/O patterns without writing
any line of code.
6.3 Future Research
For a deeper understanding of parallel file systems it would be useful to analyze file system characteristics
statically. This can be done by modeling the impact that each file operation has on the file system infra-
structure. This allows a quantitative determination of fundamental file system limits (or the limits of a
given infrastructure), e.g. to calculate the maximum number of nodes that one file server supports or a
limit how many processes or cores can be used in parallel from a single node. If deployment activities
like those for the 100GBit testbed are executed on a larger scale, searching for anomalies in trace files is
not appropriate anymore. An automated approach that is able to compare different performance counters
among all processes and to correlate these to the data gathered on the I/O infrastructure would help.
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In addition, an integrated file system analysis would help to optimize a file system on a per user base.
For example, as for different access patterns different optimization options could be set on the users’
directories, it would be valuable to determine these options automatically. Options that are of interest,
e.g. for a Lustre environment, could be the stripe size, the stripe number or the read ahead behavior. This
requires a live analysis of the file system which would need to collect all user space I/O requests, as well
as a compression and analysis of these requests, and automated reasoning.
Once the collection of all user requests is in place, it should be extended to collect this kind of data for
all I/O layers. As each layer in an I/O infrastructure needs to transform the I/O requests for the next
lower layer, these transformations should be modeled and analyzed as well. Especially the aggregation
of smaller requests into larger ones and strategies to place or add caches to the file system infrastructure
are of interest. This could lead to more tailored I/O subsystems. In addition the collection of all these
requests could help to understand the I/O subsystem behavior.
Scientific data can have a very long life time. Guidelines of the German Research Foundation require
that results from experiments and simulations have to be archived for at least ten years. To keep data for
such a long time, they will most probably be copied to an offline storage medium like a tape and need
to be migrated between different technology epochs. It is very likely that at least parts of these data are
accessed from time to time. As all transfers between the different media cost energy, an Information
Lifecycle Management approach for scientific data could help to minimize the number of transfers and
to determine an optimal place for a data set within a hierarchical storage infrastructure. This would
require a user-based behavior analysis which could be done with a more enhanced version of the pattern
matching approach together with an access pattern database. A realization could include a prefetching
between the different I/O layers as well.
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